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1.

Executive Summary

Professional firefighters have continuously been held in high regard as illustrated on the
consistent outcomes of surveys which indicate that firefighters are one of the most trusted, if
not the most trusted, professions. The surveys that we reference are the Readers Digest
annual survey of Most Trust Professions and others.
Further, the Australian Parliament examined the link between occupational cancer and
professional firefighting in 2011. The Australian Parliament made the following statement in
its conclusions.
"The community holds a deep respect and gratitude for those who serve to protect
and assist. If we are honest, however, along with this respect and gratitude a
generous dose of expectation. We expect firefighters to come to our assistance
when our homes, schools, hospitals and businesses are ablaze. We expect that a
firefighter will enter a burning building when every human instinct tells us to leave.
We expect they will search for those trapped inside and bring them out alive. We
expect them to do what they can to minimise loss of life and damage to property.
While everyone else is fleeing danger, it is the firefighter's duty to tackle it head-on,
to enter an extreme and dangerous environment, armed with the best protective gear
available. "1
Firefighters in the MFB and CFA between 2010 and 2014 responded to over 100,000
emergency calls. The majority of such calls were responded to by professional firefighters.
The performance of professional firefighters is highlighted by the containment of 90 percent
of fires to the room of origin and the response time of being achieved of about 7- 8 minutes
to maximise the potential for rescue and minimise the damage to property.
Analysis of the CFA and MFB Executive Leadership Teams and Boards during the period of
2010-2015, have seen professional firefighters attacked in the most vicious and calculated
manner and not in accordance with the standards and findings of the Australian Federal
Parliament.

1

Senate Report into Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Amendment (Fair Protection for
Firefighters) Bill 2011, paragraph 4.37 page 45.
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Clearly such attacks were based on an ideological agenda of industrial reform and did not
take into account the additional stress and anxiety placed on the emergency responders by
the very people who sent them into battle which could have cost them their lives or in the
least may have been injured.
This submission, which is evidenced, based, will show that apart from the attack on
professional firefighters through a misplaced industrial agenda, there has been a complete
and utter reluctance of both fire services to embrace reforms from consistent findings in
Coronial Inquests, Royal Commissions, and other Inquiries since the 1980s.
This reluctance has not been in the public interest, or in the interests of firefighters, and
clearly demonstrates that both organisations have been more focused on maintaining
parochial boundaries, rather than providing the maximum service to the community in their
time of need.
This was highlighted by the findings of the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission 2009
which stated...
“The Commission concluded that the three fire agencies, as currently structured, did
not collectively contribute to their maximum potential on 7 February. Most of the
concerns identified related to operational matters such as control, operational
integration and interagency standards. The Commission therefore considers the
problems identified need to be substantively redressed, with a focus on augmenting
operational capability. The problems were not mere inconveniences that resulted
from the size and scope of the disaster: they were serious failings that limited the
agencies’ ability to comprehensively fulfil their responsibilities.”2.

Additional to the above, there has been a consistent wastage of Fire Service Property Levy
monies paid by the community for the purpose of fire protection and other emergency
services. For example from the period of 2010-2014 $21 million of Fire Service Property
Levy monies was spent on legal fees by the CFA and MFB Executive Leadership Team and
endorsed by their respective Boards in what can only be described as a litigation frolic
against firefighters.
Trust and confidence in the Executive Leadership Teams is an inherent and implied
requirement for firefighters who have to go into battle frequently putting their lives and health
at risk.
2

Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission 2009 Final Report, Part 10.2, page 369
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Based on the evidence contained within this submission it is clear that the relationship
between firefighters, other fire service employees and the Executive Leadership Teams of
the CFA and MFB have been irreparably and permanently damaged. Drastic measures
need to be taken to ensure there is never going to be a repeat of the agenda of the past four
years.
The UFU also strongly submits that it is unacceptable and not in the public interest for both
the MFB and CFA Executive Leadership Teams and Boards to simply ignore consistent
findings of deficiencies in interoperability of procedures and equipment.
Never before have professional firefighters been under such vigorous attack by their
Executive Leadership Teams. This has included:


the attempted and orchestrated denigration in the media of firefighters by their
employers regarding their terms and conditions of employment



the highly exaggerated and staged attempt to portray firefighters in a negative light
by the highly publicised use of body guards by the MFB Executive Leadership Team
members during the Termination Case in the Fair Work Commission



the hiring of external premises as a command post to commit such attack on
professional firefighters



the reneging of bone fide agreements which were willingly entered into by both the
CFA and the MFB Executive Leadership Teams and Boards



the failure to honour such agreements resulting in unnecessary and expensive
litigation by the union and its members to enforce the agreements that were willingly
entered into by the CFA and MFB.

Additionally, since 1997 there has been an attempt by the CFA to erode the necessary
increase of professional firefighter numbers by creating hybrid civilian classifications. This
has been assisted by the volunteer associations who purport to represent volunteer
firefighters, but in reality they only represent member brigades.
Further the wastage of fire service monies on litigation has resulted in firefighters operating
under inferior systems of work, including insufficient staffing and crew sizes which are
dangerous for firefighters and the community.
Clearly the Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission and the 1994 Public Bodies Review
Committee identified deficiencies in the structures of both the MFB and CFA, which can only
be described as duplication.
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It is notable that the MFB and CFA are the only fire services in Australia that operate with a
governing board and a Chief Executive Officer rather than a Chief Officer/Chief Fire Officer
who has the necessary underpinning operational qualifications.
Firefighters need to ensure that they are given the best training and qualifications within a
rigorous training framework. The recent attempt through litigation by both the MFB and CFA
to remove the training framework, which is the underpinning foundation of ensuring
firefighter safety when being deployed to emergency response, should be condemned.
The response capabilities of the fire services should be reviewed and modified to provide for
maximised service to the community in a coordinated way without unnecessary duplication.
The UFU submits that the best utilisation of precious community assets being the fire
services should be restructured to include:
a. City Fire: to manage fire and fire risk in our cities and towns
b. Forest Fire: to manage fuel and fire on public lands and plantations
c. Rural Fire: to manage through its resources of volunteers, fires and
community threat in the rural area including small towns, villages and hamlets
The UFU respectfully submits the ideology of the CFA and MFB Executive Management
Teams and Boards under the previous Napthine Government put the Victorian community at
risk as evidenced by station closures, the desperate circumstances of the Hazelwood Mine
Fire and failure to implement critical life-saving measures such as EMR and recruitment of
the necessary additional professional firefighters, to name just a few.
This Review is not only the opportunity for reform of the fire services in the public interest,
but also an opportunity to record the destructive conduct by both CFA and MFB ELT's and
Boards and to bring those responsible to account. Further, the mismanagement of both
organisations including the fiscal responsibility cannot be denied and must be addressed.
This is vitally important to instil confidence in the public and commercial stakeholders who
pay the fire service property levy in good faith.
Unless this occurs the damage will remain irreparable and the Victorian community will not
have the protection they deserve and fund.
The UFU respectfully submits to the reviewer that the UFU can provide supplementary
documentation and/or submissions to assist the reviewer where the case arises that a matter
has not been adequately addressed within the terms of reference in the inquiry.
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2.

Recommendations

The UFU makes the following recommendations:
Part One: Impact of the Napthine Government Budget Cuts
I.

That a forensic audit and investigation be conducted into the expenditure, finances
and funding of the CFA and MFB.

II.

To ensure that all monies received from the Fire Services Property Levy and are
contributed in good faith by members of the Victorian community are held or
expended for the benefit of the Victorian fire services in accordance with the
Government’s stated purpose of the FSL which is to fund vital services inclusive of
personnel, training, infrastructure and equipment provided by the CFA and the MFB
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.3

III.

Any funding allocated for specific projects e.g. such as EMR, is only to be used for
those projects and must be used within a required time frame.

Part Two: Staffing Levels in the Fire Services
I.

Over a period of four years, phase in four firefighters on all primary appliances across
the MFB and CFA to provide enhanced community protection, and to avoid firefighter
injury.

II.

Over a period of 4 years, phase into the CFA appliance based crewing as opposed to
station based crewing to ensure professional firefighter safety.

III.

Fund staffing number increases to ensure that Victoria's fire agencies will maintain
their service levels (in the context of significant population growth in Melbourne and
Victoria's regional communities, and the effects of global warming and extreme
weather events).

IV.

Mandate that the training pre-requisites, competencies and assessments for each
agency comply with the Public Safety Training Package in-line with the Emergency
Response Training Framework.

3

http://www.firelevy.vic.gov.au/what-does-the-levy-fund.html
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V.

Establish a state-based monitoring system that has consistent and transparent
service delivery and performance standards

VI.

Review CFA assignment tables with a view to them being replaced by the Greater
Alarm Response System (GARS) to facilitate interoperability between the CFA and
MFB

VII.

To maximise community protection CFA station locations to be strategically placed
according to radial response times as is the practice in the MFB

VIII.

That the annual reporting mechanism of both the MFB and CFA be required to
provide quantitative and qualitative data so that an objective assessment can be
made by both the regulating body and the members of the public as to the
performance standards and the delivery of service.

IX.

The CFA be required to re-implement the JCK data so that a proper analysis can be
conducted on the CFA's brigades performance against standards of fire cover and
response.

Part Three: Interoperability
I.

Commitment to supporting programs that further interoperability between the
agencies to achieve a seamless service delivery to the Victorian Community and to
remove artificial barriers as a result of entrenched parochial behaviour by the
agencies.

II.

Facilitate and maximise to their full extent in the context of the 2009 VBRC findings,
the utilisation of the communities assets.

These resources should be provided

through a structured response system in a coordinated way without duplication and in
accordance with training, competencies and equipment that are inherent in the
current fire agencies. The UFU respectfully submit the following framework should
be considered:
d. City Fire: to manage fire and fire risk in our cities and towns
e. Forest Fire: to manage fuel and fire on public lands and plantations
f.

Rural Fire: to manage through its resources of volunteers, fires and
community threat in the rural area including small towns, villages and hamlets
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II.

Implement all of the recommendations from the 2009 VBRC.

Part Four: Performance of MFB and CFA Senior Management including the
Disconnect between Senior Management of the Fire Agencies and their Employees
I.

Deliver fair and equitable enterprise agreements for all fire service employees
within a timely manner and without protracted and unnecessary litigation

II.

Require fire service agencies to operate in accordance with all obligations and
requirements including good faith bargaining and complying with all agreements
reached including industrial instruments.

III.

Ensure the fire services adhere to the Victorian Model Litigant Guidelines (and
behave as model litigants) which if followed would have prevented much of the
costly litigation over the last four years. If this had been followed by the CFA and
MFB it would have prevented much of the costly litigation and wastage of Fire
Service Property Levy money over the last four years.

IV.

In the context of the above, that both the MFB and CFA be audited to see
whether they have complied with the Model Litigant Guidelines and if not, held
accountable for past expenditure. That it be mandated that future expenditure is
to comply with the Model Litigant Guidelines.

V.

Hold to account the individuals of the ELTs of both the MFB and CFA and the
respective Boards who perpetrated the aggressive anti-worker policy and who
were responsible for the regressive campaign of litigation.

VI.

Hold to account the individuals of the ELTs of both the MFB and CFA and the
respective Boards who mismanaged the finances of the fire services including the
use of FSL for non-operational activities including the excessive litigation.

VII.

Restructure the management structures of both organisations to establish
common structures in the MFB and CFA.
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VIII.

To restore the authority and ultimate decision making of the CO/CFO and the
operational personnel.

IX.

To amend the constitution of both Boards to provide for representation of
professional firefighters through nominated representatives.

Part Five: Options for Establishment of a Professional Firefighter Registration Board
I.

Restore any of the minimum training, qualification, or experience requirements for
firefighters that have been removed, challenged or relaxed during the life of the
Coalition Government.

II.

Restore the fundamental principle that all successful applicants must have
underpinning experience from employment in a recognised fire service before lateral
entry can occur. This should be in accordance with industrial instruments.

III.

Support and endorse the establishment of a Professional Firefighters Registration
Board which would recognise professional firefighting as a registered trade.

IV.

In the context of the above, implement a Registration Board within the Victorian
jurisdiction for professional Victorian firefighters to give effect to the regulation of
qualifications, training and standards.

Part Six: Best Mechanism for Volunteer Support
I.

Volunteer Brigade support to be undertaken by professional firefighters who have
the required skills, knowledge and expertise to undertake such work.

That this

should be in accordance with the relevant industrial instruments and professional
firefighting classifications.
II.

That all FSL monies and CFA funding for volunteer brigade support be maximised to
ensure the benefit to the community and that volunteer brigade. In accordance with
this a cost benefit analysis will confirm that professional firefighters undertake such
work. That all current arrangements that conflict with this recommendation to cease.
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III.

The UFU strongly submits the consideration of using the Operational Support Group
personnel (professional firefighters) be converted to a state resource to provide
volunteer support.

IV.

Restore the CO's/CFOs authority over Operational Training and Volunteerism to
ensure that these responsibilities are in line with operational requirements.

V.

That the current surge capacity provided by volunteer brigades be structured into a
dedicated specialised state unit. This unit could be deployed in a coordinated and
structured manner during large protracted campaign fires and incidents. This would
maximise the utilisation of such resource and provide a mechanism for coordination
through the Fire Service Commission.
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3.

Definitions

Agreements
2010 CFA Ops Agreement

Country Fire Authority/United Firefighters Union of
Australia Operational Staff Enterprise Agreement 2010

2011 CFA PTA Agreement

CFA Professional,
Agreement 2011

2010 MFB Ops Agreement

Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board,
United Firefighters Union of Australia, Operational
Staff Agreement 2010

2010 MFB ACFO Agreement

Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board,
United Firefighters Union of Australia, Assistant Chief
Fire Officers Agreement 2010

2013 MFB Corp & Tech Agreement

Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board
Corporate & Technical Employees Agreement 2013

Technical

and

Administrative

Acts
FW Act

Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)

CFA Act

Country Fire Authority Act 1958 (Vic)

MFB Act

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958 (Vic)

EMV Act

Emergency Management Act 2013 (Vic)

ESTA Act

Emergency Services Telecommunications Authority
Act 2004 (Vic)

Cases
Recruits Case

United Firefighters’ Union of Australia v Country Fire
Authority (VID 440 of 2012) at first instance and
United Firefighters’ Union of Australia v Country Fire
Authority (VID 84 of 2014) on appeal

Termination Case

Re AEU
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Metropolitan Fire & Emergency Services Board v
United Firefighters’ Union of Australia FWC
AG2014/5212
Australian Education Union v Victoria (1995) 184 CLR
188

Ranks
CO

Chief Officer

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

DCO

Deputy Chief Officer

ACFO

Assistant Chief Fire Officer

OM

Operations Manger

OO

Operations Officer

FSCC

Fire Services Communication Controller

SSO

Senior Station Officer

SO

Station Officer

LFF

Leading Firefighter

QFF

Qualified Firefighter

Other
AIIMS

Australasian
System

AV

Ambulance Victoria

BA

Breathing Apparatus

BOR

Board of Reference

CAD

Computer Added Dispatch

CFA

Country Fire Authority

DEPI

Department of Environment and Primary Industry

EBIC

Enterprise Bargaining Implementation Committee

EMC

Emergency Management Commissioner

EMR

Emergence Medical Response

EMV

Emergency Management Victoria

ERTF

Emergency Response Training Framework

ESTA

Emergency Services Telecommunications Authority

FSL

Fire Service Property Levy
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Inter-service

Incident

Management

FWA

Fair Work Australia

FWC

Fair Work Commission

GARS

Greater Alarm Response System

HAZMAT

Hazardous Material

ICC

Incident Control Centre

JSOP

Joint Standard Operating Procedure

MFD

Metropolitan Fire District

MFESB & MFB

Metropolitan Fire Brigade

MUCC

MFB/UFU Consultative Committee

OH&S

Occupational Health and Safety

OIC

Officer in Charge

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPC

Personal Protective Clothing

SCC

State Control Centre

SDS

Service Delivery Standards

SLP

Strategic Location Plan

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

STO

Station Turnout System

UFU

United Firefighters Union (Victoria Branch)

UFUA

United Firefighters Union of Australia

VAGO

Victorian Auditor General's Office

VEMTC

Victorian Emergency Management Training Centre

VFBV

Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria

VicPol

Victoria Police

2009 VBRC

2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission
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4.

Introduction

The United Firefighters Union of Australia (“the UFUA”) is a registered federal union of
career firefighters and others employed by fire services in Australia.
The UFUA has eight branches in Tasmania, South Australia, Victoria, ACT, New South
Wales, Western Australia, Queensland and an Aviation sector branch. Each branch has very
high level of union membership with the majority of branches averaging around 95 percent
membership of the relevant workforce.
The UFUA represents firefighters employed on a permanent full time basis, permanent part
time basis and on a casual basis by fire services including aviation and defence.
In addition, the UFUA also represents other employees of fire services including, but not
limited to, emergency call centres, fire safety officers, mechanics and administrative
employees.
The Victorian Branch of the United Firefighters Union of Australia (UFU) represents
professional firefighters, emergency call centre employees and fire agency corporate,
administration, hospitality, technical and mechanical employees across both the CFA and
MFB.
The UFUA represents its members in all industrial relations jurisdictions and has participated
in numerous Inquiries and Coronial Inquests and Commissions of Inquiry which include but
are not limited to the following:


Senate Inquiry into Recent Trends in and Preparedness for Extreme Weather
Events, 18 January 2013



Senate Inquiry into the Safety Rehabilitation and Compensation Amendment
(Fair Protection for Firefighters) Bill 2011.



The 2012 Review of the Safety Rehabilitation and Compensation Amendment
(Fair Protection for Firefighters) Act 2011.

Specific Victorian Branch submissions include:


1993 Public Bodies Review into the MFB



1997 Dandenong Fires



Longford Explosion
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Investigation and Inquests into a Wildfire and Deaths of Five firefighters at Linton
in December 1998



2009 Board of Reference (into CFA response times and capacity)



2009 Royal Commission into the Victoria Bushfires

In July 2015 the UFU was invited to participate in this Review. In a letter dated 29 July 2015
the Hon. Jane Garret Minister for Emergency Services wrote to Victoria Branch Secretary
Peter Marshall as follows:
“Dear Mr Marshall
FIRE SERVICES REVIEW
Today I will formally announce a review of the Metropolitan Fire and Emergency
Services Board and Country Fire Authority.
The Review will inquire into, and make recommendations on, the resourcing,
operations, management and culture of both fire services. I have attached the more
detailed Terms of Reference for the Review for your information.
I have appointed Mr David O'Byrne, the former Tasmanian Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, under the Inquiries Act 2014 to conduct the review.
Mr O'Byrne will contact you shortly to arrange a preliminary meeting.
I look forward to your participation in, and contribution to, this important Review."
The Terms of Reference as outlined by the Minister were as follows:
"I, Jane Garrett MP, Minister for Emergency Services, with the approval of the Premier,
appoint David O'Byrne under section 93(2) of the Inquiries Act 2014 to constitute a
Formal Review to inquire into and report on the terms of reference specified in this
instrument.
1.

Terms of Reference

The Formal Review will inquire into, and make recommendations on, the resourcing,
operations, management and culture of the Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services
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Board (MFB) and the Country Fire Authority (CFA)(collectively, the "fire services"),
including, but not limited to the following matters:
(a)

an assessment of the resourcing requirements necessary to ensure Victoria is
appropriately equipped and fire ready;

(b)

how CFA and MFB staff can be best supported in protecting communities, taking
into consideration operational needs, as well as Occupational Health and Safety
best practice and best training methods;

(c)

the interoperability between the CFA and MFB;

(d)

the interoperability across fire agencies responsible for preventing and
suppressing all types of fire in Victoria, whether on public or private land;

(e)

CFA and MFB management structures and management work practices;

(f)

enhancing workplace culture, including fostering greater respect and cooperation
between management and its workforce, as well as enhancing workplace
innovation and diversity;

(g)

options for the establishment of a Career Firefighters Registration Board; and

(h)

the best mechanism to provide support for volunteer fire brigades and to ensure
their viability in providing emergency services."

This is the UFU Victoria Branch submission including appendices and attached witness
statements in accordance with the above invitation and terms of reference.
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5.

Legislative Framework

The CFA and the MFB are established and governed by relevant legislation of the Victorian
Parliament and subsequent regulations. All powers and authority derive from these Acts.

(a)

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958 (Vic)

Key sections of the MFB Act 1958 regarding the powers of the Boards, Chief Executive and
Minister are as follows:
Section 7 Functions of Board
(1)

The functions of the Board are—
(a)

to provide for fire suppression and fire prevention services in the
metropolitan district; and

(b)

to provide for emergency prevention and response services in the
metropolitan district; and

(c)

to carry out any other functions conferred on the Board by or under this
Act or the regulations or any other Act or any regulations under that Act.

(2)

The Board has all powers necessary to carry out its functions.

(3)

The functions of the Board extend to any vessel berthed adjacent to land which
by virtue of section 4(2) is part of the metropolitan district."

Section 6 Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board
(1)

There is established a Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services Board.

(2)

The Board—
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(a)

is a body corporate with perpetual succession; and

(b)

shall have an official seal; and

(c)

may sue and be sued in its corporate name; and

(d)

may acquire, hold and dispose of real and personal property for the
purpose of performing its functions; and

(e)

may do and suffer all acts and things that bodies corporate may by law
do and suffer and that are necessary or incidental for the performance
of its functions.

Section 8 Accountability of Board
(1)

The Board is subject to the general direction and control of the Minister in the
performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers.

(2)

The Minister may from time to time give written directions to the Board.

Section 25A General Powers of Board
(1)

Subject to this Act, the Board has the power to do all things necessary or
convenient to be done for or in connection with the performance of its duties
and functions.

(2)

Without limiting or derogating from the generality of the powers of the Board
under this Act, the powers of the Board include the power to—

(3)
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(a)

enter into agreements or arrangements with any person or body for the
provision of goods or services to the Board;

(b)

subject to subsection (3), enter into agreements or arrangements with
any person or body for the provision of goods or services by the
Board;

(c)

apply for, obtain and hold intellectual property rights (including patents,
copyrights, trademarks and registered designs);

(d)

enter into agreements or arrangements for the commercial exploitation
of those intellectual property rights and ancillary services on any terms
and conditions as to royalties, lump sum payments or otherwise as the
Board may see fit;

(e)

subject to subsection (3), form, participate in the formation of, or be a
member of a body corporate, association, partnership, trust or other
body;

(f)

subject to subsection (3), enter into a joint venture agreement,
shareholders agreement or unit holders agreement with any other
person or body;

(g)

do all things necessary or convenient to give effect to any agreements
or arrangements entered into by the Board including power to appoint
any person or body as the Board's agent for that purpose.

The Board must obtain the written consent of the Minister before—
(a)

entering into any agreement or arrangement with any person or body
for the provision of goods or services by the Board; or

(b)

forming, participating in the formation of, or becoming a member of a
body corporate, association, partnership, trust or other body; or

(c)

entering into any joint venture agreement, shareholders agreement or
unit holders agreement.

(4)

Subsection (3)(a) does not apply to an agreement or arrangement for the
provision of goods or services by the Board—
(a)

to a unit or group of units or to a person acting on behalf of a unit or
group of units; or

(b)

where the provision of those goods or services falls within the general
duties and functions of the Board.

(4A)

The Board, with the written consent of the Minister, may—

(a)

enter into any agreement or arrangement with any person or body to
provide consultancy services in emergency protection and response in
any place outside Victoria; and

(b)
(5)

make any charge it thinks fit for those services.

The Minister's consent under subsection (3)(a) or (b) or (4A) may be given in
respect of a particular case or a class of cases.

Section 28

(b)

Chief Executive Officer

(1)

The Board must, with the approval of the Minister, appoint a person as Chief
Executive Officer of the Board.

(2)

The Chief Executive Officer holds office for the period, not exceeding 5 years,
specified in the instrument of his or her appointment.

(3)

The Chief Executive Officer is responsible to the Board for the carrying out of
its functions.

(4)

The Chief Executive Officer must comply with the directions of the Board.

Country Fire Authority Act 1958 (Vic)

Key sections of the CFA Act 1958 regarding the powers of the Boards, Chief Executive and
Minister are as follows:
Section 6A Accountability of Authority
(1) The Authority is subject to the general direction and control of the Minister in the
performance of its functions and the exercise of its powers.
(2) The Minister may from time to time give written directions to the Authority.
Section 6B Objective
The objective of the Authority in performing its functions and exercising its powers
under this Act is to—
(a)
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contribute to a whole of sector approach to emergency management;

(b)

promote a culture within the emergency management sector of community
focus, interoperability and public value

Section 16A Chief Executive Officer
(1) The Authority must, with the approval of the Minister, appoint a person as Chief
Executive Officer of the Authority.
(2) The Chief Executive Officer holds office for the period, not exceeding 5 years,
specified in the instrument of his or her appointment.
(3) The Chief Executive Officer is responsible to the Authority for the carrying out of
its functions.
(4) The Chief Executive Officer must comply with the directions of the Authority.
Section 20 General duty of Authority
The duty of taking superintending and enforcing all necessary steps for the
prevention and suppression of fires and for the protection of life and property in case
of fire and the general control of all stations and of all brigades and of all groups of
brigades shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, so far as relates to the country
area of Victoria be vested in the Authority.
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PART ONE:
6.
6.1

Impact of the Napthine Government
Budget Cuts

Introduction

In September 2012, the Napthine Government cut $66 million from the CFA and MFB
budgets ($41 million from the CFA and $25 million from the MFB).
As a result of the proposed cuts, the UFU began to disseminate information publically
regarding the implications of such cuts. During this time, the Victorian Government
continually denied that there were such cuts. A fire service generated media campaign
criticised The UFU's analysis of these cuts and implications. Despite the continued
protestations of the Victorian Government that there were no cuts, on 4 September 2012 the
then Deputy Premier and Minister for Bushfire, Police and Emergency Services Peter Ryan
was forced to confirm the budget cuts on the ABC State wide drive program (Annexure 1).
These budget cuts drove down standards in relation to service delivery, fire readiness and
equipment causing a significant impact on morale within both the MFB and CFA. The UFU
submits that the Napthine Government was working in concert with the MFB and CFA to
avoid their legal obligations under the relevant industrial instruments.
Whilst the UFU is not privy to the specific costings or savings (if any) resulting from the
implications of the budget cuts as listed below, it is the UFU's understanding that, in
particular, CFA's reasoning for the failure to upgrade and maintain structure and services,
was due to budget cuts. Whilst the UFU acknowledges the budget cuts and the implications
of such, there was also definitely an ideological agenda being pursued by the CFA and MFB
to attack frontline firefighters' resources and terms and conditions.
Budget cuts were not a reason or a defence for the MFB and CFA Executive Leadership
Teams ideological driven attack on firefighters.
There was a direct correlation between the Napthine Government policy and budget cuts
and the attacks on firefighter and fire service employees' terms and conditions of
employment.
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In addition to setting out the terms and conditions of firefighters, these industrial instruments
were designed to maintain a high level of equipment and fire readiness. Between the period
2010-2014, the MFB and CFA pursued an aggressive and litigious agenda against the UFU,
the interests of firefighters and ultimately the Victorian public.

6.2

Impact on Morale

It is vitally important that firefighters have certainty in relation to their wages and conditions
and safe systems of work. This provides firefighters with the necessary confidence to protect
the community, respond to threats to life and property in an unknown and uncontrolled
environment. The attempts by the MFB and CFA, with the endorsement of the Napthine
Government, to attack firefighters terms and conditions of employment resulted in
unnecessary and high levels of stress severely impacting on firefighter welfare and health
and ultimately in morale.
It became increasingly evident to the UFU that during this period morale of fire service
employees plummeted.
In May 2014, the UFU surveyed its MFB operational members (who had provided personal
email addresses

to the UFU to participate in the survey without interference from the

employer):
“MFB has applied to the Fair Work Commission terminate the MFB UFU Operational
Staff Enterprise Agreement 2010 and the MFB UFU ACFO Enterprise Agreement. The
Fair Work Commission is required to take in to account the views of employees in
relation to the application. How do you feel about having the applicable Enterprise
Agreement terminated?”
The results of that survey were as follows:
Answer Choices
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Responses

Strongly disagree

96.07%

Disagree

2.53%

Neither agree or disagree

0.56%

Agree

0.09%

Strongly agree

0.75%

The survey was verified by Professor Ian Gordon PhD, AStat, Director, Statistical Consulting
Centre, The University of Melbourne. At lines 295-301 of his statement, Professor Gordon
concluded as follows:
“In my view, the survey I have been asked to comment on was well conducted,
according to principles of sound survey design. A good method of delivery of the
survey was used, the wording of the introductory material was fair and appropriate, the
questions themselves were clear and well-constructed in their allowable responses,
and the response rate in the survey was very high. It is obvious that an overwhelming
majority of UFU members hold the views discussed in this report, for each of the four
questions separately.” (Annexure 2)

In September 2014, the UFU conducted a further survey and asked its members the
following questions:
“As an operational staff member of the MFB, what level of confidence do you have in
?”
Answer Choices

Responses

absolutely no confidence

71.53%

no confidence

23.14%

Neutral

4.12%

Confidence

0.80%

absolute confidence

0.40%

“As an operational staff member of the MFB, what level of confidence do you have in
?"
Answer Choices
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Responses

absolutely no confidence

65.49%

no confidence

26.46%

Neutral

7.14%

Confidence

0.50%

absolute confidence

0.40%

In May 2015, the UFU conducted a survey and asked its MFB Corporate and Technical Staff
members the following questions:
“As a corporate/technical staff member of the MFB, what level of confidence do you
have in MFB senior management (executive level and above)?”
The results of that survey were as follows:
Answer Choices

Responses

absolutely no confidence

43.90%

no confidence

31.71%

Neutral

24.39%

Confidence

0.00%

absolute confidence

0.00%

In October 2014, the UFU conducted a survey and asked its CFA members the following
questions:
“As an operational staff member of the CFA, what level of confidence do you have in
?"
The results of that survey were as follows:

Answer Choices

Responses

absolutely no confidence

53.86%

no confidence

32.61%

Neutral

11.59%

Confidence

1.93%

absolute confidence

0.00%

“As an operational staff member of the CFA, what level of confidence do you have in
the CFA Board?"
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Answer Choices

Responses

absolutely no confidence

51.45%

no confidence

30.19%

Neutral

15.94%

Confidence

2.42%

absolute confidence

0.00%

On 5 February 2014, the UFU held two Special General Members' meetings. During these
meetings the following motion was passed unanimously at both meetings:
“MOTION TWO:
Having heard the report from the Branch Secretary, this meeting condemns the
dishonest and disrespectful attitude of the Victorian Government, Premier Denis
Napthine, Minister Kim Wells, the CFA Board (Acting President Claire Higgins, Board
Members John Peberdy, Ross Coyle, Paul Denham, Michael Freshwater, Peter
Harmsworth, Reid Mather, Don Robertson, Mike Taylor, Michael Tudball), CEO Mick
Bourke, Chief Officer Euan Ferguson in not honouring the Agreements. Further, this
meeting authorises the Branch Secretary to organise a plebiscite for a motion of no
confidence in the above named people.”
The results of the survey and respective motion from the membership overwhelmingly
reflected that the morale of fire service employees was very low during the Napthine
Government with little or absolutely no confidence in their leaders.
The sentiment was reflected in many firefighters' witness statements before the FWC in the
Termination case and an example of such is in the witness statement of ACFO Christopher
Watt At paragraph 19, ACFO Watt stated:
“The role of firefighters responding to the diverse range of emergencies in Victoria in
my view relies on a genuine connection and empathy to exist between the Chief
Officer and operational staff, including Assistant Chief Fire Officers. The MFB
application to terminate the agreements, to which they had agreed to, represents and
is regarded by me, and many operational staff and ACFOs as a betrayal of trust to its
workforce. In my view there is an obligation of loyalty by the MFESB and in particular
the Chief Officer in asking fire responders to risk their lives in the interests of
emergency response to ensure public safety.
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It is unreasonable and improper to maintain that expectation in an environment where
the trust relationship and honest and candid communication between the employer
and its workforce has broken down, as in this case. The employer's conduct in making
this application is now perceived as a budget driven bargaining strategy that is
politically influenced, massaged by a legal team and manufactured by media relations
experts as propaganda. Were the Commission to terminate the agreements it would
have long lasting and negative effects on the trust and confidence between the MFB
and its operational staff including ACFOs. My conclusions about the impact of the
MFB's conduct on operational staff is based on numerous discussions I have had with
almost all ranks since the MFB announced its application to terminate the agreements.
The discussions I have had have involved repeated requests from operational staff for
the reason for the MFB application. I have been placed in a difficult position as a
senior manager required to support the MFB, when the impact of the making of the
application is so negative and its rationale difficult, if not impossible, to justify on a
practical basis. (Annexure 3)

6.3

Impact on Equipment

Specialised firefighting appliances and equipment are a significant investment of FSL
monies that strengthen emergency response capabilities and provide fire agencies with vital
resources and improved equipment that will assist in protecting lives and properties.
In both the CFA and MFB 2010 Ops Agreements there are specific requirements for
consultation regarding all equipment and appliances. Both the CFA and MFB repeatedly
reneged on those requirements bypassing the agreed consultation processes resulting in
numerous disputes, the purchase of equipment and appliances that were not to standard or
fit for purpose, and ultimately affected firefighters' morale.
It is vitally important that firefighters have confidence that their uniform, equipment and
appliances comply with Standards and are fit for purpose. Firefighters safety and ability to
perform their work in the most efficient and effective way relies very heavily on having
confidence in the equipment they use and the uniforms they wear. Equipment needs to be
processed by way of evaluation and strict consultation to ensure it will not fail when needed.
Firefighters can only have this confidence in their equipment if they can be certain
firefighters - the end users - have been involved in the testing and approval process. This is
why the UFU has been diligent in ensuring the requirements to consult are enshrined in the
2010 Ops Agreements.
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It was evident by the way the MFB conducted the Termination Case that its key criticisms
were an attack on the consultation and dispute resolution clauses and the crucial
involvement of the UFU representatives in those processes.
The UFU witnesses provided significant evidence demonstrating the necessity of
consultation for safe systems of work.
Dr Francesca Litow (Adjunct Associate Profession of Environmental Health Services at the
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and certified Occupational Medicine
Physician) provided evidence on behalf of the UFU in the Termination Case of that
necessary trust and confidence. Her witness statement is attached as Annexure 4 and the
conclusion of her statement states as follows :
"In summary:


Job stress can negatively impact work performance.



Concern over job equipment has been identified as a major stressor in
firefighting and high strain occupations.



Uncertainty and low perceived control over a situation contributes to risk
perception and stress



Involving workers in equipment decisions can reduce uncertainty and distrust
and increase perceived control and self-efficacy among fire fighters. Based
on research literature, this would decrease job-related stress and facilitate
safe effective job performance."

Any failure can result in catastrophic outcomes to both the public and firefighters
themselves. Also provided as evidence in the Termination Case were many statements
from firefighters detailing the necessary trust and confidence in their firefighting equipment
as derived from robust consultation with end-users. For example, SO Rodney Egglestone
submitted the following in paragraphs 7-11:
"Trust in Systems
7. Firefighters have to have the psychological fortitude to do their job. We have to be
able to walk into fires, or do whatever is necessary to protect life and property. To do
that job we have to be able to trust our crew, all other firefighters on the fire ground or
incident, our gear, our trucks and our systems of work.
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8. I can trust my equipment and personal protective clothing because I know that
before I am issued with any such equipment or gear it has been through a consultation
process that has involved operational firefighters and the union. It is very important
that the union is involved in decision-making as the union ensures firefighters are
directly involved and that decisions are made regarding the interests of the safety of
firefighters and not for budgetary reasons.
9. I can also rely on the fact that every firefighter at an incident or on the fire ground
has been trained and has the competencies and skills required for the firefighter’s
rank. I know this because that is a requirement in the MFB – no one can take a short
cut into an operational position because every firefighter has to meet the requirements
of the rank or classification. That requirement is expressly provided for in the
agreement.
10. I oppose the termination of the operational staff agreements because I do not want
the process of consultation and decision-making weakened in any way. I do not want
our systems of work undermined in any way. I do not want to lose the confidence in my
crew, the other fighters I work alongside, the equipment and gear. I do not want to
have to think whether the gear I am issued is suitable or have to ask all the probing
questions myself. I want to be able to rely on a robust process that ensures

these

decisions are made with the health and safety of firefighters being paramount."
(Annexure 5)
Despite the UFU’s objection, and as a direct result of Napthine government cut-backs, the
MFB and CFA purchased cheaper appliances and equipment without the necessary and
required consultation, resulting in the following consequences:
(a)

appliances were not fit for purpose;

(b)

there were multiple OH& S issues;

(c)

various operational faults and deficiencies;

(d)

appliances required mechanical maintenance and servicing resulting in a
depletion in the overall pool of appliances available for operational needs;

(e)

appliances required substantial development and delivery of training before they
could be deployed.

Below are some specific examples of the inferior equipment and appliances purchased by
the MFB.
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(a)

Telesquirt

In 2010 consultation began between the MFB and the UFU regarding the purchase of
a new aerial appliance. Aerial appliances are typically used for overhead attack in
large fires and to perform rescues from above ground as well as for reconnaissance. In
that sense they are specialist appliances.
In or about 2012 the MFB went ahead, outside the required consultation and
evaluation process which is an agreed process in the operational staff agreement, and
purchased an appliance.
It became apparent on an inspection of the appliance that the appliance purchased
had multiple OH&S issues, faults and deficiencies and was not fit for purpose.
These problems included the following and had a significant impact on firefighters:


When jacks are at full height the vehicle is too high to get equipment from. A
firefighter reaching for equipment could not even see what is contained in some
areas;



Not enough room to store necessary hose;



Pump controls hard to reach and foam controls can't be reached at full height;



Wireless remote does not have any lighting on switch indicators and can't be
seen at night;



The cable on the tethered remote is grey in color and can easily be tripped on
when used;



The Teleboom ladder cannot be accessed at different rotated angles and creates
a fall hazard;



The BA cradle cannot be operated unless the boom is directly over the front of
the vehicle;



Hand rails are not rated for harness points;



Firefighters cannot access foam transfer tube when truck is jacked up;



Cannot reach rear upper locker door (above rear jacks) once the door is open;



Seat BA releases are on the outside of seat, causing a hang or grab point for
exiting firefighters;



Firefighters cannot access the cabin when the truck is jacked up, cabin is way
too high. If a firefighter is in the cabin and climbs out, injury could occur from a
fall due to the height. Firefighters require equipment in cabin and vehicle to be
accessible at all times;
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Concern about ladder rung alignment lights fitting;



RFI testing on wireless boom controls not conducted;



OASES locker fit out not completed.

More information regarding the Telesquirt, can be seen in the witness statement of
Robert Andrew Psalia in the Termination Case (Annexure 6).

(b)

Mark V 60 Series Appliances

In or around 2012 the MFB sought to purchase new Mark V 60 series appliances.
These appliances were supposed to be basic upgrades of the appliances that were
currently in use without significant difference. Despite making several enquiries, on
delivery, there were numerous differences. Some of these differences included:


The appliances had been fitted with electronic stability control which no firefighter
in the MFB at that point was trained to drive;



The electronic pump governor which governs the pump pressure was different,
firefighters were not trained in its use and the pump was also faulty;



The foam injection systems which create the correct amount of foam for use on
scene were also found to be completely out of calibration, meaning they would
produce incorrect foam quantities.

As a result of cost reductions, the appliances could not be brought into operation.
Whilst the electronic stability control was ultimately safer provided the driver has the
appropriate training. Whilst driving in emergency conditions (i.e. at high speeds) the
vehicle reacts differently to the old appliances, resulting in the driver having less
control and creating a more hazardous situation for those not trained in the electronic
stability control.
In addition, the electronic governor pump was also a safety issue as constant and safe
pressure for water and foam could not be maintained in automatic mode, resulting in
pressure fluctuation for the firefighters operating the hose lines which ultimately put
them in danger of injury. The incorrect calibration of foam is also a safety issue. Foam
production at the correct percentage rates is critical to operations at chemical and fuel
spills.
As a result, the appliances required mechanical work as well as the development and
delivery of training for the firefighters before the appliances could be entered into
operations.
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More information regarding the Mark V 60 Series Appliance can be seen in the witness
statement of Robert Andrew Psalia in the Termination Case. (Annexure 6)

(c)

Ladder Platform - specialist appliances

Ladder platforms are specialist aerial appliances that reach up to 44 metres in the air.
They are used for rescuing victims trapped at heights and for fighting major fires such
as factory fires where the fire is too far to access for normal hand lines (hoses). This
appliance directs large amounts of water from a height to heavily involved areas of fire
resulting in a reduction in the spread of fire to neighbouring buildings.
Despite the MFB advising the UFU that the new ladder platform to be purchased was a
like for like replacement of the currently used appliance, on delivery, there were some
differences when comparing the old appliance and the new appliance. An inspection
was undertaken and some of the differences found included:


The appliances were not like for like;



There was a major OH&S design flaw in the new appliance;



The appliance has a 44 metre extension boom which raises a personnel bucket
to the required height to perform duties from that height. Attached to the boom is
an escape ladder which is used for two main purposes. One is to provide an
escape route from the personnel bucket should there be a malfunction of the
appliance and the boom cannot be lowered either manually or electronically.
Further, it is more generally used as the back-up escape route if the system
malfunctions;



The two ladder platform that the MFB had purchased had a gap in the ladder of
approximately two and a half metres at approximately the 40 metre mark
effectively meaning that this vital back-up system could not be used.

This has significant impact on the firefighters, as the ladder portion is therefore a
crucial portion of this appliance. It is necessary for firefighting safety especially when a
firefighter needs to quickly self-rescue (i.e. get out of the bucket). The gap is
particularly evident from the photo below.
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During the inspection, the MFB noted that the safety systems on this appliance would
make it almost impossible for the appliance to fail. This was false and incorrect. The
MFB were aware the appliance at FS 35 was deployed to a fire in Clifton Hill on 6
January 2014. Whilst in position over the top of the fire with a firefighter in the bucket,
the appliance unexpectedly and without any definite cause, had a complete systems
failure, which had occurred more than once.
At the inspection, a risk assessment of the appliance was undertaken by suitably
qualified MFB OH&S personnel. A report was provided which indicated that amongst
other safety issues, the gap in the ladder was unsafe, created OH&S issues and
required an engineering solution.
(More information regarding the Ladder Platform can be seen in the witness statement
of Robert Andrew Psalia in the Termination Case. (Annexure 6)

(d)

Fleet Mismanagement

Over the last 4 years, due to serious mismanagement of the MFB fleet overall, the
MFB fleet capacity has significantly reduced to concerning levels as the agency heads
into another fire season. Employees have reported numerous concerns within the
workshops and fleet departments as to serious destabilisation as a result of
management’s decisions and the cutting of corners. These changes were introduced
by the previous
(who are not operational firefighters).
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The following are some examples of the major changes within the mechanical
workshops and fleet department of the MFB which had a significant negative impact on
the fleet overall:
modifications to pre-delivery services to reduce them from 10 hours worth of



servicing to only 4 hours;


costly and time consuming outsourcing of servicing;



changing the culture from trying to collectively fix things to inaction and
employees kept in the dark.

Specific examples of concerns which arose due to these actions included:


Wheels falling off a training vehicle whilst returning to MFB from training.



A brand new Water Tower appliance which broke down at the Hazelwood fire
has since been parked at the rear of the MFB Workshops and unable to be used.
There has been a major reduction in availability of spare appliances due to



mismanagement of the fleet. We understand there are a record number of
appliances out of commission for this time of the year.
On 19 May 2014 an article appeared in the Herald Sun showing a large number of
appliances building up at the workshops (Annexure 7). The MFB’s response was to
instruct employees to drive the appliances to locations across the MFD including to an
MFB property on Stanley Street in Collingwood so that the appliances were out of sight
rather than working on fixing the problem. The photo below which was included with
the article shows clearly the amount of trucks which were sitting idle at the workshops.

Herald Sun, May 19 2014 'Union tells of risky shortage as fire brigade fleet kept off
the street' Picture: Eugene Hyland Source: News Corp Australia
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The serious mismanagement and lack of consultation regarding fleet and major
concerns regarding the provision of resources for firefighters to undertake their work is
currently a matter which crosses over numerous matters of dispute and consultation
between the parties.

(d)

Next Generation Response

In or around 2009, the MFB began the development the Next Generation Response
Project (NGR). The NGR was to be the latest on-board tracking and resource
communication technology in the MFB’s fleet of fire appliances through the State
Government mobile data network. The MFB had allocated $21 million for this project.
The MFB stated that the NGR was designed to improve response times, improve
safety and provide better coordination and information sharing between the emergency
services when responding to multi-agency emergencies. The MFB also said that the
NGR would provide all the latest available information to appliances while they are on
the road and at the scene of an incident.4
In November 2012, approximately two months after the budget cuts were announced,
and despite the MFB’s commitment to revolutionise the fire services to ensure
efficiency of response and greater safety to firefighters and the public, the MFB
discontinued the NGR without explanation (Annexure 9). We note that a significant
amount of money had already been spent on this project when it was discontinued.

(e)

Car Coats

In 2013, after lengthy consultation between the UFU and MFB, the MFB agreed to
issue a new jacket to all firefighters as an addition to the current station wear. In late
2013 MFB then began to distribute these jackets to all firefighters.
In December 2013, the UFU became aware that the MFB was attempting to implement
a two year qualification period on all new recruits being issued a jacket. Jackets are
issued for inclement weather. The previous soft-shell jackets were not sufficient for
cold weather. The UFU failed to see how they can apply a probationary period to
protect a new recruit from inclement weather. This was clearly an attempt by the MFB
to cut costs.
4

(Sourced from MFB website 24 August 2015
http://publications.mfb.vic.gov.au/annualreport2011/index.php?/Well-Managed-Performance/small-improvementsbig-impact.html
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Below are some specific examples of the inferior and often dangerous equipment and
appliances purchased by the CFA:
(a)

CFA Tait Radio and Pagers

In 2011-2012, the CFA introduced portable radios to be used on appliances and the
fire ground. These radios were incompatible with the MFB’s radios and are still
unreliable. The radios frequently drop out; do not work in underground areas, shopping
centres or hospitals. As a result, firefighters are unable to communicate with each
other on the fire ground. This has foreseeable risks to the safety of the public and
firefighters.
The CFA could have purchased radios that are fit to be used under these conditions
and are compatible with the MFB’s radio. The UFU suspects the CFA did not purchase
compatible radios was purely on the basis of cost.
The CFA have also purchased pagers that do not work in shopping centres and
underground. As CFA rely on pagers to notify crews of jobs when they are out of the
station, this could lead to significant delays in responding to a call. Once again the
UFU suspects the main reason these are not remedied is because of lack funding and
parochial interests prevailing over community and firefighter safety.

(b)

CFA Analogue and Digital Radios

The CFA stations in the outer metro area are working on two different radio systems
(digital and analogue). Most of the state of Victoria uses a digital system. However, the
outer metro Stations in Districts 7, 8, 13 and 14 are still on an outdated analogue
system. This is as a direct result of failure of the Napthine Government to invest in vital
infrastructure to move from analogue to digital.
An example of the significant implications is where Melton firefighters provide support
to calls into the Bacchus Marsh area. Melton is on the old analogue system and
Bacchus Marsh is on digital and therefore when Melton firefighters enter into Bacchus
Marsh they must switch channels to digital in order to communicate with other
appliances. The analogue system is often unreliable and drops out whereas the digital
system is clear.
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Further, when firefighters walk into shopping centres they lose contact with the
firefighters outside the building putting firefighters and the public at considerable risk.
In addition, the analogue system is incompatible with the police system making it
difficult for firefighters to communicate with police in cases of emergency.

(c)

B-class Foam

The CFA continue to use a B-Class foam (Tridol) that contains Fluoro surfactants
which are classified as Persistent Organic Pollutants (Pope's) i.e. PFOS and PFOA.
These chemicals have proven to be harmful to both the environment and humans.
These chemicals have been banned internationally by the World Health Organisation
Stockholm Convention. In 2007 when the MFB became aware of the harmful effects,
it discontinued the use of Tridol and switched to fluorine free B-Class foam called
Solberg. Despite CFA investigating the appropriate foams and agreeing that Solberg
was the least toxic, the CFA delayed the changeover to Solberg verbally sighting that
they do not have sufficient budget to do so. The ramifications of the continued use of
PFOS foams in harming the environment and those exposed to it were highlighted in
the recent Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into the CFA Fiskville Training Ground and
subsequent discovery of PFOS in other CFA training grounds.

(d)

Lack of Spare Appliances

The CFA has failed to ensure there are sufficient spare appliances to replace
operational appliances offline for required maintenance, service and repair.
While the CFA received funding for appliances, it did not use its funding to enable
sufficient spare appliances to remain in the fleet for use in case of break down or
servicing of appliances being used for operational response. This could result in there
potentially being insufficient appliances available to ensure coverage at fire stations is
maintained as well as a deficiency in appliance for recruit and promotional training.
Appliances such as pumpers, aerials, BA vans and HAZMATs are still in commission
and in use despite these appliances being over 20-30 years old. The CFA has yet to
advise of any plans it may have to replace these outdated vehicles. As expected, due
to the age and wear and tear, these specialist appliances are often offline and not
replaced when they break down or require servicing.
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An example of CFA lack of planning and mismangement of spare appliances is the
aerial pumper. The CFA allocated four new aerial pumpers to be deployed in 2013.
Initially the CFA had allocated three of the aerial pumpers to stations with the fourth to
be allocated as a spare appliance in case of break down or servicing of the other
appliances. Despite the need for spare appliances, the CFA removed the spare
capability and allocated the fourth aerial pumper to be operational in Morwell.
Therefore without any spare, any break down or servicing of these appliances will
reduce those appliances in service and therefore directly impact on the protection of
the community.
Health and Safety Representatives have identified this issue of the lack of spare
pumpers. When the current pumpers are offline for maintenance and repair, the CFA
are resorting to 20-30 year old pumpers as replacements. This is an issue for those
not trained on these pumpers and the old appliances do not have sufficient storage for
the current required response equipment.

6.4

Impact on Fire Readiness

In 2010 the CFA committed to, and was granted funding for, the recruitment of critically
needed additional 342 professional firefighters.
The dire need for additional firefighters was evidenced in the 2009 VBRC. The BOR was a
detailed examination of response and the BOR decisions set out the specific numbers and
locations for the necessary additional firefighters and fire stations. (Annexure 10)
Post the 2010 announcement of the funding by the then Brumby Government, the CFA
obligation to recruit 342 additional professional firefighters, and to amend the minimum
staffing chart to include those firefighters, was enshrined in the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement
and a corresponding Common Law Deed.
Despite the allocated funding and the recruitment requirement in the 2010 CFA Ops
Agreement, in 2012 and under the Napthine Government, the CFA spent significant amounts
of FSL monies arguing that they were not bound to recruit the additional professional
firefighters. The UFU was left with no option but to sue the CFA for breach of agreement. In
response the CFA raised a technical constitutional argument and broadened its argument to
include a raft of other clauses in the agreement as well as unrelated claims that the
consultation and dispute clauses were not lawful or enforceable despite the CFA having
agreed to these clauses in 2010.
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As a result of CFA's actions these matters were extensively litigated in the Fair Work
Commission and the Federal Court including an Appeal before the Full Bench of the Federal
Court which deemed all clauses including the agreement to recruit the additional
professional firefighters as lawful and enforceable.
On 16 November 2012, CFA's CEO Mick Bourke sent the following email to all firefighters in
the CFA as follows:
“…CFA, like all government entities in the current global financial setting, needs to
tighten its belt. In part this means that we need to re-phase the timelines of current
programs like Project 2016 to ensure they remain within our forecast budgets for the
immediate years ahead.
…We are still committed to recruiting the total 342 firefighters as part of Project 2016.
The additional firefighters will still be recruited; however it will take longer than
originally expected.” (Annexure 11)
It is worthy of note that while claiming budgetary restraint, the CFA spent millions of dollars
in litigation attacking various clauses of the 2010 Ops Agreement including the failure to
recruit the 342 additional professional firefighters.
A serious consequence of the delay in the recruitment of firefighters led to the delay of
converting volunteer only stations that had significant problems in meeting the standards for
community protection to integrated stations (professional and volunteer firefighters as
opposed to only volunteer brigades) such as Ocean Grove and South Morang.
These areas are left without professional firefighters despite a clear recommendation from
the BOR that professional firefighters are required to ensure service delivery to the
community.
The failure to recruit these additional professional firefighters impacts on state-wide
resources.
The 2013-2014 fire season revealed the impact the lack of CFA staffing had on both CFA
and MFB and the Victorian Community.

The Hazelwood Coal Mine Fire and the Events of 9-10 February 2014
On 9 February 2014 more than a dozen fires were burning out of control during a weekend
of extreme weather conditions.
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One of these fires spread to the Hazelwood Coal Mine threatening Victoria's electricity
supply and engulfing the Morwell community in smoke and carbon monoxide.
It took the fire agencies 45 days to bring the Hazelwood Coal Mine fire under control, using
more than 200 appliances and 7000 firefighters from throughout Australia.
The resourcing to combat the Hazelwood Coal Mine fire combined with the extreme fire
danger days and significant other fires, stretched the capacity of the CFA and MFB to
breaking point.
Firefighters were desperate for more trucks, more firefighters and aerial support. It became
evident that the State of Victoria simply did not have the resources to cope with a major
event fire season despite being forewarned by the 2009 VBRC and data analysis before the
BOR.
The ongoing necessity to have firefighters at Hazelwood on 9 February and into 10 February
2014 resulted in a flow-on effect across the State which severely compromised the safety of
the Victorian public. On 9 February 2014 the following flow-on impacts occurred:


Traralgon fire station had no trucks for more than two hours and firefighters
worked shifts in excess of 20 hours;



Melton had no appliance from 11am to 6pm;



Rosebud's only night shift appliance was a volunteer appliance which the onduty crew had not been trained to use;



Ballarat City had crews working for up to 24 hours with some crews only having
a 6 hour break between shifts;



Eltham had no appliances from about 12 noon until 2.30pm;



Craigieburn had no appliances for at least 7 hours from 12.30pm. As a result,
there was no response to a house fire which occurred at around 5.30pm in
Epping;



Caroline Springs had no appliances from 12.20pm to 3.30 pm;



Frankston only had one appliance;



Sunbury only had a single appliance which was an SES appliance crewed with
volunteers and unable to carry water (not a fire appliance);



Mildura had crews working for 18 hours straight;

In addition, the Firecom communications system broke down around noon and dispatchers
were forced to phone fire crews to ascertain where they were. At the fire ground, radio traffic
was so heavy on fire ground channels that communications via radio broke down.
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The shortage of CFA firefighters meant MFB firefighters were moved up, not only to cover
CFA fire stations as sometimes occurs, but directly to the fire ground. As a result of the
heavy use of MFB resources in the CFA areas across the day, the whole MFD was at times
only covered by five MFB appliances.
The following are examples resulting from the impact of the CFA’s firefighting shortage on
the MFB on 9 February 2014:


Between 1.12 pm - 8.03 pm, Fire Station 2 in West Melbourne had no appliance;



Between 12.37 pm - 2.26 pm and 3.19 pm - 5.15 pm, Fire Station 5 in
Broadmeadows had no appliance;



Between 12.01 pm - 7.30 pm, Fire Station 18 at Hawthorn had no appliance;



Between 12 noon - 1.35 pm, Fire Station 10 in Richmond had no appliance;



Between 11 am - 1 pm, Fire Station 11 in Epping had no appliance;



Between 11.48 am - 5.35 pm, Fire Station 13 in Northcote had no appliance;



Between 12.04 pm - 3.21 pm, Fire Station 14 in Bundoora had no appliance;



Between 11 am - 1.30 pm and 2.30 pm-4.33 pm, Fire Station 29 in Clayton had
no appliance;



Between 12.15 pm - 5.45 pm, Fire Station 30 in Templestowe had no appliance;



Between 2.30 pm and until after 8 pm, Fire Station 32 in Caulfield South had no
appliance;



Between 1.58 pm - 4.15 pm, Fire Station 34 in Highett had no appliance;



Between 12.30 pm - 4.20 pm, Fire Station 43 in Deer Park had no appliance;



Between 2.10 pm - 3.37 pm, Fire Station 46 in Altona had no appliance;



Between 12.47 pm - 2.59 pm, Fire Station 49 in North Laverton had no
appliance;



Between 12.35 pm - 10.03 pm, Fire Station 50 in Moonee Ponds had no
appliance;



Between 11.46 am - 7.24 pm, Fire Station 52 in West Meadows had no
appliance;



Strike team 2502 didn’t book off until 11.40 pm, resulting in over a 16 hour shift;



The Teleboom at Fire Station 1 in East Melbourne was operated by recalled
staff; After the change of shift, at around 7 pm, it was put out of commission and
not crewed;



Fire Station 3 in Carlton operated with only 2 people and a rescue appliance
between 1 pm - 4 pm (with no primary appliance);
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Fire Station 47 in Footscray operated with only 2 secondary appliances (neither
has EMR nor carry water) from 12.59 pm - 7.18 pm;



In order to bolster resources the MFB was forced to utilise a faulty Teleboom
which could only be used as a pumper.

Following the events of 9 February 2014, on 10 February firefighters remained under great
pressure. Senior staff were unable to find firefighters to fill taskforces or cover fire stations
and appliances stood idle at the Gisborne staging ground without crews to operate them.
The fire agencies continued to stretch firefighter resources utilising large amounts of
overtime and recalling off duty firefighters. During this period firefighters worked excessive
hours with some working shifts of 20 hours and many not having sufficient breaks between
shifts. This situation was extremely dangerous for firefighters and the Victorian public as
firefighters performed their dangerous duties while severely fatigued. Once again, on 10
February stations remained under resourced and without necessary appliances for
significant periods of time.
These events demonstrate the serious impact on firefighting resources and dependent on
the circumstances at the time, it appears the lessons of Black Saturday have not been
learned with the continued unacceptable and avoidable risk to life and property. Had one
more major incident erupted that weekend, the MFB and CFA would not have had the
firefighting resources to respond appropriately.

Station Closures
In addition to the specific events highlighted above, the Napthine Government's budget cuts
and the CFA’s dishonouring of its agreed position of employing an additional 342 firefighters
of which had been funded resulted in pattern of station closures.
A station closure is where there are not enough professional firefighters available to crew an
appliance and/or station at integrated stations to respond. Integrated stations are staffed by
professional firefighters alongside volunteers as it has been identified that volunteer
response cannot meet the response requirements of the area in order to provide protection
to the community.

Firstly there is an attempt to recall firefighters rostered off.

If the

necessary firefighters cannot be recalled, professional firefighters are deployed from one
integrated station to another integrated station to alleviate staffing shortages.
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However, that will result in stations not having any or the required crew level of professional
firefighters as they cannot be replaced due to insufficient firefighters available for recall. That
is when an integrated station is closed. The failure to recruit the 342 additional professional
firefighters has had a direct impact and resulted in station closures.
During 2014 the CFA saw the following station closures due to staffing shortages:


On 22 November 2014, Greenvale closed on day shift with no LFF availability;



On 13 November 2014 Caroline Springs was short of staff on night shift no SO
availability. North Laverton MFB was required to cover Caroline Springs and
Deer Park MFB was required to cover North Laverton MFB;



On 12 November 2014 Geelong City Pumper 2 went offline due to lack of staff.



On 10 November 2014 Corio Heavy Hazmat went offline on day shift due to
insufficient staff being available to operate it;



On 7 November 2014 the Traralgon ladder platform went offline on day shift due
to lack of staff;



On 25 October 2014 the Dandenong Pumper Two moved to Springvale due to
lack of staff at Springvale;



On 19 October 2014 Caroline Springs was short of staff on day shift. MFB Keilor
was sent to cover Caroline Springs;



On 19 October 2014 Pakenham closed on day shift due to lack of staff;



On 11 October 2014 Melton was short of staff during day shift with no LFF
availability across the state. Caroline Springs was required to cover Melton,
North Laverton MFB was required to cover Caroline Springs and Deer Park MFB
was required to cover North Laverton MFB;



On 9 October 2014 the Dandenong Pumper Two moved to Cranbourne due to
lack of staff at Cranbourne;



On 9 October 2014 the Traralgon ladder platform went offline on day shift due to
lack of staff with the closest ladder platform being 2 hours away;



On 7 October 2014 Craigieburn was short of staff on night shift and required
Greenvale to move up and MFB Thomastown was required to cover Greenvale;



On 4 October 2014 to 12 October 2014 Ballarat Hazmat went offline with no
spare Hazmats available;



On 30 October 2014 Mornington closed on night shift with no LFF availability;



On 19 September 2014 Greenvale required MFB to move up for day shift as
there was no SO availability;
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On 18 September 2014 Geelong Bronto went offline on night shift due to staffing
shortage;



On 18 September 2014 Craigieburn required MFB to move up for day shift due
to staff shortage;



On 17 September 2014 Ballarat City was short one standing officer and was
required to take the truck off the road;



On 13 September 2014 Geelong Pumper Two moved to Belmont due to lack of
staff at Belmont;



On 13 September 2014 Craigieburn required MFB to move up for day shift due
to staff shortage;



On 12 September 2014 Craigieburn required MFB to move up for day shift due
to staff shortage;



On 11 September 2014 Eltham required MFB to move up for Day Shift as there
was no SO or LFF available;



On 10 September 2014 Point Cook closed on night shift with no SO availability;



On 9 September 2014 Dandenong Pumper Two went offline on day shift due to
staff shortage;



On 9 September 2014 Hallam Heavy Hazmat went offline on day shift due to
staff shortage;



On 2 September 2014 Point Cook closed on night shift with no LFF available.



On 14 August 2014 Geelong City pumper two went offline on day shift with no
SO available;



On 10 August 2014 Eltham required the MFB to move up for day shift with no
LFF available;



On 10 August 2014 Springvale required the MFB to move up for day shift with no
SO available;



On 10 August 2014 Dandenong was understaffed with minimum crewing
required at 9 but only 8 were available on day shift resulting in less capability in
responding appliances;



On 10 August 2014 Geelong City Bronto went offline on day shift with no LFF
available;



On 8 August 2014 Point Cook closed on day shift. Hoppers Crossing was
missing a LFF resulting in the CFA moving Point Cook firefighters to Hoppers
Crossing and as a temporary measure the MFB were required to respond to
Point Cook’s calls;
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On 21 July 2014 Ocean Grove closed on day shift with no LFF availability;



On 19 July 2014 Cranbourne reverted to volunteer crewing on day shift from
12pm to 6pm with no SO availability. The LFF from Cranbourne was also
required to go to Frankston to keep the Teleboom online as Frankston was short
of LFF's ;



On 12 July 2014 Ballarat City Hazmat went offline due to mechanical issues not
being replaced. The closest Hazmat was 1.5 hours away and Ballarat City
Hazmat is responsible for Hazmat west of the state to nearest South Australian
border;



On 9 July 2014 Belmont closed for approximately 45 minutes on day shift with no
LFF available. Belmont contacted volunteers for their availability and only one
replied that they were available that date;



On 29 June 2014 Greenvale closed on day shift with no SO at Craigieburn Fire
Station resulting in the Greenvale pumper stepping up to Craigieburn leaving
Greenvale Fire Station with no professional firefighters;



On 29 June 2014 Point Cook closed day on shift with no LFF availability;



On 28 June 2014 Eltham closed on night shift;



On 15 June 2014 Craigieburn closed on day shift;



On 27 May 2014 Rosebud closed for approximately 3 hours;



On 26 May 2014 Point Cook closed for part of the day;



On 17 May 2014 Caroline Springs closed for approximately 3 hours;



On 16 May 2014 Wangaratta closed for 6 hours due to the refusal of
management to replace required staff;



On 13 May 2014 Portland closed with only a LFF on duty with another LFF going
home due to illness;



On 10 May 2014 Morwell closed with no SO able to be found to relieve across
the state on a day shift;



On 25 April 2014 Greenvale closed with no SO at Craigieburn Fire Station
resulting in the Greenvale pumper stepping up to Craigieburn leaving Greenvale
Fire Station with no professional firefighters on day shift;



On 20 April 2014, the Traralgon Bronto Ladder went offline with no LFF, leaving
Traralgon with only the pumper as coverage. The nearest Bronto is Dandenong,
being approximately 1.5 hours away;



On 16 April 2015, Craigieburn closed from 4.30 pm to 6 pm with the LFF from
Dandenong off the Ladder Platform sent to Craigieburn. He left Dandenong at
7.45 am and left Craigieburn 4.30 pm to get back to Dandenong on time;
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On 16 April 2014 the Hallam Pumper went offline with no SO resulting in the
second Dandenong Pumper being moved up, as well as staff from Dandenong
Pumper 2 crewing the Hallam pumper. This was done only after an email sent
out to all of the CFA address list saying would have to revert to volunteer
response resulting in reduced coverage for Dandenong and surrounding areas;



On 13 April 2014 Mornington closed with no SO;



On 12 April 2014 the Geelong City Bronto went offline with no LFF, leaving
Bronto unable to respond;



On 12 April 2014 Point Cook closed and the station was left empty.



On 29 March 2014, Mornington closed;



On 21 March 2014 Boronia closed and the MFB was brought in during day shift this was to enable the release of sector commanders for the Hazelwood mine;



On 8 March 2014 Greenvale closed during night shift with no SO;



On 12 February 2014, a MFB SO went to Mildura to fill a night shift from 11pm
hours in order to avoid closure of the Mildura fire station;



On 11 February 2014 there was a Greenvale closure on day shift;



The weekend of 9 February 2014, Craigieburn could not respond for 7 hours
having no staff or volunteers;



The weekend of 9 February 2014, Caroline Springs had no coverage between
12.20pm and 3.30pm;



The weekend of 9 February 2014, Sunbury was crewed by volunteers for an
hour with a SES appliance with no water;



The weekend of 9 February 2014 Hoppers Crossing had only volunteers for a
day and night shift;



On 8 February 2014 there was a Greenvale closure on day shift;



On the weekend of 9 February 2014, Melton had no appliance from 11 am to 6
pm;



On the weekend of 9 February 2014 Rosebud without an appliance which crew
on shift were trained to use;



On the weekend of 9 February 2014 Eltham did not have a truck from
approximately 12 noon to 2.30pm.

The following are some examples of excessive additional costs due to inadequate numbers
of firefighters.
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For example, Mildura Station was required to have professional firefighters act down to fill
vacancies on the following occasions: Acting down is where a more qualified classification or
rank performs the work of a subordinate classification or rank.
This results in de-skilling and the unnecessary waste of public monies due to the
requirement of the firefighter not to be paid any less than their rank even when acting down.
This wastage could have been avoided if the CFA executive leadership team had honoured
the agreement to recruit 342 additional professional firefighters.


On 20 January 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on day shift;



On 23 January 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on day shift;



On 5 March 2014 Mildura SO officer acted as LFF on day shift;



On 6 March 2014 Mildura SO officer acted as LFF on day shift;



On 8 March 2014 Mildura SO officer acted as LFF on day shift;



On 9 March 2014 Mildura SO officer acted as LFF on day shift;



On 10 March 2014 Mildura SO officer acted as LFF on day shift;



On 13 March 2014 Mildura SO officer acted as LFF on day shift;



On 14 March 2014 Mildura SO officer acted as LFF on day shift;



On 29 March 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on night shift;



On 30 March 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on night shift;



On 1 April 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on day;



On 4 April 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on day shift;



On 6 April 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on night shift;



On 7 April 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on day shift;



On 9 April 2014 Mildura SO acted as LFF on day shift.

Firecom Upgrades
Lack of investment and mismanagement of technological infrastructure during the period of
the budget cuts has also resulted in significant failures of key pieces of MFB technology.
The MFB's firecom system is a key piece of technology as it interfaces with ESTA CAD
system. The CAD system is used by Emergency Services to dispatch fire appliances to
emergency events. It is an automated system to ensure fast turn out times. The CAD system
interfaces automatically with the MFB's firecom system and operates the STO which is the
automated system on station that alerts firefighters to an incident.
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It sets the tones off in the station, advises the firefighters via loudspeaker the appliance/s
being dispatched, will turn the lights on, open the door to the engine bay, and provide a
printout of the location of the job (including a map) and relevant information about the
incident. It also provides for a voice automated 90 second countdown clock for the
firefighters to be out the door.
In early 2013 it became highly apparent that firecom was experiencing signification issues
which were escalating. The system was continually switching off or experiencing interface
issues with ESTA's CAD system. On or around 8 May 2013 the UFU became aware of an
incident where an appliance simply failed to dispatch due to these issues. The incident
occurred as follows:


The ESTA dispatcher dispatched the rescue unit via the CAD system at
Thomastown Fire Station;



The fire call should have then gone automatically from CAD and transferred
through firecom to the STO at the station;



Once an appliance is dispatched the driver will usually radio the ESTA radio
operator that they have left the station and are en route to the incident;



Some 3-4 minutes later the fire call was cancelled and so the ESTA operator
cancelled the fire call via the CAD system;



It was only at this point that the Officer at Thomastown Fire Station became
aware of the fire call due to the information regarding its cancellation coming
through. The Officer contacted ESTA and queried the cancellation noting that
they had not received any fire call and that the rescue unit had not left the
station;



Had this fire call been a fire call that was not subsequently cancelled the
potential risk of death or serious damage to property would have been greatly
increased depending on the nature of the fire call.

On 14 May 2013 the system experienced a massive collapse resulting in all appliances
having to be dispatched by telephone. This system collapse went on for some hours and
resulted in delayed dispatching of appliances. For example, on that day the dispatch of
South Melbourne Fire Station's BA Van was delayed by up to two and a half minutes due to
a failure to receive the dispatch by phone. The UFU had raised its serious concerns with the
systems failures to the MFB on a number of occasions prior to this however the MFB had
failed to take corrective action.
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The Firecom system is over 40 years old. The MFB are only now replacing this system. The
UFU believes that this system was not replaced in 2013 when these issues arose due to
budget cuts and mismanagement.

CFA Infrastructure Deficiencies
In addition to staffing shortages, the budget cuts and CFA mismanagement have had other
impacts on the fire readiness of the fire services. Critically needed Fire Service funding was
spent on a litigious industrial frolic by both the CFA & MFB where the critical monies
collected from the public in the form of the FSL should have been spent on areas such as
the following.
The CFA has stations that require infrastructure upgrades or replacement stations. On
numerous occasions the CFA have informed the UFU that it did not have the money to
perform these upgrades. As a result, some stations have fallen into disrepair and do not
meet the needs of the firefighters and the community due to these critical infrastructure
deficiencies. Some examples of the need for infrastructure upgrades are as follows:


A new Heavy Hazmat appliance was commissioned to Ballarat City Fire Station
in 2014 but has not been used as there is nowhere to house it. Operational
appliances must be housed in the engine bay of a station ensuring they are
maintained and responded safely and appropriately. As a result, this appliance
had been left exposed to the elements. This specialist appliance has also been
allocated without the required additional staffing. A new aerial pumper was
commissioned to Morwell Fire Station in 2014, but has not been able to be used
as a specialised appliance as there is nowhere to house it and no additional staff
have been allocated to it. As a result it remains dormant in the backyard of the
station exposed to the elements. Other stations that received a new aerial
pumper also received three additional staff to ensure that this specialist
appliance can respond;



The CFA has acknowledged that both Bendigo and Ballarat City Fire Stations
need to be redeveloped in order to meet current standards but submitted that
they have been unable to fund these projects. On analysis the assertion by the
CFA is not sustainable.



Several other Fire Stations also require updating or modifications which have not
been undertaken due to the lack of funding. Examples include:
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o

Corio Fire Station was built in the early 1990's and needs modification
to ensure that sufficient firefighters for five appliances can be housed at
the station;

o

Wodonga Fire Station was built in the 1970’s and urgently needs to be
replaced.
The state of the station is in dangerous disrepair and repairs were
recently undertaken to an external wall as it was soft and could be
pushed back and forth. There are significant cracking in many walls in
the station, with further cracks in the concrete. Repairs were also made
to brick walls which were swaying and the motor room doors which
were unstable.
Bricks in the building are loose with particular damage at window sills.
The CFA also recently had to seek the assistance of the SES to assist
with a major leak in the roof. The Shed, BA trailer store, Hose store and
Workshop floods when it rains, when vehicles are being washed or
when testing hose. For a significant period of time, the CFA have
acknowledged that this station needs to be replaced. Despite this, they
have yet to do so, once again sighting costs. The situation with the
station has worsened significantly during the Napthine government.
Repairs and scoping for a new station are only now taking place.

CFA Training Deficiencies
The lack of funding and CFA mismanagement also impacted negatively on firefighter training
in the CFA as the districts and regions were forced to minimise their costs. The effects were
seen in a recent example at the Hazelwood mine fire in February 2014 where there was a
lack of firefighters with current aerial competencies. Significant resources were required to
quickly train up sufficient urgently needed aerial operators.
There was also a reduction in promotional courses which has resulted in insufficient
firefighters at LFF and SO ranks. This directly affects the ability to recall and as a result
there is costly overtime incurred as firefighters may need to act up or act down. At times the
lack of firefighters at the necessary ranks has also resulted in the closure of fire stations. The
short sighted decision to minimise the number of courses (and decrease costs) was in fact a
false economy and counterproductive as evidenced by the costs incurred by the CFA for the
payment of overtime to firefighters and the cost to the community in having stations closed
and the subsequent impact on community protection.
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Delay to Implementation of CFA's Emergency Medical Response Program
EMR is a program that involves firefighters responding with AV to agreed priority zero
medical emergencies.
This class of events are the most urgent type of AV events as they are identified as a serious
threat to life and require rapid response and intervention. Firefighters are trained to provide
life-preserving intervention until AV crews can arrive on scene. Despite the importance of the
EMR, the CFA delayed its introduction in order to save money and pursue their ideological
agenda in attacking professional firefighters, directly putting the public at risk.
The MFB has conducted the EMR program since 1997, successfully covering all of the
community within the MFD.
An outcome of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement was to extend this life-saving program into the
CFA with a trial of the EMR program to occur in five stations. This trial commenced in 2011
and was to conclude in 2012. At the conclusion of the trial, the CFA was to review the
program and submit a business case based on a review/analysis of the effectiveness of the
trial in saving lives, which was to be the basis for Government funding of the EMR program
to all professional firefighters in the CFA. Despite this clear obligation in the 2010 CFA Ops
Agreement, at the conclusion of the trial the CFA refused to provide a copy of the review of
the EMR program to the UFU or acknowledge their obligation to submit a business case to
the Government for funding of the EMR program.
While both the CFA and UFU were aware that the trial was a great success, on 9 December
2013 (more than a year after the CFA should have produced a review and business case to
the Government) CFA CEO Mick Bourke stated via correspondence to the UFU that the CFA
was considering the evaluation with the relevant stakeholders. In response to the UFU's
complaint that the review had been delayed for more than 12 months, the CFA claimed this
was not an unacceptable delay. (Annexure 12)
On 6 February 2014, Peter Cordova (CFA Executive Manager Employee Relations) sent
further correspondence to the UFU referring to the CFA’s obligations under the 2010 CFA
Ops Agreement to submit a business case to the Government. He stated that the provision
in the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement was not valid and that any EMR response by firefighters
would require additional Government funding. He also stated that CFA did not consider there
had been an unacceptable delay in the review and that there had not been a sufficient
review of the effectiveness of the trial. (Annexure 13)
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The UFU contends that this life-saving program was not implemented in the CFA due to
budget cuts and the ideological industrial agenda by the CFA in litigating against firefighters
and the union. It should be noted that any analysis of this delay will show that public lives
were placed at risk.
Once the Napthine Government was removed from power, the CFA produced the review of
the EMR program on 28 January 2015 - more than two years after the required timeframes.
This review confirmed the benefits of the EMR program. At page 44:
"The EMR pilot was successfully implemented into the CFA pilot areas and has
demonstrated a valuable collaboration between AV and CFA.
The CFA EMR Pilot has significantly improved response times to EMR eligible
Priority Zero events and to cardiac arrest patients in the pilot area. There was an
observed trend towards increased survival for patients who were defibrillated by the
CFA. This has been achieved with an absence of adverse patient events and with
positive engagement of the EMR role by CFA firefighters." (Annexure 14)
Once again, the UFU believe that the CFA refused to acknowledge their obligation to finish
the review and submit a business case because of the requirement for funding of this
essential program and in pursuit of their ideological agenda of litigation against firefighters
and the UFU. The lack of funding, the CFA's litigious approach and the resulting breaches
of the obligations in the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement, meant that the community was denied
this benefit of the EMR program for over three years.

Reduction of Administrative Positions in the CFA (Creating Our Futures TogetherCOFT)
As a direct result of budget cuts, the CFA initiated a restructure in 2013 of all administrative
departments. This resulted in the termination of many fixed-term contracts of CFA
administrative employees who were performing necessary work. Whilst many of these
contracts were fixed-term, the employees had an expectation that their contracts would be
renewed as was the CFA's practice over a number of years.
A key example of how this reduction in employees is affecting fire readiness is evident in
recent CFA actions to not renew the contracts of key administrative roles designed to assist
firefighters in the preparatory work for fire season. These roles were situated in the CFA
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regions and they undertook work such as mapping and road and rail vegetation
management. They were created out of the 2009 VBRC recommendations.
As these contracts have not been renewed it is uncertain who will bear the burden of this
extra workload.

Fewer Incident Control Centres on Standby on Days of Serious Fire Danger
As a result of the reduction in administrative staff, the CFA had less ICC's on standby. Prior
to the cuts, all relevant ICC would be on standby on days of serious fire danger to ensure
sufficient staff are available to coordinate both local and state-wide events as they occur.
These cuts were outlined in a new JSOP (J2.03) which created a concept of ICC "clusters".
Effectively this means grouping ICC's to cover larger areas as opposed to have each ICC
staffed on stand-by individually. (Annexure 15)
Evidence of the impact of budget cuts on the CFA is particularly highlighted in
correspondence from the Regional Director of North West Metro Region to all staff and
Brigade Captains of that region. (Annexure 16)

6.5

Recommendations

The UFU makes the following recommendations:
I.

That a forensic audit and investigation be conducted into the expenditure, finances
and funding of the CFA and MFB.

II.

To ensure that all monies received from the Fire Services Property Levy and are
contributed in good faith by members of the Victorian community are held or
expended for the benefit of the Victorian fire services in accordance with the
Government’s stated purpose of the FSL which is to fund vital services inclusive of
personnel, training, infrastructure and equipment provided by the CFA and the MFB
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.5

5

http://www.firelevy.vic.gov.au/what-does-the-levy-fund.html
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III.

Any funding allocated for specific projects e.g. such as EMR, is only to be used for
those projects and must be used within a required time frame.
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PART TWO:
7.
7.1

Staffing Levels in the Fire Services

Introduction

In 2007 the UFU and the CFA established an independent BOR to determine the required
number and location of operational professional personnel. (Annexure 10). The BOR
consisted of an independent chairperson, a representative of CFA management and a UFU
nominated representative.
The BOR canvassed extensive evidence on current response times and service delivery and
identified hot spots where communities were at risk requiring additional professional
firefighters and in some locations new integrated fire stations.
These decisions were based on evidence ascertained from examining the CFA’s own data.
JCK is an extensive computer program that collects data from various data bases to provide
objective presentation of operational workload and performance of individual firefighters,
CFA brigades and CFA. This data serves as an effective planning base for fire station
location and brigade operational viability including staffing. (Annexure 10)
On 7 February 2009 approximately 400 fires were burning across Victoria. Black Saturday,
as it became known, resulted in 173 people perished, 414 others were recorded as injured,
78 townships affected, 47 primary schools damaged, over 450,000 square kilometres
burned, 2,029 homes were destroyed and another 2600 damaged and more than 11,000
farm stock were killed or had to be destroyed.
The subsequent 2009 VBRC determined that Victoria critically needed additional resources
and professional firefighters. During the 20009 VBRC hearings, the then CFA CEO Mick
Bourke confirmed in his evidence that in 2010 the CFA had sought funding for 684 more
professional firefighters. (Annexure 17)
The subsequent industrial instruments recorded specific increases in firefighter numbers. In
September 2010 the Victorian Labor Government committed to funding an additional 342
new professional firefighter positions in the CFA by 2016 (342 commitment) and an extra
100 additional professional firefighters in the MFB. The CFA commitment was enshrined in
the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement with clause 27.4.2 stating as follows:
"The CFA will employ an additional 342 career firefighters over the next 6 years."
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The 2010 CFA Ops Agreement expressly provides that the CFA will conduct no less than
three recruit courses with a minimum of 30 participants in each course and each year the
minimum staffing chart was to be varied to include the new positions and therefore
increasing minimum staffing for each shift. Despite having willingly entered into this
agreement, and such agreement being binding on the parties, the CFA challenged its own
agreement via litigating a legal technical argument in the Recruits Case (see detail on the
Recruits Case in Chapter 8.2).
Despite this commitment and allocation of funding, after the State Government changed in
November 2010 to a Liberal Government, the CFA cancelled recruit courses and challenged
the enforceability of the 342 commitment in lengthy and costly litigation. The need for
additional professional firefighters is compounded by CFA's gross over-representation of
operational volunteer firefighters.
In 2014 the CFA was investigated by the Victorian Auditor-General as part of an inquiry into
the status of volunteering in emergency services. This inquiry found that the CFA does not
have:
"... a sound understanding of the total number of volunteers needed to fulfil their
operational requirements. Recruitment activity ... is adhoc and not informed by a sound
understanding of capacity, capability and need. Recruitment is also not guided by a
coherent documented strategy." (Annexure 18)
And concluded:
"Neither CFA nor SES have a sound understanding of the total number of volunteers
needed to fulfil their operational requirements. CFA does not know how many
volunteers it needs and SES’s data on how many volunteers it has is unreliable. Both
agencies’ assessments of current workforce capacity overestimate their emergency
response capabilities, meaning neither agency can be assured that it has the capacity
to respond to incidents when they occur"

The UFU strongly submits that inadequate staffing levels have affected and are still affecting
Victoria’s fire services, causing the unplanned closure of stations and firefighting vehicles
sitting idle due to a lack of operational staff. Inadequate staffing levels are a false economy
as it results in an unnecessarily high level of overtime when that funding should be allocated
to the recruitment of additional firefighters and the required promotional courses to achieve
the necessary rank structure.
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The recent Hazelwood Mine fire saw the extraordinary decision to implement an emergency
CFA roster, the long term deployment of daily bus loads of MFB firefighters to Morwell, along
with Tasmania and South Australia firefighters and appliances also being deployed to
Morwell.

NSW firefighters and trucks came interstate to backfill CFA stations.

These

interstate firefighters operated specialist equipment as both CFA and MFB firefighters had
not been trained for some specialised equipment and these measures were also a result of
the CFA and MFB not recruiting the agreed additional firefighters - i.e. 342 in CFA - 100 in
MFB.
In addition, there are also concerns around future staffing of the fire services. Research has
confirmed the impact that climate change is having on Australia and the need for increased
emergency services resources, particularly firefighters. Scientific evidence predicts more
intense and longer fire seasons and an increase in extreme weather events such as storms
and flooding, in the years to come.
Further, Victoria’s population is continuing to expand which is increasing the complexity and
value of the urban environment and the urban/rural interface.
The Interim Report: Firefighters and Climate Change prepared by the National Institute of
Economics and Industry Research in January 2013 predicated that the impact of climate
change will require a 28-40% increase in operational staff between now and 2026 which for
the CFA is between 660-950 professional firefighters FTE. It also predicted that a further
increase of 240 staff will be needed to address the decline in volunteerism. It goes on to say
that:
"These staff will need to be better trained, better equipped and better integrated than
their predecessors on order to address changing expectations, increased hazards
and different types of hazards they will be expected to deal with in Australia (and
potentially our region)." (Annexure 19)
The Firefighters and Climate Change: The Human Resources Dimension of Adapting to
Climate Change (Final and Consolidated Report) prepared by the National Institute of
Economics and Industry Research, February 2013 added that (at page 26):
"Firefighters need to grow at an annual rate of between two and three percent in line
with the economic cycle. This means that the number of employed firefighters (all
firefighters) needs to grow approximately 50 percent over the 20 year period between
2010-2030 to maintain parity with population and asset growth." (Annexure 20)
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The Final Report predicts that for Victoria to meet just the needs of its population and asset
growth, it will require the following additional firefighters:


353 by 2015;



768 by 2020;



949 by 2025; and



1290 by 2030.

When climate change predictions are included in the calculations, the NIEIR Report predicts
Victoria will require an estimated increase of 916 firefighters by 2020 and an increase of
2049 firefighters by 2030.

7.2

MFB Operational Response Systems

The MFB’s service delivery systems were at issue in the MFB Termination Case. The
Commissioner in reaching his decision not to terminate the agreements gave substantial
weight to the fact that the MFB executive leadership team were seeking to remove this
service delivery system as part of their basis for the termination of the agreements.
The MFB service delivery systems were set out in the witness statement of ACFO
Michael Walker in the Termination Case:
“…
22. The MFB has used a comprehensive process based on significant risk overlays
to determine where best to locate fire stations too equitably and adequately
service that risk profile across the MFD. It has always been recognised that this
is not a static process but a dynamic one and that periodic reviews are required
to ensure that stations remain appropriately located to service the risk level
within any particular community.
23. As such, stations have been located and for that matter relocated over
time.
24. The station locations are based on assessments that it is important to have
the first appliance arrive on scene and effecting firefighting operations within
12 minutes of fire initiation to maximise the opportunity of minimising fire
damage. As such, the strategic location is predicated on the first responding
appliance being on scene to any call within the MFD within 7.7 minutes on
the 90th percentile of occasions.
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25. The station locations and response system are to ensure equitable coverage
and to effectively meet a predetermined response time to maximise the
health and safety of the community as well as operational staff. All of t his
study and work comes under the auspices of what is known as the strategic
location plan. A number of revisions have been prepared over the years to
maintain equality of emergency service provision to the community.
26. Tethered with this some years ago, the organisation developed a greater
alarm response system (GARS). I was responsible for completing a revision
of GARS and that led to the implementation of the current version of GARS.
Linking this with an electronic call receive and dispatch system the MFB
could dispatch appropriate resources to appropriate locations in a timely
manner to ensure the most effective mitigation of a broad range of
emergencies across the MFD. The GARS determines the specific types of
appliances that will be dispatched depending on the nature and magnitude
of the incident.
27. Coupled with this again, organisational agreement was reached that to
maximise Occupational Health and Safety on the fire ground, 7 personnel
would be dispatched in a minimum of 2 trucks to ensure the commencement of
effective management of any emergency with which they are confronted.
28. To facilitate this whole process there is a requirement to have a minimum
number of crew on duty at all times across a designated number of fire stations,
and a designated number of front line and specialist appliances.
29. Some years ago the MFB introduced this concept. It is called the minimum
crewing chart that details what resources would be at what stations to crew all
the relevant appliances on a 24/7, 365 days of the year basis. This system
provides certainty to staff at station level as well as front line operational
managers and senior operational staff that, dependant on the complexity of the
emergency being responded to, they can call a predetermined alarm level
within GARS and they can be assured of receiving the appropriate trucks in a
timely manner with the minimum number of staff as designated by the chart.
30. As soon as any minimum staffing agreements are removed, uncertainty is
introduced into what crew and what appliances will respond to an emergency
and where they will be responding from.
31. A front line officer responding to an emergency is faced with a plethora of
decisions that have to be made in a very short space of time.
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He needs to be able to provide a word back, giving a GARS designation,
and know, with confidence, what resources are being responded to support
his attempts to mitigate the emergency. In the absence of confidence that
appliances and associated crewing provided by the MFB's systems will be
deployed, an incident controller is unable to effectively manage fire ground
operations. Any variation to established deployment systems can have
dramatic and cascading implications for incident management. These
arrangements underpin MFB's emergency response. They are not matters
that are, or can be, adjusted on an ad hoc basis. The application of the
crewing chart and the requirement for 7 on the fire ground do not hamper
the MFB in its operational response. Rather, they are important planks to
that response.” (Annexure 21)
This service delivery model allows the MFB to meet its response targets and generally
achieve OH&S best practice. This was reiterated in the witness statement of ACFO Ken
Brown in the Termination Case who stated as follows:
“….10. The 2012-2103 MFB Annual Report states the following:
a. In the 2012-2013 financial years we responded to 36,059 calls for
assistance.
b. Since the introduction of this enterprise Agreement the number of calls
the MFB has received has increased from 33,489 in 2009/2010; 34,447
in 2010/2011; and 35,140 in 2011/2012.
c. These types of emergency events range from fires and explosions,
hazardous conditions (not a fire), Emergency Medical Response (EMR),
rescues and other medical assistance, service calls, false alarm and
false calls (including good intent) and other situations.
d. MFB annual report highlights that in 2012/2013 86.9% of the time, we
contained structure fires to their room of origin. Our target is to reach
90% however the 2012/20133 figure is generally on par with our
outcomes from previous years.
e. We also have a target to respond to structure fires in 7.7 minutes. The
annual report clearly outlines that we have met this target consistently in
2012/2013.
f.

Our response time to road accident rescue is a target of 13 minutes.
The MFB average response time for 2012/2013 was 13.4 which is
again, generally consistent with previous years.
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g.

Our target response time for EMR events is 9.2 minutes. We exceeded
this target with our outcome being 8.2.

11. These outcomes are consistent with my assessment of the performance of the
MFB, that is, the MFB is doing well, but can always improve. Certainly the
continued operations of the enterprise agreements do not in my view constitute
a significant impediment to the continued good work and performance of the
MFB. The high level of MFB's performance is also reflected in the Productivity
Commission's 2014 Annual Report on Government Services in which Victoria
has demonstrated superior performance compared to other states in respect of
outcomes such as: proportion of building fires confined to room of origin (Report
Figure 9.16); response times to structure fires, capital cities (Report Figure
9.10); and response times to structure fires (Report Figure 9.9).” (Annexure 22)
ACFO Walker’s comments in the matter before the FWC were supported by
overwhelming evidence in the same matter from the Senior Ranks of the MFB,
including four other ACFOs and eleven Commanders. For example, ACFO Gregory
Bawden noted that specialist emergency management role is that of an emergency
manager or responder at the rank of ACFO. He went on to say:
“….13. The greatest level of certainty and confidence I have when responding
to, or in the management of a GARS third alarm or higher event, is that the
response of fire fighters and equipment is in accordance with the Greater Alarm
Response System (GARS). This system is prescribed and ensures a safe,
consistent, properly resourced and timely response underpinned by the
resourcing of the Strategic Location Plan (SLP) and crewing chart. In turn these
arrangements are reflected in the assignment rules applied by dispatchers at
Emergency Services Telecommunications Authority (ESTA) following the
original Computer Aided Dispatch Model (CAD) developed and implemented bythe MFB. This enables me as the Incident Controller to adequately form an
Incident Management Team of the appropriate ranks, be reassured that the
vehicles nominated in the GARS formula were responded in the quickest most
efficient means to deploy and suppress whatever the incident may be and
ensuring that it is done with the most safe staffing levels on the fire ground. It is
neither appropriate nor safe for these systems to be adjusted and varied on a
shift by shift or ad hoc basis.
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The setting aside of the agreements and the application of these arrangements
under the operational agreement would have a deleterious effect on the capacity
of operational leaders to respond effectively, on community safety and firefighter
safety.” (Annexure 23)
The late ACFO Paul John Riley, said in his witness statement at paragraph 37, that:
“… the MFB has an established resource allocation and crewing system relied
upon by all operational staff to perform their various functions. This system is
the product of a range of factors including:


Fire station location and appliance distribution by reference to risk
analysis; Location established by reference to a response time of 7.7
minutes;



the Greater Alarm Response System (GARS) that provides for the
type of appliances to be dispatched to particular incidents depending
on their size and the type of incident;



a dispatch system that gives effect to GARS



provision for crewing of seven on the fire ground; and



a crewing chart for operational response including specialist
appliances and expertise

This system provides certainty for station staff and the incident controller.
Depending on the complexity of the incident the incident controller can call a
predetermined alarm level within GARS, the appropriate appliances and crews
are then dispatched. Uncertainty and confusion is introduced as soon as there
are departures from this set of interrelated and complex arrangements.”
(Annexure 24)

7.3 CFA Operational Response Systems
Cross-Crewing
Schedule 1 of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement details the minimum staffing and
establishment requirements at CFA Stations as at the date the CFA 2010 Ops
Agreement was approved by FWA on 21 October 2010. The 2010 Ops Agreement was
the first time the CFA agreed to include a minimum staffing chart.
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As a result of the extensive litigation on the constitutional argument in the Federal Court,
there is no question that the CFA is bound to honour its agreement which includes
maintaining the minimum staffing in the chart, the recruitment of 342 additional professional
firefighters and varying the staffing chart every year to record those new positions.
The CFA crewing chart the CFA continues to have a mix of appliance base crewing and
cross-crewing on appliances and cross crew on the majority of appliances. Cross-crewing
is a concept whereby stations do not have sufficient firefighters to staff all the appliances at
the station meaning that crews theoretically crew all appliances and in practical terms take
the most appropriate appliance to the incident leaving other appliances unstaffed at the
station. This can result in a Duty Officer making a quick assessment of which appliance will
likely be required at an incident and staff that appliance. This may led to other appliances
at the station unable to respond as there are no firefighters available to staff them.
Appliance based crewing, as opposed to cross-crewing, can guarantee that an appliance
can respond at the required time. There have been numerous occasions where appliances
have been unable to respond as staff at that location were already committed at another
incident. Cross-crewing also cannot guarantee that there will be firefighters at the
station with appropriate qualifications or competences to staff particular specialist
appliances if those specialist appliances are not crewed.
For example, Belmont Fire Station has sufficient staff to crew one of its two primary
appliances (pumper or tanker). This means if one of these appliances is currently out of
station there is not the crew on station to turn out the second primary appliance if
required. In those circumstances a high residential area, such as Belmont, is left to
volunteer response. It is well documented that volunteering is on a decline and
increasingly difficult for volunteers to be released from work commitments, particularly
during business hours, to respond.
As a result of the failed legal challenges to the requirement to recruit the additional 342
professional firefighters, and the change to the new Andrews Labor Government, the
CFA stepped up the recruitment programme.

Since late 2014 this has taken into

account the additional funding for a further 350 additional professional firefighters
between 2015 and 2019. However, it will take time and a genuine commitment from
CFA Board and management before the benefits of this recruiting will eliminate all
cross-crewing.
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Unlike the MFB, the CFA has volunteer only stations and integrated stations which
have both professional firefighters and volunteer brigades. Where there are no or
insufficient professional firefighters the CFA and the community are reliant on
volunteers turning out. Therefore, the CFA often justify the practice of cross-crewing on
the basis of volunteer response. However, volunteer response is typically much slower
and cannot be guaranteed, and generally will not meet the best practice of 7.7 minute
response time. (Please see Snapshot of Volunteer Response in CFA - Annexure 25).
This is particularly the case for integrated stations which require professional
firefighters because of the workload and risks of the area.
Further, it is not possible to train volunteers to the standard of professional firefighters
that are achieved through a structured apprenticeship over four years underpinned by
an extensive recruit course of approximately 16-18 weeks because of time
commitments of the volunteers and the fact that professional firefighters embarked
upon a career with a structured learning process like other trades for example
electricians. This also requires skills and competencies maintenance which also
requires a significant time commitment on a structured timetable.
In addition, given the role of volunteers, they are issued with a different level of
personal protective clothing and equipment depending on geographical locations.
Without such protective clothing and equipment it is not practicable to respond
volunteers to the type and range of incidents safely. This is further emphasised when
you combine the above two factors.
Further, the decline in volunteerism across many sectors is widely recorded.
Employers are increasingly finding it difficult to release staff during work hours.
Volunteers have to juggle their work and family commitments with their service to the
community.
These factors are compounded in fire services with the research demonstrating the
need for increased professional firefighters when population growth, asset value and
extreme weather events are taken into account.
Any suggestion that the community would be adequately protected if current integrated
stations operating 24/7 were only to be staffed by professional firefighters during the
day and leaving the area to be covered by only volunteer brigades at night is not
supported by any research or CFA data.
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In fact the BOR and JCK data has proven the opposite - the need to increase 24/7
integrated stations and professional firefighters.

Due to CFA's failure to recruit the

additional 342 firefighters the BOR recommendations are yet to be fully implemented
but three stations in the past four years have either transitioned from only day staffing
professional firefighters rostered 24/7 due to the critical need of the community.
The MFB, and most if not all fire services throughout Australia, use appliance based
crewing and not station based crewing to ensure appliances can respond with the
appropriate number of professional firefighters to commence safe structural firefighting
operations.

Station Locations
The CFA station locations are generally based on historical boundaries and internal
CFA politics. This restriction on location does not allow for an impartial assessment as to
the best location to place the station in order to enable the professional firefighters who can
respond in a quicker timeframe to cover a greater service delivery area. This means that
CFA stations are often placed within 4 minutes of another CFA station, rather than 7.7 or 8
minutes based on professional firefighter response.
The concentration of CFA stations on this basis means that there are greatly increased
requirements for infrastructure and appliances for each of these stations, leading to an
increased fire service levy for CFA with less service delivery for the community.
For example, Rowville Fire Station was a volunteer only brigade. When the CFA was
seeking to build a new station to accommodate professional firefighters, instead of a
strategic assessment of response times to determine the best location, for the turn out
area, internal politics resulted in the station being located within the existing boundaries
of the previous Rowville Fire Station.

This has resulted in Rowville, Scoresby and

Boronia stations being located in close proximity and not strategically located on an 8
minutes response.
Station locations are also directly linked to the CFA system of assignment tables.
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Due to the inherent ramifications of stations being located as a result of historical political
pressures, the assignment of an incident to a particular station for response is not always
the closest professional crew and subsequently impacts on response times and the
protection of the community. The UFU strongly submits that this is not in the interest of the
community firefighters serve.
In practical terms this can mean a volunteer brigade is called to respond when there is a
professional crew on station nearer the incident. It is not until the volunteer brigade does
not respond or fails to respond within a designated time frame that the professional
firefighters are then required to respond. In some instances this can result in significant
delays well outside the 7 to 10 minute flash over point. This means the professional
firefighters responding are at a far greater risk of injury or fatality and further can result in
firefighters having to attempt a rescue at the most dangerous time under the most
dangerous of circumstances with the least chance of success.
A common practice of CFA is where volunteers brigades are not meeting service delivery
standards as their station is located in an inappropriate position to meet turn-out times
within their area, the CFA build another fire station. This Station will be assigned to the
same brigade and is referred to as a 'satellite fire station'. This again leads to an increase
in infrastructure and appliance costs however and does not necessarily address the issue
and speed up response times. Of course, regardless of location, volunteer firefighters are
often unable to respond due to work and other commitments.
Hazard Classification
Unlike the mandated 7.7 minute response time in the MFB, the CFA determine the
required response time to incidents using CFA's SDS. (Annexure 26)
The CFA's SDS do not set a time for response for all incidents, rather the required time
for response is determined by the Hazard Classification of the area. The CFA's SDS
defines the Class of Hazard however the definitions of hazard class are very broad and
are not always consistently applied.
There has been documented evidence of brigades reducing the reported Hazard Class
of an incident which increases the required response time. This is done where a
brigade cannot comply with response time requirements due to volunteers being unable
to turn out in time.
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CFA are well aware of this distortion of data but it has failed to address the limitations
inherent in volunteering and the unrealistic expectations placed on volunteers. The
obvious remedy is to increase the number of professional firefighters and locate the
integrated stations on a response time basis. This is demonstrated in an internal CFA
memo from the North West Metropolitan Region Regional Director to the CFA's CO
regarding the South Morang Fire Brigade (Annexure 27). The memo refers to improved
compliance with service delivery standards in South Morang. However this was coupled
with a significant decrease in reported Hazard Class 2 incidents, with a correlated
increase in Hazard Class 3 incidents. It became apparent that some of these entries
were incorrectly classified. After CFA corrected the reported Hazard Class, the
compliance rates with SDS significantly reduced. In 2009 the BOR identified South
Morang as a hot spot however it is currently still only staffed by professional firefighters
on day shift and is scheduled to become a 24/7 integrated station in November 2015.

Assignment Tables
Unlike the MFB GARS method, the CFA use assignment tables to determine which
brigade will be dispatched to an incident. Assignment tables are primarily based on
brigade rather than appliance response.
While these assignment tables should be based on the best service delivery, a Brigade
can and does influence and change assignment tables for their turn-out area. This can
lead to brigades being called first to respond, despite having a slower response time, or
in some cases being further away.
Further, when volunteers respond to an incident, the CFA do not necessarily know the
qualifications or skills of those volunteers and that information therefore is not known by
the incident controller. This directly affects the standard of response and protection to
the community.
The system only records how many appliances are on scene rather than how many
firefighters. It also does not record whether the qualifications of the firefighters onscene suitable for the incident or appliance suitability.
Given the differing level of qualifications amongst the CFA's volunteer members this
can be a crucial factor in being able to properly undertake firefighting activities and
save lives and properties.
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This is compounded by the CFA strategy of moving away from or altering JCK data that was
relied upon by the BOR, as it highlighted significant short falls in response, numbers
deployed, skill set and compliance with standards.
The UFU relies very heavily upon the attached Witness Statement of CFA Leading
Firefighter Geoffrey Barker which provides detailed information on CFA's
response criteria and standards, the flaws within that current system and the
resulting

issues

including

response

time

measurement,

reporting

and

governance; Service Delivery Standards compliance and pager timeouts.
For example CFA data has showed a failure to respond or comply with service delivery
standards at locations.

Leading Firefighter Geoff Barker's witness statement

demonstrates that there are examples where volunteer brigades have failed to meet
required response time standards but when supported by professional firefighters at an
integrated station, the CFA has reported a marked increased in compliance:
"If the Primary Brigade fails to respond and the supporting brigade has met the
required response time, the supporting brigade achieves the pass for the brigade
to meet Customer SDS. The Primary Brigade still fails the Primary Brigade SDS
but will pass the SDS performance section of the Section 29 report because
another brigade or agency achieves Customer SDS.
Good examples of these matters include Wodonga Fire Brigade (Integrated
Station being responded as the supporting brigade to Wodonga West Brigade (a
volunteer brigade). FOI documents showed that in 2012/13 the Wodonga West
Brigade failed their Primary SDS around 65% of incidents yet CFA had reported
100% SDS Customer Compliance for Wodonga West. This is due to Wodonga
Fire Brigade professional firefighters achieving the required response times. This
gives a misleading indication of the efficiency of the brigade, which in turn affects
decisions regarding resource allocation." [Paragraphs 49, 50]
It should be noted that there is an extensive list of examples where volunteer brigades
are failing to meet response standards but response standards are met when supported
by professional firefighters.

We can provide a full outline of the response time data

derived from the CFA Section 29 Detailed Reports received as a result of an FOI request.
Below is a summary of the key observations from that information;
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The vast majority of volunteer brigades fail to achieve their Primary Service
Delivery Standards (90% SDS).



Using 2012/13 data only 9 of the 47 achieve Primary and thus Customer SDS on
their own.



Using 2012/13 data only 22 of 47 achieve Customer SDS (the figure reported to
government)



With the exception of the 9 brigades, the additional 13 volunteer brigades that
make up the 22 achieving Customer SDS, are supported by, and achieved by
professional firefighters.



Significant notable increases from Primary to Customer SDS by professional
firefighters are:


Ballarat 58% increased 32% to 90% meeting government benchmarks by
Ballarat City professional firefighters



Ferntree Gully 65% increased by 25% to 90% meeting government
benchmarks by Boronia and Scoresby professional firefighters



Truganina 72% increased 23% to 95% meeting government benchmarks
by MFB, Hoppers Crossing and Caroline Springs professional firefighters



Hampton Park 42% increased by 39% to 81% by Cranbourne and Hallam
professional firefighters



Wodonga West 65% increased 35% to achieve 100% Customer SDS by
Wodonga professional firefighters



Even with the support of professional firefighters the majority of the 47 brigades
still fail to achieve Customer SDS.



Only 3 of 47 brigades met CFA standards of Turnout Times.



Significant notable failed turnout standards data includes:
 Geelong West 19%
 Dromana (Rescue Brigade) 17%
 Skye 14%
 Maroopna 13%
 Newborough 13%
 Mt Martha 13%
 Sebastopol 11%
 Moe 3%
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7.4 Performance Monitoring and Accountability
The Public Bodies Review Committee in the 1994 Final Report found that there was:
“No formal reporting procedure outside the Annual Reporting Act, 1983 and the
Annual Reporting (Contributed Income Sector) Regulations 1988 has been
established”. (Paragraph 2.4.10, page 51)
Most importantly the Committee found (Paragraph 2.4.11):
“The Committee expected some variation in the way data was collected and
maintained but it found that information was either not "available, difficult to
obtain or kept in different forms, often making objective comparison impossible.
An example was the Committee's request for information on brigade response
I times to the greater Melbourne area by both the Metropolitan Fire Brigade~ Board
and the Country Fire Authority in order to test their stated response objectives
against actual performance. The Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board was able to
supply the information immediately, having collected data from their computer
system. Data from the Authority was more difficult to obtain.”
The Committee further stated (Paragraph 2.4.12):
“An examination of the data showed that the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board was currently meeting a response time criteria of 7.8 minutes for 90% of
calls. Data for the remaining 10% of calls showed a rapid fall in the number of
responses outside 7.8 minutes, with the response to only 2.16% of calls being
greater than the 10th minute from receipt of the call. By contrast, the Country
Fire Authority's information2 indicated in almost every case that all calls
received a response of 12ss than 10 minutes.
The Committee believed that this data was flawed, and found that the Country Fire
Authority's recording methods were based on the receipt of alarm at the responding
fire station rather than the receipt of the call by the communications centre, as used
by the Metropolitan Brigade. Inclusion of this pre-response phase would make the
period between the fire call being received and the arrival of a vehicle on scene
considerably longer. Subsequent information received by the Committee from the
Country Fire Authority supported this view.”
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Most disturbingly the Committee concluded (Paragraph 2.4.13):
“Another example given to the Committee was the publication of statistics.
The Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board publishes a comprehensive analysis of the
events each year in each annual report so that the public can assess the range of
emergency services provided during the year. By contrast, the Country Fire
Authority, in its latest annual report} has released no statistical data on how it
has achieved its performance targets for the year.
The Committee believes that the fire services should issue common performance
indicators each year as part of their annual reports, the Country Fire Authority
providing data as comprehensive as that of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
so that a comparison can be made.”

The UFU strongly submits to the inquiry that an analysis of the 2010-2011, 2011-2012,
2012-2013, 2013-2014 reveals that the above recommendation of common performance
reporting has not been implemented and there has been very little change in the
transparency of the CFA. In particular it is still the same situation really as it was back in
1994 where the MFB published comprehensive data in their annual report regarding their
performance so that members of the public can determine whether the fire service is
providing the level of service as required. An analysis of the CFA annual reports will show
there is limited information provided and it is virtually impossible to make a comparative on
the performance of the CFA in particular in regard to key aspects such as response time,
containment of fire to room of origin etc.

7.5

Occupational Health and Safety Best Practice Models

Safe firefighting operations require appropriate numbers of firefighters on the fire ground to
commence operations.
Safe operations require at least seven firefighters on the fire ground that are required to
commence firefighting operations within 7.7 minutes to contain a structural fire to its room of
origin.
These firefighter numbers required on the fire ground are based on a task based analysis of
firefighting operations for a basic structure fire. In order to perform safe firefighting
operations the following is required:
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Two firefighters in BA to enter the structure to perform any necessary internal attack
and/or rescue (firefighters should not enter a structure fire alone and should work in
pairs in order to meet OH&S best practice - this is to ensure a firefighter is available
to render assistance if the other firefighter requires it).



Two firefighters outside the structure in BA to comply with the two in two out principle
which requires that for every firefighter in BA, there needs to a replacement firefighter
in BA ready to relieve or assist.



One firefighter to operate the pump. Pumps can be operated automatically but this is
not a safe system of work as a pump operator is responsible for monitoring the
operation of the pump which of course is the key equipment to provide water.



A BA safety officer who monitors the entry and exit of fire-fighters in BA and the
time/air available of those in BA. This is a key role on at a structure fire where BA is
always required.



An OIC to undertake the initial assessment of the incident and direct the crew on
scene to undertake the necessary duties as well as communicate via radio with the
communications centre relaying information and any requests for escalation or
further assistance.

Task based analysis is the best method for establishing safe staffing levels and the method
has been underpinned in key studies from the United Kingdom such as In the Line of Fire,
1995 and Out of the Line of Fire, 1998. More recently the 2010 National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) Report on Residential Fire Ground Field Experiments and
the 2013 Report on High-Rise Fire Ground Field Experiments examined the correlation of
crew sizes and implications for specific tasks and outcomes. (Annexure 28)
Underpinning fire service response time standards is scientific research that dictates that a
fire must be suppressed within five to 10 minutes of ignition. The physical characteristics of
fire cause the temperature in a building to rise extremely rapidly, and a sudden and dramatic
simultaneous ignition of most combustible materials and gases is called flash-over.
The time required for flash-over to occur varies according to building construction and
furnishing materials and usage. The fire spreads quickly once flash-over has occurred. In
order to maximize the potential of saving life and minimizing damage to property, firefighters
must enter the building to commence suppression activities to avoid flash-over. In short,
firefighters must enter the toxic environment.
As can be seen by the below graph, it is not an option for a firefighter to delay entering a
structure to commence rescue operations and suppression activities.
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This flash over point graph is from the 33rd Report to Parliament, Public Bodies Review
Committee Inquiry into the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 1994 (Annexure 29)

The Australian Senate Committee Inquiry Final Report into presumptive legislation in 2011m
reaffirmed the above principles and recognised the uncontrolled environment that firefighters
work in:
“The committee holds a deep respect and gratitude for those who serve to protect
and assist. If we are honest, however, along with this respect and gratitude comes a
generous dose of expectations. We expect firefighters to come to our assistance
when our homes, schools, hospitals and businesses are ablaze. We expect that
firefighters will enter a building when every human instinct tells us to leave.
We expect they will search for those trapped inside and bring them out alive. We
expect them to do what they can to minimize loss of life and damage to property.
While everyone else is fleeing danger, it is the firefighters’ duty to tackle it head-on, to
enter an extreme and dangerous environment, armed with the best protective gear
available." [Paragraph 4.37] (Annexure 30)
Requirements such as these mean that the fire services need to be appropriately resourced
and located across the community and particularly in urban environments including
Melbourne and regional centres.
The MFB require response within 7.7 minutes. This means firefighters, regardless of the
time of day or activity, must leave the station in the appropriate appliance within 90
seconds of the tones.
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The CFA do not have a consistent response time requirement and for the CFA this is
further complicated due to volunteer brigades being called to respond first in some
geographical areas. Issues with CFA's allocation of response and response times are
detailed further above.
Whilst both services have a minimum staffing chart within the 2010 Ops Agreements,
the MFB has generally complied with the expressed allocations of numbers and ranks to
appliances at stations, whereas the CFA have repeatedly breached such requirements
by cross-crewing firefighters on shift to different appliances and claiming that they were
not bound by the minimum staffing requirements.
Due to the lack of professional firefighters in the CFA this has meant CFA uses a cross crewing approach as explained above.
It is important to note that the CFA's staffing levels and minimum staffing chart has
increased due to the first variation finally being achieved this year as a result of successful
outcome of the Recruits Case. However, in accordance with the 2010 Ops Agreement, the
chart has only been varied to record the additional positions as deployed as of 1 September
2014 and does not include any new positions post September 2014. Since the election of
the Andrews Government CFA have stepped up recruiting and the number of recruit
courses have increased. (Annexure 31)
However, best practice and systems are yet to be achieved in the CFA.
The location and deployment of appliances and firefighters also differs between the CFA
and MFB. The MFB utilise a SLP to enable the first responding appliance to reach the
incident within 7.7 minutes, and a system of GARS to provide for increased resources to
an incident which is based on an analysis of the intensity of the incident and the incident
type.
The CFA systems are based on assignment tables that can be altered based on
historical boundaries and CFA internal politics, with station locations often determined
by historical boundaries. CFA's response times are also determined by Hazard
Classifications which are subjective and lead to response data being able to be
manipulated. This is explained further above.
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Caple Report
David Caple & Associates Pty Ltd was engaged to provide a report in relation to a review
that was undertaken in relation to the safe staffing project for the UFU. (Caple Report)
The objective of this project was to systematically document the relationship between the
SOPs developed by MFB and CFA with the training conducted of firefighters and the
subsequent utilisation of these SOPs during deployment. Of particular focus of these SOPs
was the safe staffing levels expected by the MFB and CFA.
The Executive summary of the Caple Report stated as follows [beginning at page 1]:
“….the UK government conducted a study published in the report “In the Line of
Fire (1995)”. It contains details of the National Standards for minimum crewing for
different risk categories of fire events. This process of conducting a risk assessment
was further elaborated in their report “Out of the Line of Fire (1998)” from the UK.
This approach looked at the holistic nature of risk including the availability of
competent and proficient firefighters are an integral part of defining a safe system of
work. This is consistent with the expectations under the Victoria Occupational
Health & Safety Act (2004). This Act would expect that each of the MFB and CFA
would document a Job Safety Analysis (JSA) or Safe Operating Procedure (SOP)
for the scenarios that are used as the basis for their training programs. These
include typical scenarios such as structure fire, wild fire, and high rise fire.”
…
“I have identified documents that specify the number of firefighting equipment and
firefighters that are allocated to specific fire stations for both the MFB and the CFA.
Further, I have reviewed reports developed by Jenkins, Corbett, and Kennedy
(JCK) that indicate the deployment data for firefighters in the CFA did not comply
with their service delivery standards. This was discussed by the Merriman Board of
Reference (2009) and has subsequently been the basis for ongoing monitoring for
resource allocation of firefighters to specific CFA stations.
This JCK data indicates an ongoing level of non compliance with the numbers of
firefighters attending incidents within the specified standards performance times.
It is evident from this review that despite prescription of firefighters being part of the
task analysis approach to training and the numbers of firefighters allocated to an
appliance from a fire station, the actual deployment of firefighters to scene within
prescribed response times is not consistent.
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The MFB have a requirement for seven firefighters to be on scene within the
flashover limit of seven minutes. Consultation with the firefighters indicated that, for
the majority of events, this standard is generally met. However, consultation with
the CFA firefighters indicated a less predictable standard of performance being met.
This was further complicated with the CFA depending on the turnout of career
firefighters with their more technical and proficient level of training compared with
the volunteer firefighters with greater variability in their competence and
experience.”
At page 8 “… when defining the safe system of work required by the firefighters, the
overall risk assessment needs to take into consideration both the primary focus on
saving and rescuing life, as well as the secondary focus on the containment and
extinguishing of the fire or event.
This review has indicated that the overall focus of the training and resource
allocation to manage fire is related to the technical skills, resource allocation and
equipment required to contain and extinguishing the fire.
There are implied safe systems of work within the training materials for both MFB
and CFA on how the technical control of these events should be managed.
Throughout this material, there are assumptions that these allocations of
firefighters, plant and equipment, also provide a safe system of work associated
with rescue.
It is evident from the data provided from the UFU in relation to the follow up of the
Merriman Board of Reference utilising the JCK (Jenkins, Corbett, and Kennedy),
that the provision of firefighters at nominated CFA stations has yet to be achieved.
The data, together with the consultation with the firefighters, would indicate that the
ability of the CFA in particular to provide a safe system of work, continues to be
compromised due to the inadequate number of firefighters to meet their own key
performance requirements.”
“Summary
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On this basis of the consultations undertaken and documentation that has been
reviewed, it is evident that the technical training and work systems that are used by
both the CFA and the MFB would provide the adequate basis to a safe system of
work if they were fully and consistently implemented.
However, it is evident that the concept of a Safe Operating Procedure (SOP) or Job
Safety Analysis (JSA) is not utilised to determine the level of staffing at each event
to ensure the safety of the firefighters. A more generic approach seems to be
undertaken relating to the nature of the event and the technical requirements for
appliances and equipment that are required on site. There is no information
identified to date that would specific prescribes the number of firefighters that must
be in nor the actual skill sets that they should be competently, confidently, and
proficiently demonstrate. There is also evidence from the JCK data that would
indicate a high level of non compliance to meet the response time targets
particularly for the CFA relating to Hazard Class 2 and Hazard Class 3 events.
The consultation process with the firefighters indicated that the primary focus for the
Victorian community is for the service to provide firefighters to initially focus on the
protection of life and secondly to then address the containment and extinguishing of
fires or other emergency events. It is evident from the discussions with the
firefighters that the first response appliances and firefighters on scene do seriously
focus on protecting life as their primary role. It is within this first few minutes when
arriving on scene when the highest potential of OHS risk is evident to themselves
and others. This is whilst they ascertain the potential presence of people at risk with
the particular event and initiating quick action to identify their locations and, where
possible, to save their lives.
It is evident from the JCK data that the CFA brigades are unable to meet the
primary requirements while having a minimum of four firefighters at the scene within
the prescribed response times to enable the safe systems of work outlined in their
training to be implemented.
This is a potential breach of the Occupational Health and Safety Act (2004) in
relation to the duty of care to provide a safe system of work and a safe workplace
for these firefighters.
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As a simple example, there are prescribed numbers of firefighters and procedures
to be followed when they enter a building wearing breathing apparatus. Due to the
inadequate number of firefighters on scene, particularly in the initial few minutes
when a rescue may be occurring, it was evident that these safe systems of work are
not being followed. Potentially, there may be only one or possibly two firefighters
wearing the breathing apparatus without the adequate back up support to ensure
their safety. The inadequacy in the number of firefighters that can predictably be on
scene as the initial response within the first seven or eight minutes, is resulting in
ongoing health and safety risks for the firefighters.
The information provided would indicate that the MFB has a higher level of
compliance in achieving “seven firefighters within seven minutes” at a fire event.
However, there are some appliances that have a permanent allocation of three
firefighters as part of their overall resource allocation model. Consequently, if two of
these appliances are dispatched to a particular event without other back up, then
there would only be six firefighters present, unless additional resources were called
by the Incident Controller. Consequently, they too would have a breach of their
nominated safe systems of work until such time as the additional firefighters arrived.
It can therefore be concluded that there is evidence, particularly with the CFA, that
they are not providing a safe system of work as defined under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act (2004) through the lack of firefighters with the appropriate
competencies to ensure the safety of themselves and their firefighting colleagues
under the current resource allocation model.” (Annexure 32)

7.5

Training

In order to meet OH&S best practice on the fire ground, firefighters must be trained to
appropriate models to ensure that they understand and implement their tasks on the fire
ground and to ensure that firefighters have the necessary qualifications to perform those
tasks.
The MFB currently train to such a model, for example, when performing a training drill
during recruit courses, firefighters are trained to undertake the drill with 7 personnel. This is
to ensure that training drills simulate real world experience and meet the OH&S best
practice of seven on a fire ground.
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During an MFB recruit course and continuation training (which occurs following 9 months
on shift) firefighters will achieve 27 qualifications in line with the Public Safety Training
Package v12.2.
The MFB recruit course and continuation training is premised on a model whereby all
recruit firefighters coming on shift (after completion on their recruit course) will have exactly
the same skills and competencies and will be able to perform their necessary tasks
allocated to them as part of the seven on a fire ground. The training provided for recruits
ensures that when on fire stations they perform as part of minimum manning. Therefore,
the OIC’s know exactly the skills and competencies assigned to their rank and what tasks
they can perform as part of their role in minimum numbers on the fire ground.
CFA’s professional recruit firefighter course is relatively similar to the MFB’s. CFA training
models for Volunteers on the other hand does not have the same competency standards to
allow an OIC to know exactly what skills and qualifications they have on the fire ground
even if the requisite minimum numbers are reached.
Volunteer training in the CFA is set on a minimum standard set of qualifications with further
training and qualifications being ad hoc.
The training course provided to CFA volunteers is referred to as “minimum skills basic
firefighting course” which only provides training in ten (10) competencies:
1. Respond safely to a pager method
2. Maintain personal safety (PPC/PPE, Burn over drill, hydration etc.)
3. Follow instructions – chain of command
4. Work as part of a team – support team safety
5. Identify explain purpose, locate and stow small gear on primary vehicle/s
6. Use basic small gear – hoses, branches, ladders, axes, hydrants
7. Use radio – on/off, change channel, send basic radio message – leaving station, on
scene, returning to station, back at station, mayday
8. Read maps – locate position on map using 6 figured grid reference, provide 6 figure
grid reference for current location + GPS as appropriate
9. Supply water in / water out – basic pump operation, drafting, connect hoses and
branches, deliver water
10. Maintain situational awareness – hazard identification, basic risk management
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Assessment for each of these competencies is not as rigorous as professional training. For
example, a volunteer firefighter can achieve a competency to drive a fire appliance under
emergency conditions as long as the Brigade Captain authorises it.
Additional volunteer training is determined generally by availability, interest of the volunteer
and a risk assessment of the area the volunteer is stationed i.e. those in rural or remote
locations may be not be able to access BA training given its unlikely use. This means that
on arrival on scene, an OIC is unlikely to have direct knowledge of a volunteer’s skills and
competencies and may not be able to utilise them as part of the requisite minimum
numbers to perform a task.
It is therefore highly critical that when achieving safe staffing numbers, that those numbers
be comprised of professional firefighters trained to known competencies under simulated
conditions of real world events based on required minimum numbers.
The Caple Report supports the UFU’s contention that OH&S best practice as well as
service delivery is achieved when seven firefighters commencing firefighting operations
within 7/8 minutes at a fire event. The staffing model of the MFB is informed by its
response systems ensuring that there is sufficient staff to meet this capability. Further, the
MFB's training models are constructed to ensure firefighters have the right skills and the
right ranks and that promotional courses are held at regular intervals to ensure sufficiently
trained firefighters.
The CFA system of service delivery and crewing does not consistently achieve this
standard. This is mainly as a result of shortages of professional firefighters in the CFA, its
staffing model and operational response system which rely heavily on a volunteer
response. The CFA's systems do not reflect best practice. Whilst CFA firefighters are
trained to best practice they are unable to deliver on these standards once they leave the
training grounds.

7.7

Health and Wellbeing

Firefighters' health and wellbeing can be misused by fire service agencies as a basis to
impose compulsory and punitive health and fitness programmes.
Any physical fitness program in fire services has to be one that instils confidence in the
participant otherwise it is doomed to fail.
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A positive non-punitive program will have a high level of uptake as opposed to a punitive
compulsion program which will not achieve the object is a which was designed for.
Currently both the MFB and CFA have a non-compulsory voluntary fitness program that
enables employees to participate in a program at their work location.
Both MFB and CFA incorporate the ability for employees to undertake physical fitness
training.
This is being facilitated by the placement of gym equipment at each work location and if
there is no gym equipment there is the requirement to provide access to a local gymnasium
for that function.
In the MFB the firefighters are supported by fitness leaders who design a purpose-built
program for the particular firefighter and provide assistance in fitness activities, such as
familiarisation and proper use and techniques with gym equipment in a holistic approach
with diet and other personal needs.
The UFU submits any physical fitness program should also be accompanied by holistic
approach with a wellness component.
Internationally it has been shown that a truly voluntary programme that is not able to be
misused for any punitive outcome is successful.
For example the Edmonton Five Service in Alberta Canada has an extensive wellness
program that incorporates a physical fitness component that is not punitive in nature and has
an extremely high level of uptake of individuals as it is not threatening to the individual who
is participating as their continuation of employment is not in question as a result of the
program.
There are many different types of physical fitness programs incorporated by five services
around the globe however the best practice is one that is non-threatening, non-punitive and
accompanied by a wellness program is holistic in nature.
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7. 8 Recommendations
It is evident from the above that staffing levels are vital to ensuring firefighter safety and
meeting OH&S best practice to contain a fire to the room of origin which minimises damage
to property, interruption to business and maximises the potential to save lives.
Currently, staffing levels, particularly in the CFA, and the CFA response systems do not
meet this minimum standard.
The UFU makes the following recommendations:

I.

Over a period of four years, phase in four firefighters on all primary appliances across
the MFB and CFA to provide enhanced community protection, and to avoid firefighter
injury.

II.

Over a period of 4 years, phase into the CFA appliance based crewing as opposed to
station based crewing to ensure professional firefighter safety.

III.

Fund staffing number increases to ensure that Victoria's fire agencies will maintain
their service levels (in the context of significant population growth in Melbourne and
Victoria's regional communities, and the effects of global warming and extreme
weather events).

IV.

Mandate that the training pre-requisites, competencies and assessments for each
agency comply with the Public Safety Training Package in-line with the Emergency
Response Training Framework.

V.

Establish a state-based monitoring system that has consistent and transparent
service delivery and performance standards

VI.

Review CFA assignment tables with a view to them being replaced by the Greater
Alarm Response System (GARS) to facilitate interoperability between the CFA and
MFB

VII.

To maximise community protection CFA station locations to be strategically placed
according to radial response times as is the practice in the MFB
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VIII.

That the annual reporting mechanism of both the MFB and CFA be required to
provide quantitative and qualitative data so that an objective assessment can be
made by both the regulating body and the members of the public as to the
performance standards and the delivery of service.

IX.

The CFA be required to re-implement the JCK data so that a proper analysis can be
conducted on the CFA's brigades performance against standards of fire cover and
response.
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PART 3:
8.
8.1

Interoperability

Introduction

The issue of effective emergency management and the interoperability of the three fire
services in Victoria have been raised in numerous investigations, inquiries and reports over
the last 30 years. Interoperability in this context refers to the MFB and the CFA increasing
their capacity to co-ordinate amongst other things, their activities, emergency response,
knowledge, and resources.
The following reports have identified serious organisational issues arising from multi agency
response to bushfires:
a)

1982 Public Service Board (Victoria) Study of alternative organisation and funding
arrangements for an integrated fire service in Victoria;

b)

1983 Public Service Board (Victoria) expanded Study of alternative organisation
and funding arrangements for an integrated fire service in Victoria following the Ash
Wednesday fires in February 1983;

c)

1994 Public Bodies Review Committee Inquiry (Victoria) into the MFB;

d)

1997 Coronial Inquest into the deaths of Jennifer Lindroth, Graham Lindroth and
Genevieve Erin during a fire at Ferny Creek and four other fires in the Dandenong
Ranges on 21 January 1997 (Dandenong Ranges Fires Inquest);

e)

1998 Coronial Inquest into a wildfire and the deaths of five Firefighters at Linton on
2 December 1998 (Linton Inquest);

f)

Report of the Inquiry into the 2002 – 2003 Victorian Bushfires;

g)

2003 Department of Treasury and Finance review of Victorian Fire Service Funding
Arrangements; and

h)

2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission.

These studies in part investigated appropriate methods of integrating non-operational
aspects of the MFB and CFA into a Victorian Fire Services Board and appropriate means
for, and levels of, funding operational expenditures of a Fire Service Board, as well as
reviewing the existing structures with the aim of identifying options for improved coordination, organisation and service delivery.
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To be clear, the UFU's is not seeking an amalgamation of the fire services in Victoria in this
review, however the current structure of the CFA & MFB with two separate Boards and two
CEOs that have powers that should rightfully be the Chief Fire Officers should be reviewed
with a view to transiting to one Board, no CEOs and the powers to be retained by the two
Chief Fire Officers.
There is no other fire service in Australia that has a governing structure like the MFB & CFA.
The MFB & CFA are unique with being the only fire services with a governing board and
CEO that have powers over the Chief Fire Officers.
The UFU's recommendations regarding the management structures of the MFB and CFA
are outlined below in Chapter 8.7.

8.2

Public Bodies Review Committee 1994 Inquiry into the MFB

The need for interoperability between the emergency response agencies, particularly the two
fire agencies (CFA and MFB) was evident as far back as 1993 when the Public Bodies
Review Committee (PBRC) undertook an inquiry into the MFB (PBRC Inquiry) (Annexure
29). The PBRC was a joint investigatory committee of the Victorian Parliament.

On 3 February 1993 the PBRC was requested by the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, the Hon P.J. McNamara MP, to review the MFB under broad terms of reference,
which included:
“The potential for the sharing of major support facilities common to emergency
service agencies” [page x]
The PBRC Inquiry received evidence and submissions from all fire services in relation to
these issues. The UFU provided considerable submissions to the Inquiry inclusive of
duplication and standard of Fire Cover and response performance of both fire service
agencies. The PBRC Inquiry noted that in 1993, the MFB serviced around 80% of the urban
area of Melbourne, but that urban growth was predominantly occurring outside the MFB
district.
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The report also noted that where the boundaries of the MFB and CFA met in Melbourne,
areas of similar hazard and risk were treated with different levels of equipment, staffing and
response times, depending on whether the area was the responsibility of the MFB or the
CFA [at page 22].
The PBRC Inquiry made several recommendations including the following:
a)

That one standard of fire cover be developed for Victoria as a matter of urgency;

b)

That following the development of the standards of fire cover, standards should be
developed for the location of buildings, selection of equipment, identification of
manpower resources and training;

c)

That collocation of agencies should occur unless it can be shown to the satisfaction
of the responsible Minister that it is inappropriate;

d)

Fire services should issue common performance indicators each year as part of
their annual reports, to enable a comparison to be made and the CFA are to provide
data as comprehensive as that of the MFB so that a comparison can be made.

e)

The Committee recommends that the Ministry for Police and Emergency Services
seek common national fire standards.

f)

The

Committee

recommends

that

performance

monitoring

standards

be

established, reviewed and maintained through a common reporting system by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services [at page v].
These recommendations were never implemented and the problems of the past have
continued.

8.3

Dandenong Ranges Inquest and the Linton Inquest

In both the Dandenong Ranges Inquest and the Linton Inquest, the State Coroner made
recommendations that the command and control arrangements between the CFA and the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment (DNRE) be improved. In both inquiries
the UFU made strong submission including the ill conceived stay and defend policy.
The Dandenong Ranges fire was a fire which occurred in the Dandenong ranges on 21
January 1997 and included Ferny Creek, Upwey and Kalorama. The fire resulted in
considerable property damage and in the tragic death of three residents in Ferny Creek. In
the Dandenong Ranges Inquest Report the State Coroner concluded that:
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“The breaking down of all inter agency and organisational barriers in the
management of risk and disaster makes sense if the community is to receive the full
benefits of all available expertise and resources. The standardisation of practices,
procedures and equipment (where practicable) needs to be encouraged”. [Page 24]
(Annexure 33)
The Linton fire was a wildfire near the township of Linton in December 1998. The fire
resulted in the tragic deaths of five Geelong West volunteer firefighters. The inquiry was one
of the longest running inquests in the history of the State. It sought to investigate how the
deaths and fires occurred and what could be done to prevent such occurrences in the future.
It took 106 hearing days and produced in excess of 11,500 pages of transcript and over
1500 pages of submissions and replies by the legal representatives for the interested
parties.
In the Report of Investigation and Inquests into a Wildfire and the Deaths of Five Firefighters
at Linton on 2 December 1998 the State Coroner made 55 recommendations (Annexure 34).
The majority of the recommendations concerned the need for the CFA and the DNRE to
develop standard systems and procedures for the delivery of fire suppression services at
bushfires attended by both agencies.
The 1998 Report stated as follows:
“Ultimately, the failures of training, supervision, communication, enforcement of
operational and safety systems lay behind the deaths of the volunteer firefighters and
the serious risks to the lives of many other firefighters in the wildfire that has come to
be known as “Linton”. [Page iii, paragraph 2]
The 1998 Report conclusion includes:
“The Linton wildfire was ostensibly being managed by the CFA and DNRE, jointly by
agreement, under the AIIMS-ICS system of incident management. In fact, two
systems of incident management operated side by side during the management of
the fire – AIIMS and the CFA’s old Group system. This led to dysfunctional command
and control. Vital safety information was not efficiently and appropriately
disseminated. Many firefighters and operational managers working on the fire ground
did not know of the existence of the IMT.” [Paragraph 22.1.55]
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8.4

2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission (Black Saturday)

On 7 February 2009, Victoria experienced one of the worst bushfires in history which caused
a devastating loss to human life and property.6 The Black Saturday bushfires resulted in 173
people perishing, 414 others recorded as injured, 78 townships affected, 47 primary schools
damaged, over 450,000 square kilometres burned, 2,029 homes were destroyed and
another 2600 damaged and more than 11,000 farm stock were killed or had to be destroyed.
Due to the catastrophic losses suffered by so many Victorians, the Government determined
to undertake a Royal Commission inquiry into the events of the day and the role of the
emergency services.
The UFU provided key submissions to the 2009 VBRC highlighting the failures by the fire
services to implement previous findings from other inquiries and outlined the following:
1. The existence of multiple agencies (including the DSE) responsible for the
suppression of and response to fire in Victoria has resulted in the following
inefficiencies:
a. Duplication of costs;
b. Different funding arrangements;
c. Different approaches to training, accreditation and endorsement of staff,
including different training manuals;
d. Different uniforms, rank and insignia;
e. Different safety equipment including breathing apparatus;
f.

Equipment duplication and incompatibility, including different hose and pump
couplings;

g. Different terminology in relation to fire fighting equipment;
h. Command and control duplication and incompatibility, including the
incompatibility of the CFA Brigade or Group structure and the AIIMS
management system;
i.

Communications duplication and incompatibility;

j.

The need for numerous and complex memorandums of agreement and
understanding between the agencies requiring review and auditing;

k. Cultural differences;
6

For a copy of the Recommendations of the 2009 VBRC please go to
http://www.royalcommission.vic.gov.au/getdoc/5bc68f8a-a166-49bc-8893-e02f0c3b37ab/VBRC-Final-ReportRecommendations
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l.

Irrelevant and outdated territorial boundaries.

2. These inefficiencies have resulted in systemic failures leading to the loss of life and
property.

Royal Commission Outcomes and Recommendations
Interoperability was a dominant theme in the 2009 VBRC Final Report (2010)7 and remains
a policy objective for emergency service organizations and both political parties.
Volume 2, Fire Preparation Response and Recovery, Chapter 10 (Annexure 35) covers the
considerations and recommendations with respect to fire agency interoperability.
In a statement by Counsel Assisting the Commission, Jack Rush QC, during the
proceedings, addressed the inefficiencies caused by the existence of multiple agencies
making the following Statement on 29 October:
“Commissioners, the terms of reference for the Royal Commission direct the
Commission to inquire into matters concerning planning for bushfire, infrastructure,
training and re sourcing relating to bushfire risk. The organisational structures and
the infrastructure of the principal agencies responsible for bushfire firefighting will be
the subject of consideration before the Royal Commission.
There is before the Commission an abundance of evidence that, on one view,
demonstrates the in efficiencies and the fragmentation and perhaps the wastefulness
that can arise when two very substantial organisations in the large part separately
prepare and plan to meet bushfire threat. The evidence led and to be led on one view
demonstrates a great cost to this state, a cost in terms of the seemingly massive
duplication of resources and infrastructure and a cost in that a two-tier system, on the
evidence, demonstrates a preparation and response to bushfire that does not
maximise resources and that compromises command and control.” [Paragraphs
10354-10355] (Annexure 36)
The Commission heard evidence of existing arrangements hindering operational
performance. The operational shortcomings included:
7

For a full copy of the report please go to http://www.royalcommission.vic.gov.au/CommissionReports/Final-Report.html
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a)

Absence of unambiguous leadership and unity of command;

b)

Duplication of systems and resources, nonaligned systems and failures in
information sharing and management;

c)

Nonaligned accreditation processes;

d)

Issues regarding maintaining decentralised control.

Further shortcomings regarding Governance, policy and legislative matters included [at part
10.2]:
a)

Multiple ministerial responsibilities for central fire agencies;

b)

Intervention by a non-operational official in the chain of command between the
agencies and the Minister;

c)

CFA and DSE CO’s were not at a suitable level within their organisations;

d)

The metropolitan fire district boundaries are of concern.

The report further stated:
“The Commission concluded that the three fire agencies, as currently structured, did
not collectively contribute to their maximum potential on 7 February. Most of the
concerns identified related to operational matters such as control, operational
integration and interagency standards. The Commission therefore considers the
problems identified need to be substantively redressed, with a focus on augmenting
operational capability. The problems were not mere inconveniences that resulted
from the size and scope of the disaster: they were serious failings that limited the
agencies’ ability to comprehensively fulfil their responsibilities.” [Part 10.2, page 369].

The Commission determined that change to the Victoria's fire services structure was
required:
“The Commission was unconvinced by the State’s view that structural change is not
needed. Broadly, the existing arrangements have been in operation since early last
century, but the demands made of and the expectations attached to the agencies
have outpaced these structures and the environment in which they operate.” [Part
10.5, page 373]
The Commission outlined that pursuant to Recommendation 63:
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“The State enacts legislation designed to achieve two specific ends:
o

Appoint a Fire Commissioner as an independent statutory officer responsible
to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services and as the senior
operational firefighter in Victoria

o

Make the Chief Fire Officer of the Department of Sustainability and
Environment a statutory appointment.

The fire commissioner should have responsibility for the following:
o

Promoting and directing reform aimed at increasing the operational capability,
interoperability and resilience of Victoria’s fire services

o

Developing and building operational capacity to prepare for the days of
highest bushfire risk and exercising control over level3

fires as the

permanent State Controller
o

Providing to government periodic advice on the metropolitan fire district
boundary on the basis of triggers, frequency and criteria approved by
government.

o

Representing

Victorian

interests

on

operational

matters

in

national

committees.” [part 10.6, page 381]
It also recommended under recommendation 64 that:
"The State replace the Fire Services Levy with a property-based levy and introduce
concessions for low-income earners." [Part 10.7, page 385]
It is now almost 4 years since the Commission’s report and structural problems still exist.
Furthermore, whilst there has been expansion of the urban environment around Melbourne
and the further consolidation of regional hubs, the fire services have not adapted to these
changes.
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8.5

Inefficiencies due to lack of Interoperability

Whilst there have been numerous investigations, inquiries and reports over the last 30 years
which have identified serious organisational issues arising from multi agency response to
bushfires and other organisational inefficiencies, the identified resolutions are not
implemented.
There are several inefficiencies resulting from existence of multiple agencies which show
that the agencies have grown further apart these include but are not limited to the following:
a)

Duplication of costs;

b)

Different funding arrangements;

c)

Different approaches to training, accreditation and endorsement of staff, including
different training manuals;

d)

Different uniforms, rank and insignia;

e)

Different safety equipment including breathing apparatus;

f)

Equipment duplication and incompatibility, including different hose and pump
couplings;

g)

Different terminology in relation to firefighting equipment;

h)

Command and control duplication and incompatibility, including the incompatibility
of the CFA Brigade or Group structure and the AIIMS management system;

i)

Communications duplication and incompatibility;

j)

The need for numerous and complex memorandums of agreement and
understanding between the agencies requiring review and auditing;

k)

Cultural differences;

l)

Irrelevant and outdated territorial boundaries.

The practical realities on the fire ground are that firefighters from the CFA and MFB still use
different basic equipment including but not limited to:
a)

different radio systems meaning firefighters from different agencies on the same fire
ground may not be able to communicate with each other by radio;

b)

different BA meaning firefighters from different agencies on the same fire ground
cannot share BA if one agency is not able to provide sufficient BA or BA support;

c)

different hose couplings meaning firefighters from different agencies on the same
fire ground may not be able to interchange hoses.
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Joint Standard Operating Procedures (JSOPs) and Common Doctrine
Lack of interoperability in emergency service response systems and operating procedures
has led to increasing problems in utilising both MFB and CFA resources across the State.
Currently the fire agencies do not have adequate and comprehensive JSOPs or common
doctrines between them. These problems are particularly highlighted in two areas:
1. Back-filling of stations (this occurs when a CFA appliance from another station
covers an empty CFA station or MFB station (step up) or when an MFB appliance
covers an empty MFB station or CFA station (move ups)); and
2. Co-response in the mutual aid areas (these are areas on the boundary between the
MFD and CFA districts).
In the past, CFA has had staffing shortages leaving areas un-staffed and thereby requiring
backfilling from the MFB, particularly within the outer metro regions. The CFA has an
inadequate system in place to ensure that this backfilling occurs to maintain coverage.
Instead, these issues are left to local CFA management which has led to different
arrangements depending on the particular region and the person in charge at the particular
point in time. In some circumstances step ups from the MFB are arranged, in others they are
not. This leads to situations where fire cover is compromised for periods of time and
circumstances where the communities in different regions are provided with different levels
of fire cover.
Conversely, across the MFD, the MFB applies an automatic backfilling arrangement which
ensures that areas are not left unprotected.
In 2014, as a result of staffing shortages and a lack of training, the CFA unilaterally altered
the response tables used by ESTA to dispatch agencies to incidents so that the MFB would
respond to trench rescue incidents in an area stretching between Ballarat and the South
Australian border. These modifications to the response tables occurred without the
knowledge of the MFB. As well as the MFB being left in the dark as to the use of their own
resources, the employees of both the CFA and MFB were not told exactly how they were
expected to be deployed.
There is also a significant safety issue in the mutual aid areas when CFA and MFB
appliances are responded to the same incident. Due to the different response and
assignment rules between the CFA and MFB, this can result in MFB firefighters being the
sole appliance at a scene which is in breach of MFB's safe systems of work.
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This has an impact on firefighter and community safety and if not addressed could result in
significant injury or death.
Current co-response from MFB, integrated CFA stations and volunteer stations adjoining the
MFD also continually raise issues particularly in relation to the agencies failing to comply
with the OH&S best practice requirement of seven on the fire ground.
Changes to the MFB assignment rules and CAD system removed the requirements for the
MFB to respond two MFB appliances to all structure fires including in the mutual aid areas.
The current dispatch rules (assignment rules) now has only one MFB appliance dispatched
when turned out in a mutual aid area along with relevant CFA response and therefore does
not guarantee seven professional firefighters on the fire ground. This problem is created as
the method of selection of CFA appliances to be dispatched to an incident is by Brigade
based response and not by appliance based response. This means that ESTA will continue
to seek to dispatch the closest brigade, which may or may not be a professional firefighting
station. As a result, if the closest CFA brigade to be dispatched is a volunteer brigade it is
likely to have a delayed response in comparison to the MFB response and there is no
guarantee that the CFA volunteer firefighters who arrive on scene will have the necessary
qualifications and equipment for the incident type.
For example if the volunteer firefighters who respond are not qualified in BA or do not have
the appropriate PPC/PPE, then it is unsafe to enter a structure fire. This means the MFB
firefighters on scene do not have the resources to perform a rescue as most MFB appliances
will have only four firefighters. In order to enter a structure fire to perform a rescue you must
have at least seven firefighters available to commence safe firefighting operations (two
firefighters in full BA, two firefighters outside in full BA waiting to enter, OIC, pump operator
and Breathing Apparatus Officer).
Additionally, the current co-response system in the mutual aid areas does not guarantee
sufficient appliances responding to 2nd Alarms or higher as the CFA do not use the GARS
system to respond its appliances. An example of this arose on 30 April 2015 during an
incident involving a house fire in the mutual aid area in Epping (within the CFA boundary).
The following events occurred:


At 08:41 MFB Pumper Tanker (PT) 11 and Epping CFA Brigade were alerted to a
house fire in Davidson Street Epping;



Wollert CFA Brigade were paged at 08:43;



MFB Pumper Tanker 9 was dispatched at 08:44;
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Greenvale CFA Brigade and South Morang CFA Brigade were paged at 08:47;



MFB PT11 arrived on scene at 08:49 and upgraded the call to a 2nd Alarm for a
house fire well involved;



At this stage Epping CFA Brigade had still not responded;



At 08:50 Epping CFA Brigade failed to respond leaving the MFB crew of three
firefighters from PT11 in a dangerous and vulnerable position for approximately 6
minutes until the arrival of MFB PT9 at 08:55. This resulted in only 6 on the fire
ground and in the circumstances of a 2nd Alarm which would usually have 1
Teleboom, four primary appliances, 1 rescue unit band a Commander deployed



At 08:51 MFB Teleboom 7 was called and arrived approximately 11 minutes after
being dispatched



At 08:54 Epping CFA Brigade, some 13 minutes after the initial call, turned out in
the pumper;



Disturbingly, at 08:55 the crew from Epping advises that Epping Rescue Unit was
unavailable for calls;



At 08:55, 9 minutes after being alerted, South Morang CFA Brigade had still not
responded;



Epping pumper arrived on scene at 08:58, some 17 minutes after the initial call and
with two volunteer firefighters in wildfire turn-out gear meaning they could not enter
the structure fire;



CFA South Morang responded 15 minutes after being paged;



Wollert CFA finally arrived on scene after 29 minutes;



Eltham Volunteers failed to respond the BA vehicle despite being paged twice;



At 10:31, the second appliance from Epping CFA finally arrived on scene,
approximately 1 hour and 47 minutes after the initial response.

As can be seen by the above chronology of 30 April 2015, the lack of response by Epping
CFA, South Morang CFA, Eltham CFA volunteers clearly put the lives of the public and MFB
firefighters at risk.
Further, as shown in the photos below, the complete lack of adequate response in these
circumstances resulted in members of the public providing assistance.
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Apollo Park Way Fire School
Another example of the consequences arising from a lack of interoperability and common
procedures in the mutual aid areas occurred in or around March 2008 at approximately
8.10am during a school fire at Apollo Park Way Primary School in Greensborough.
The MFB Greensborough Fire Station was approximately three kilometres away from the
incident and the firefighters were in fact able to see the school ablaze from their station
however, they were not called as part of the initial response. Given the velocity of the fire,
the SO at Greensborough Fire Station that day believed that the incident required a 2nd
alarm response and in fact had radioed into the Communications Centre asking why the
MFB had not been responded.
Instead of responding the MFB appliances, ESTA had, as per the assignment rules at the
time, responded the Plenty Volunteer Brigade. Being a volunteer station its turn out time was
almost certain to be longer than a response from Greensborough Fire Station. Further,
despite the school being in Plenty Brigades area, the travel to the address of the school
required Plenty Brigade to drive down Yan Yean Road which at the hour of the morning
would have been heavy with traffic.
Eventually, some 15-20 minutes later Greensborough’s pumper tanker arrived on scene
however, only after a volunteer on site specifically requested their assistance.
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On arrival MFB firefighters found that while there were three CFA volunteer appliances on
scene with some 9-12 firefighters, not one of these firefighters had BA qualifications and so
none were able to commence an internal attack on the fire or perform a rescue had it been
necessary.
It was extremely lucky that this fire occurred during the school holidays as had it been on a
school day at that time of the morning there would have been approximately 100 children on
site.
Following the incident MFB firefighters queried the events via an observation report and
during the operational debrief. One MFB firefighter in fact questioned why the MFB was not
turned out sooner and it was discovered that Plenty Volunteer Brigade had set the
assignment rules and MFB response was not included.
This situation could have proved fatal if it occurred at a different time and highlights the need
for clear operating procedures and joint response systems in the mutual aid areas.
Had the MFB been responded from the point of call, it is most likely that the MFB would have
had second alarm response resources (5 appliances with fully trained professional
firefighters on board) on scene faster than the CFA volunteer response.

Hazelwood Coal Mine Fire
The Hazelwood Coal Mine Fire began on 9 February 2014 and lasted for over six weeks. It
involved the deployment of approximately 200 appliances and 7000 firefighters to bring the
fire under control. It was the largest State emergency since Black Saturday and it severely
tested the capability of the fire services following the apparent introduction of the
recommendation out of the VBRC 2009.
The incidents at Hazelwood highlighted that the interoperability between the CFA and MFB
is still a significant way off. Whilst the incident was portrayed as a successful example of
interoperability between the fire services, it was in fact merely two separate fire services
operating side by side as opposed to a joint deployment.
Key issues which arose during the incident included:
1. Different command structures leading to a confusion in directions to firefighters.
2. Different safety firefighter amenity standards leading to confusion as to the correct
standard to apply and implement.
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3. Different

communication

networks,

infrastructure

and

terminology

making

communication between firefighters difficult if not impossible.
4. Different appliances and equipment therefore resources could not be shared
between firefighters.
5. Different skill sets across various ranks resulting in some officers allocated roles
they were not qualified to perform.

For some practical examples of how these impacted the fire fight at Hazelwood refer to
Witness Statement of Michael Tisbury.

8.6 Benefits of Interoperability
The UFU contends that the benefits of interoperability between the fire agencies includes but
is not limited to cost savings and efficiencies particularly in areas such as joint tenders; the
ability to utilise resources from across both agencies to ensure Victoria is provided with
necessary fire cover; providing for a better coordinated response due to joint knowledge and
understanding of operating procedures and equipment.
The UFU has called for interoperability in the following areas:


Emergency medical response within the CFA



CFA/MFB secondment



Recruit course for professional firefighters



Breathing apparatus



Structural firefighting helmets



PPC



PPE



Appliance replacement program.

8.7 Recent Progress
Since late 2014, the MFB and CFA with the involvement of the UFU and EMV, have made
real progress in some areas of interoperability. Major projects are underway to encourage
further interoperability between the agencies including in the areas of common doctrine,
common training, secondment program, and common procurement and equipment. Some
examples of some major interoperability projects and their benefits are outlined below.
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Secondment Program
The 2009 VBRC criticised the lack of coordination between MFB and CFA and identified
failures in policy, practice, systems, structure and capability. As a result one of the major
initiatives to break down parochial barriers was as follows.
Both the CFA and MFB 2010 Ops Agreements included provisions to establish agreed
secondment programs between the two agencies during the life of the agreements. In
October 2012 the MFB and CFA agreed to the details of a secondment trial. The intention
was then to develop an ongoing secondment programme resulting from the trial. All
feedback from participants indicated the trial had been a success. However, following the
conclusion of the trial in October 2012 the] MFB and CFA refused to do any further
secondments.

The highly successful secondment programme has only recently been

reintroduced in June this year under the Andrews Government which requested that there be
meaningful consultation on re-implementing the secondment programme between the
parties. As a result of the newly elected Government’s requirement the UFU and CFA and
MFB have now re-established the secondment program to allow firefighters from one agency
to undertake training and work in the other agency.
Additional to the secondment program, there should be the ability for CFA professional
firefighters or MFB professional firefighters to seek re-employment in either agency if
resignation was in the last 6 months provided they complete the recruit course for the
agency they are being re-employed by. This requirement would be necessary given the
difference in curriculum and learning outcomes between the agencies.

Establishment of Interoperability Subcommittees
The parties (the CFA, MFB, EMV and the UFU) have now established interoperability
committees additional to the current consultative committees.
The first committee is the Interoperability Subcommittee which is a subcommittee of both the
MUCC and the EBIC. This committee reports to the peak committees of both agencies and
has representatives from MFB management, CFA management, UFU CFA representatives
and UFU MFB representatives. It is chaired by the EMC.
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The second committee is the Victorian Fire Service Agency Interoperability Committee also
chaired by the EMC and consists of the CO of the MFB, the CO of the CFA and Secretary of
the UFU.
Both these committees aim to create initiatives regarding interoperability items and progress
them through consultation. The committees have now established the following working
parties:

Joint BA Procurement Working Party
In 2014 the MFB and CFA determined to undertake a joint procurement process for the
acquisition of new breathing apparatus (BA) and air cylinders.
BA is crucial firefighter equipment. Having common equipment means that all professional
firefighters are trained and competent in using the same equipment and on the fire ground
the BA and cylinders become interchangeable between the fire agencies. This process has
allowed for more fluid consultation between the necessary stakeholders and should result in
efficiencies in the cost of major procurements as the MFB and CFA can combine their
purchasing power in acquiring the equipment and not have to undertake two separate and
costly tender processes.

Joint Appliance Working Party
The CFA, MFB, UFU and EMV have now established a joint appliance working party. One
aim of the working party is to establish one standard specification for pumpers by the end of
the year. Following the development for pumpers the working party will go on to develop
standard specifications for aerial appliances.
Having one appliance specification across both agencies will mean that firefighters can be
trained in the one training program for these appliances and should all be able to utilise them
on the fire ground regardless of the agency.

Joint PPE/PPC & Station Wear Working Party
The CFA, MFB, UFU and EMV have now established a joint PPE/PPC and Station Wear
Working Party.
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This working party will recommend the preferred design and provider of all firefighter
personal protective clothing such as turnout gear: station wear: helmets: gloves: boots.
Not only will this streamline procurement processes and ensure Victoria's firefighters are
afforded the same high level protection but it is expected that it will also result in savings for
the fire agencies due to increase in purchasing power. The compatibility of PPC and PPE
on the fire ground has a direct correlation to the effectiveness of the PPC. Having common
PPC will eliminate the duplication of testing of PPC/PPE to relevant safety standards and will
provide firefighters on the fire ground confidence that all PPC/PPE meet the necessary
standard regardless of the agency.

Victorian Recruit Firefighter Course and Alignment of Qualifications
In 2014, a rushed attempt was made by the MFB, CFA, EMV and Government to undertake
a MFB and CFA joint recruit course. The employees were provided with very short notice of
the relevant training areas. The resultant course was in fact two separate recruit courses
which had only minimal cross over. Despite this, senior management have praised the
course as a success.
Currently the MFB and CFA continue to run separate recruit courses for new firefighters.
However, all recruit courses are currently conducted from the VEMTC facility (due to the
closure of Fiskville) which provides the opportunity for instructors and recruits from both the
MFB and CFA to work side by side.
The MFB, CFA, UFU and EMV have now also begun work to develop and deliver an
accredited Victorian Recruit Firefighter Course to provide for further interoperability between
the agencies and facilitate Victoria's all agency approach to emergency management across
the State.
The key aims of this project are to increase interoperability measures by:
a)

Confirming the role of a Victorian Firefighter;

b)

Providing an agreed Victorian Recruit Firefighter training framework

c)

Providing an agreed Victorian Recruit Firefighter training delivery and assessment
strategy.

d)

Providing an agreed Recruit Firefighter Course

e)

Ensuring commonality in both training outcomes/objectives and method of delivery.
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f)

Ensuring firefighters have the appropriate skills to facilitate interoperability working
as one within either MFB or CFA operational and station environments.

Achieving this one recruit course for both agencies will be a significant step towards
interoperability.
In addition, there are working parties established for Foam and Doctrine.

8.8 Recommendations
As far back as 1993 significant wastage of public monies was identified through duplication
and lack of commonality between equipment, standards and procedures.
It is telling that in 2015 after communication being identified as being a significant problem in
a number of Coronial Inquiries that we still have a situation where the CFA and MFB radios
are not compatible i.e. to achieve interoperability each agency has to procure the other
agency's radio to be able to communication on the fire ground.
Both agencies entered into separate tenders, separate evaluation processes and procured
different equipment from different suppliers resulting in a significant inefficiency and wastage
of public monies.
The above example has been replicated in other critical areas such as PPC/PPE, fire
appliances, SOP versus Chief Fire Officers Orders.
In particular the UFU submits that it is critically embarrassing and a damning indictment on
both fire agencies that the hose couplings, which were identified as being incompatible as
part of the PBRC Inquiry Final Report in 1994 (Annexure 29),are still in existence today.
The UFU makes the following recommendations:

I.

Commitment to supporting programs that further interoperability between the
agencies to achieve a seamless service delivery to the Victorian Community and to
remove artificial barriers as a result of entrenched parochial behaviour by the
agencies.

II.

Facilitate and maximise to their full extent in the context of the 2009 VBRC findings,
the utilisation of the communities assets.
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These resources should be provided

through a structured response system in a coordinated way without duplication and in
accordance with training, competencies and equipment that are inherent in the
current fire agencies. The UFU respectfully submit the following framework should
be considered:
a. City Fire: to manage fire and fire risk in our cities and towns
b. Forest Fire: to manage fuel and fire on public lands and plantations
c. Rural Fire: to manage through its resources of volunteers, fires and
community threat in the rural area including small towns, villages and hamlets
III.

Implement all of the recommendations from the 2009 VBRC.
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PART 4:
9.
Performance of MFB and CFA Senior
Management including the Disconnect
between Senior Management of the Fire
Agencies and their Employees
9.1

Introduction

Given the nature of fire service work it is vitally important that operational firefighters and
support staff have trust and confidence in their superiors.

Any erosion of such and

confidence can seriously impact on the effectiveness of the fire service in protecting the
community
Unlike most other industries, the requirement for trust and confidence is an inherent
necessity for the obvious reason that firefighters are deployed into life threatening
uncontrolled environments on a daily basis at any given time of the day without prior notice.
Firefighters respond to a wide range of incidents including motor vehicle accidents which
may necessitate the cutting out of persons trapped, a chemical or HAZMAT incident, high
angle rescue or trench rescue, emergency medical response involving cardiac arrest, SIDS,
suicides and drug overdose. There are other additional incidents such as structure fires,
building collapses or wild fires.
Trust and confidence in equipment and uniform and the need for quality and structured
training have previously been canvassed in this submission.
Trust and confidence in the decision makers of the fire service being the Chief Fire Officers
and executive management is just as important.
If irreparable damage has been done to this relationship because of the breach of trust and
confidence, then ultimately the fire service, firefighters and community will be adversely
affected.
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The UFU strongly submits that the qualitative data from the surveys conducted, combined
with the admission by the MFB Executive Leadership Team in the 2 March 2015 email of
explanation for their actions (outlined on page 104 below), demonstrates that irreparable
damage has occurred in both organisations.
During the Napthine Government, the MFB and CFA senior management engaged in
relentless adversarial conduct attacking its employees and the UFU with the aim of
dramatically reducing their employees’ terms and conditions of employment and breaking
the UFU. By engaging in this conduct, the CFA and MFB have alienated their own
employees. The UFU submits that irreparable damage was done to the relationship between
rank and file operational personnel and the Executive Leadership Team (ELT) of both the
CFA and MFB.
Firefighters and other MFB and CFA employees are active union members. The UFU has a
very high density membership in the MFB and CFA with approximately 97 % density in both
organisations. UFU members within the firefighting ranks range from the most junior
classifications of recruit firefighters to some of the most senior classifications such as
Assistance Chief Fire Officer (MFB) and Operations Managers (CFA).
These attacks on the UFU were direct attacks on their own employees. As can be seen
from the examples below and the evidence provided, the UFU believes that the actions of
MFB and CFA ELT have resulted in a complete breakdown in trust and confidence
employees had in the ELT.
There is no evidence that the both the MFB and CFA were instructed to undertake the
conduct that they undertook. There is no evidence of either the MFB or CFA having been
given ministerial directions to undertake such regressive conduct.
Irrespective, even if there was such evidence, both the MFB and CFA have governing
boards with a large degree of autonomy and any suggestion that they were simply following
directions should dismissed merely as an excuse.
The UFU strongly submits that both the MFB and CFA leadership teams engaged in
unconscionable and opportunistic conduct by pursuing the attack on employees and the
union with a conservative Government in power.
To restore the confidence, the Executive Management personnel in both organisations
should be held accountable.
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ELT members and their teams who were involved in the EA process.

We respect all our people. We are proud of our firefighters and all of our employees
for the essential service they provide. We also respect and understand that the UFU
and other unions have a valuable role to play in MFB. Unfortunately this is not the
perception we have given people.
The EA termination case in particular caused significant concern for people. With
regard to this, we urge everyone to respect the fact that those who gave evidence,
whether for or against, did so because of their commitment and passion for a
successful future for MFB and the service that we provide to the community.
If we put aside, for a moment, the different views of MFB and the UFU on what is the
best way to address the challenges we face as an organisation, it is important to
recognise that we are all entitled to respect as human beings and colleagues, and
that many people clearly have not felt respected or valued at times in the past few
years.
During our discussion at the workshop it was clear there is a shared regret at the
damage caused to our relationships with our people and the UFU. We want a
harmonious work environment - this is something we all have in common – and this
is a key priority for our future.
For the ELT this means improving how we engage with our workforce and with the
unions. We recognise that a cooperative approach to workplace relations will deliver
a workplace open to innovation and high performance.
At the same time we continue to work with the Government on its policy direction and
what this means for our business planning process, as it is the role of the leadership
of MFB to implement Government policy, including any expectations around
industrial direction. This is still a developing area for the entire sector. We continue
to speak with Emergency Management Victoria (EMV) and the Minister’s office to
represent MFB and implement policy where there is clarity – such as with the
additional recruit courses this year.
In terms of the EA negotiations that have resumed, we are unable to respond in any
detail to the UFU submission as we are still finalising discussions with the
Government. We ask for your patience and understanding as we work this through.
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The conversation then shifted to discussing our operating environment, the draft
Government Strategic Action Plan and policy direction, and our risk profile. Each ELT
member outlined their assessment of how their directorate would need to respond
and what it would mean for our priorities over the next three years.
After detailed consideration of these issues over the remainder of the two days, we
have identified five priority areas. These are still draft until they have been endorsed
by the Board, however we want to share them with you in the early stages:
•

Safety of our people
The safety and wellbeing of our people is an absolute priority. We will
reinforce and increase a safety culture so everyone returns home to their
families after work without injury. We will focus on training and education
programs and increasing awareness of an ‘always safe’ mindset.

•

Valuing our people
We will engage with our people more effectively, having authentic, open
conversations and communications. We will develop the capability of our
people through training and development, and we will strive to build a
workforce that reflects the diversity of the communities we serve.

•

Community safety and resilience
We will shift from being perceived solely as the ‘protectors’ of our
communities to more properly having a partnership with communities in their
own safety and resilience. We will enhance education and awareness
programs, particularly targeting our vulnerable and at-risk communities. We
will increase engagement with communities and support our people in
delivering on this partnership approach. Community safety and resilience is
at the core of what we do as an organisation.

•

Organisational excellence
We will encourage innovation by collaborating with our people, our partners,
our communities and the unions.
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We will implement and support a continuous improvement skill set. We will
improve our use of technology and use research and other means to enhance
evidence-based decision-making.

We will focus on areas where we can be more efficient, effective and
sustainable.
•

Collaboration and working together
We will deliver on sector reform and interoperability by representing MFB’s
interests and engaging with others to influence and implement sector reform
to get the best outcomes for the communities we serve. We will particularly
seek to collaborate constructively with unions, recognising their unique role in
effective sector change.

All of these priorities have equal importance and over coming months every
department will be having conversations about what they will mean for their business
plans.
To start this process, earlier today we met with the Senior Leadership Team (SLT)
and outlined these priorities and the next steps. The SLT is essential in engaging
their teams to make these priorities a reality in each department business plan. In
April, the SLT will meet for a full day to workshop how each department will address
these priorities.
After the SLT workshop we will be in a good position to explain the details of our
vision for the future, how each priority will be approached, specific initiatives, and
how we will measure success.
There are also a large number of initiatives currently being discussed or in the
process of being introduced within MFB and across the sector, and we will continue
to seek collaborative, constructive discussions with the unions and other
stakeholders to bring about the best outcomes for our organisation and
communities.
After two days of intense conversation, the ELT has a strong sense of confidence in
the future of our organisation. Many different people in many different roles
contribute to the work we do for our communities.
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We want to acknowledge everyone for their contribution so far."
The Executive Leadership Team:

Jim Higgins ASM, Chief Executive Officer

David Bruce, Deputy Chief Officer

Russell Eddington, Executive Director

Peter Rau, Chief Officer

Danielle

Byrnes,

Executive

Director

People & Culture

Greg Leach, Deputy Chief Officer

Corporate Services

Craig Lloyd, Executive Director Property Paul Stacchino, Deputy Chief Officer
and Assets

David Youssef, Deputy Chief Officer

Andrew Zammit, Acting Deputy Chief
Officer

(Annexure 37)
Despite the above MFB Executive Leadership email to staff the MFB Executive Leadership
behaviour continued both within EBA negotiations and in general.
At a duly convened Consultative Committee meeting regarding secondment a MFB Deputy
Chief Fire Officer stated that they were not governed by the newly elected Andrews
Government but took their instructions from the MFB Executive Leadership team.
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Therefore, the culture and attitude of the MFB Executive Leadership team and Board - that
resulted in irreparable damage to the trust and confidence in management - remains, and
the UFU strongly submits must be addressed.
The culture and irreparable damage to the firefighters' and employees' trust and confidence
in the CFA Executive Leadership Team and Board must also be addressed.

Litigation
To demonstrate the adversarial tactics the CFA and MFB undertook during the period of the
Napthine Government against their employees and the UFU, we set out below some of the
larger matters that were in dispute by the parties:
(a)

New Allowance Clause and Reserved Matters

Both the CFA and MFB's respective 2010 Ops Agreements include clauses that were
intended to allow the parties to make an application to the FWA during the life of the
agreement for new allowances or increases to current allowances.
Clause 42.3 2010 MFB Ops Agreement states:
"Any additional, new or increase of allowance above that already provided in the
agreement will be referred to FWA for determination. Both parties reserve their
rights to put their respective positions."
Clause 38.3 2010 CFA Ops Agreement:
"In accordance with existing practice the parties agree that any new allowance
and/or variation to an existing allowances claim will be referred to FWA for
determination. Both parties reserve their rights to put their respective positions."
These clauses were approved by the FWA and included and utilised in previous
enterprise agreements. Despite past agreement, both the CFA and MFB refused to
comply with these clauses resulting in the UFU making multiple applications to FWA
including but not limited to the following new allowances:


A Heavy HAZMAT allowance against the CFA.



Rope Rescue allowance, Coast Guard Brigade allowance, Incident Management
Team Level 2–3 allowance and Difficult to Fill Location allowance against the
CFA.
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Relocation Allowance for operational employees who have been significantly
relocated out of the MFD to the Craigieburn Training Facility.

The ‘Reserved matters' were a list of matters agreed to by the parties during
negotiations for the 2010 CFA Agreement. The parties agreed that these matters
“should to be arbitrated” by Fair Work Australia if they are not able to be otherwise
agreed”. These matters were identified in a letter from the CFA's CEO Mick Bourke to
the UFU dated 13 August 2010 (Annexure 38).
Despite this agreement, the CFA refused to negotiate some of these matters. The CFA
raised jurisdictional arguments before the FWC which resulted in an appeal to the
FWC. This matter is still pending. In addition, the CFA challenged the allowance
clause in the CFA 2010 Ops Agreement in the Recruits case in what the Full Bench of
the Federal Court described as a "tit for tat manoeuvre" with arguments of "no
substance". Of note, in the first Federal court hearing before Justice Murphy, CFA
attempted to mislead the court by claiming there had never been an agreement to
reserved matters but Justice Murphy had the above letter from Mr. Bourke before him.

(b)

Operational Use of Instructors

Clause 99.16 of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement states that instructors cannot be used
operationally except for expressly listed roles in the Agreement or by agreement.
It was not intended that Instructors would be used to backfill stations. However the
CFA sought to use Instructors in that way. As a result, this matter became the subject
of a FWC hearing. Whilst the CFA was successful in its application, its position is not
practical or a workable long term solution, and requires excessive use of instructors in
some circumstances to crew stations.

(c)

Lateral Entry

Clauses 28.4 and 122 of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement included agreement to specific
processes and specifications allowing lateral entry of personnel into the CFA rank
structure only in some specific circumstances.
However, the CFA reneged on the agreement in order to use lateral entry to employ
non-operational firefighters into Operations Officer positions.
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This led to a dispute between the parties as to the implementation of lateral entry
under the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement. The CFA sought to undermine the qualifications
and experience needed by engaging personnel without the qualifications required
under the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement. This matter proceeded to a dispute in FWC.
Ultimately the CFA were successful, however to date only one person has been
engaged under these arrangements.
The CFA also took the opportunity to again challenge these lateral entry clauses in the
Recruits Case seeking to have all wording in the Agreement regarding lateral entry
struck out, on the grounds of re AEU. On appeal before the Full Bench of the FWC, the
UFU successfully defended these provisions.

(d)

Volunteer Support Officers (VSOs) - Federal Court

On 25 January 2013 the CFA advertised 22 positions described as Volunteer Support
Officers (VSO's). The State Government had committed $44.5 million of funding to this
project to be used to employ at least 64 VSO's. The employment of these roles was a
direct attack on professional firefighters as it amounted to an attempt by the CFA to
replace professional firefighters with volunteer firefighters. This was evident by the fact
that the CFA wanted the VSO’s to undertake many roles currently undertaken by
professional firefighters.
The UFU filed an application in the Federal Court for breach of the 2010 CFA Ops
Agreement by the CFA in engaging other employees to perform work undertaken by
firefighters contrary to the requirements of the Agreement. This matter is still before
the courts.

(e)

Specialist Appliances

Since 2010, the CFA have been building specialist appliances (Aerial Pumpers, Heavy
Hazmat, MCV and PODs). However, in breach of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement, they
failed to engage in genuine consultation prior to or during the material stages of the
building of these specialist appliances. As a result of this lack of consultation they
refused to take into consideration the UFU’s serious concerns regarding the use of
these appliances. Consequently, the introduction of these appliances caused several
problems including but not limited to:
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the design and specifications of the appliance did not meeting the needs of



the firefighters who were required to use them
the design and specifications did adequately taking account the OH&S issues



caused by the equipment and design of the appliance


the infrastructure did not adequately accommodate these appliances;



there was inadequate training of the firefighters



the allocation of firefighters to the appliance

In March 2012 the UFU lodged a grievance in accordance with the 2010 CFA Ops
Agreement regarding the use of the Aerial Pumper. Later that same day, the CFA filed
a dispute arguing that the UFU did not consult on the specialist appliances.
On 27 March 2012 the UFU filed a further dispute in the FWC regarding reducing the
number of consultation committees. The two matters were joined. Whilst the FWC
issued recommendations, the disputes continued as the CFA argued that they were
only required to "listen to the UFU's concerns" rather than trying to resolve the issues.
Once again, it was subsequently discovered that the UFU's concerns were validated
as there were serious defects requiring modifications. Some examples were as
follows:


the Aerial Pumper required OH&S improvement notices



changes were required to Hazmat equipment



modifications were required to stations to house these appliances



the cabin of some specialist appliances were too small to accommodate the
firefighters wearing PPC in the PODs resulting in the firefighters unable to
use these specialist appliances.

(f)

Practical Area Drill (PAD) Flexibility of Work

The 2010 CFA Ops Agreement included increased wages for Practical Area Drill
(PAD) employees. The wage rate of a LFF was used to align the PAD's increase in
wages.
In 2011, the CFA filed an application with the FWC seeking arbitration and arguing that
the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement provided for specific flexible hours of work for PAD
staff. The UFU disagreed with the CFA's position.
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The UFU contends that the CFA pursued litigation on the incorrect basis and was
simply seeking to cut down staffing costs. This matter is the subject of ongoing FWC
processes.

(g)

Secondment Trial

The 2009 VBRC into the Black Saturday bushfires criticised the lack of coordination
between MFB and CFA and identified failures in policy, practice, systems, structure
and capability.
Both the CFA and MFB 2010 Ops Agreements include provisions to establish agreed
secondment programs between the two agencies during the life of the agreement. The
UFU had to file a dispute in the Fair Work Commission to even get the trial underway.
In October 2012 the MFB and CFA agreed to the details of a secondment trial. The
intention of the parties was to develop an ongoing secondment programme resulting
from the trial. All feedback indicated the trial had been a success. However the MFB
and CFA refused to do any further secondment until there was a change of
Government in 2014.
The CFA also included the secondment clauses as part of the matters dealt with in the
Recruits case which is described in more detail below. In short, some secondment
clauses were argued by the CFA to be invalid, despite the CFA agreeing to them.

(h)

CFA Uniforms

The CFA sought to prevent and frustrate consultation over uniform changes during the
life of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement. Uniforms are of fundamental importance to
firefighters and therefore the parties agreed to strict uniform requirements in the 2010
CFA Ops Agreement.
As part of an agreed change to station wear, the parties reached an agreement to trial
and review station wear. As part of this review, station wear of similar type as utilised
within the MFB was also included. This resolution was also in part assisted by the
FWC. However, after reaching agreement, the CFA then sought to unilaterally
determine the station wear. CFA refused to review the MFB gear despite it being of a
higher quality, part of the CFA trial and which would be of benefit to the interoperability
between CFA and MFB.
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This matter has yet to be resolved.

(i)

Industrial Dispute Resolution Training Leave

Under clause 58 of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement, all members are entitled to
industrial training leave. The CFA filed a dispute in FWC in 2012 and again in 2013
seeking to impose additional restrictions on the approval of leave. The UFU did not
accept these restrictions however stated that they will advise the CFA as soon as
practicable of any training requirements.

(j)

UFU CFA Representative Rights

The 2010 CFA Ops Agreement contains a provision for employee representatives to
be paid for attendance at meeting regarding matters pertaining to the employment
relationship or under the agreement. However, the CFA were refusing to honour t5hde
clause and pay UFU representatives in accordance with the enterprise agreement.
The CFA lodged a dispute with FWC challenging the validity of the clause. In the first
instance the CFA was unsuccessful. The matter was appealed to the Full Bench of
FWC where the once again the CFA was unsuccessful in undermining the enterprise
agreement and the clause was upheld.

(k)

Bargaining / Good Faith Bargaining

Over the past 18 months, the UFU entered into enterprise bargaining with the MFB
and CFA for new operational agreements. Throughout this period both the MFB and
CFA

engaged

in

extremely

adversarial

and

provocative

bargaining

whilst

simultaneously engaging in aggressive litigation as a bargaining strategy instead of
seeking to bargain towards a negotiated outcome.
The actions of both the CFA and MFB have been regressive and adversarial and have
failed to assist in the resolution of enterprise bargaining.
In 2013, after a number of months negotiating through an agreed process between the
parties, the CFA notified the UFU that they had concerns regarding good faith
bargaining. The UFU responded to these concerns and addressed the issues,
however the CFA again stated that they had concerns and in January 2014 filed an
application in the FWC for a good faith bargaining order.
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In February 2014 the FWC made interim orders against both the CFA and UFU.
In March 2014 the CFA then sought further orders and continued pursuing the UFU
through the FWC rather than engaging in negotiations for a new agreement.
The UFU contends that the motive of the CFA was to try to force the UFU to breach
the bargaining orders so that it could pursue arbitration before the FWC. In November
2014 the FWC made final bargaining order. However, these were later withdrawn by
the FWC following the UFU's successful appeal in the Recruits Case before the Full
Bench of the Federal Court.
In early 2014, the MFB sought to have the current enterprise agreements terminated to
destabilise the employees bargaining position. The MFB also pursued bargaining
orders against the UFU with the aim of delaying or derailing the negotiation process.
This application was then withdrawn by the MFB in order for it to pursue its application
before the FWC to terminate its enterprise agreements.

(l)

CFA Restructure - Creating Our Futures Together (COFT)

In April 2013 the UFU became aware that the CFA was seeking to engage in a
restructure which had the potential for significant job losses particularly in the area of
its Professional, Technical and Administrative employees. The CFA referred to this
restructure as "Creating Our Futures Together" or "COFT".
The UFU sought genuine consultation with the CFA regarding these changes as these
changes would have significantly affected UFU members. The CFA refused to
genuinely consult and instead chose to provide limited information in a staggered
manner. This led to an inability for members to understand the implications of the
changes on their roles, until they had already been implemented. The UFU filed a
dispute in the FWC to seek to ensure the CFA genuinely consulted on these changes
and this dispute was arbitrated before Commissioner Wilson.
CFA are still seeking to make these staggered changes to the structure despite this
current Review of fire services and the evidence and criticisms of CFA's
mismanagement of Fiskville.
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(m)

Heavy Hazmat Appliance

The UFU raised several concerns with the CFA regarding the Heavy Hazmat
appliance however, these concerns were ignored. As a result, the UFU filed a dispute
in relation to the commissioning of this appliance and the training required. The UFU
sought to invoke the status quo provisions of the dispute resolution process in
accordance with the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement. Instead of following the dispute
process and despite the status quo, the CFA took an aggressive stance and filed an
application in the FWC claiming that the employees were engaging in unprotected
Industrial Action.
The CFA did not only pursue the UFU, but also sought to specifically target individual
employees. It went as far as searching a BCOM member's email to other members to
produce as evidence of unprotected industrial action.
This matter finally settled with the assistance of the FWC.

(n)

Deeds

In August 2010, during negotiations for the 2010 CFA Ops Agreements, the CFA and
UFU entered into common law deeds (Deeds). The Deeds operate to include terms or
part of a term of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreements which might be found to be
unenforceable under the FW Act. Despite the agreement reached, the CFA mounted
a legal argument to avoid its obligations under the Deeds. This issue has been raised
in litigation before the Federal Court.

(o)

Kronos

For many years the UFU have had discussions with the CFA about improvements to
rostering systems, including considerations to moving towards an electronic rostering
systems. In 2012 the CFA notified the UFU that they were in a position to commence
development of a new rostering system known as Kronos which resulted from a CFA
tender. The CFA committed to the new system without complying with its obligations
under the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement to consult prior to making a decision. Since that
date, the CFA again failed to engage in open and meaningful consultation in breach of
its obligations under the Agreement. The UFU notified the CFA of a grievance under
the Agreement and this matter went before the FWC.
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The Kronos system appears to have been selected by CFA with little regard to the
needs of its end users or the workload pressures. There are additional modules for this
system which the CFA have refused to consider implementing and which potentially
would greatly reduce the problems associated with the system. There are ongoing
issues with this system and the UFU is still seeking to resolve these with the CFA.

(p)

Emergency Medical Response (EMR) Review

The 2010 CFA Ops Agreement included a trial of EMR within the CFA. Clauses 88.5
and 88.6 of the agreement provide a review of the effectiveness of the trial and that the
review should be concluded by no later than August 2012. Clause 88.6 also provides
that the CFA would undertake to provide a copy of such review to the UFU. Further,
clause 88.7 of the agreement states that upon conclusion of the review, the CFA will
submit a business case to secure additional funding to implement EMR.
In breach of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement, the CFA failed to provide the review of the
effectiveness of the trial or to submit the business case despite requests from the
UFU. As a result, the UFU filed a dispute in the FWC. The CFA argued the review
was in draft format and could not be provided. Following the change of Government,
the CFA provided the review and is now discussing with the UFU implementation of
EMR across the state.

(q)

Practical Area Drill (PAD) Staff Annual Leave Loading

In December 2013 during negotiation for a new CFA enterprise agreement, the CFA
wrote to Practical Area Drill (PAD) staff stating that they had discovered an
'overpayment' of annual leave loading and sought to argue that leave loading was no
longer payable. The UFU believed that the CFA 'found' this while they were examining
savings that could be made for the next enterprise agreement.
The UFU disputed that leave loading was not payable and stated that the CFA are
breaching the status quo of the dispute clause by refusing to pay leave loading.
The UFU filed the dispute in the FWC and the matter is still ongoing.
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(r)

Code of Conduct

Clause 26 of the 2010 MFB Ops Agreement provides that within six months of the
Agreement being certified, the parties will develop a code of conduct that deals with
counselling and discipline issues. The MFB reneged on that obligation and failed to
implement a code of conduct.
In 2014, during the MFB Termination Case, the MFB took advantage of the absence of
a code of conduct by threatening to, and in fact disciplining employees, using
processes external to the Agreement (including the Disciplinary Procedure under the
MFB Act). This lead to the UFU filing disputes under the Agreement in order to hold
the MFB to their commitment. These disputes progressed to the FWC.
This case highlighted the oppressive and archaic disciplinary process that is heavily
weighted in the employers favour to instigate regardless of the issue.
The parties are now negotiating a code of conduct some 4 years after when it should
have been completed.

(s)

Pre-Arranged Retention

In 2011, the UFU raised a dispute following the MFB seeking to implement a system of
pre-organised overtime. This system would have resulted in the MFB failing to comply
with the provisions of the 2010 MFB Ops Agreement which does not provide for such
overtime.
Clause 8(B) of Schedule 2 of the Agreement, defines “Retaining” as follows:
In the event that insufficient personnel present for duty at the commencement of any
shift, sufficient personnel, at the appropriate rank/s, to make up the discrepancy will be
retained from the off going shift and subsequently relieved by recall, at appropriate
rank/s of off duty staff.
This definition requires a situation where insufficient personnel attend for duty at the
beginning of a shift unexpectedly. The MFB sought to use this provision for prearranged long service leave. This also would have resulted in less payment for
members. The UFU was again forced to pursue this matter in FWC. Ultimately the
matter was resolved.
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(t)

Streaming

The 2010 MFB Ops Agreement contained an agreement to create a promotional
pathway for firefighters who work in day work departments (i.e. undertaking work that
is not on station and not undertaking shift work)
In June 2011 the UFU made two applications to the FWC to deal with disputes
concerning a range of issues concerning the number of instructors, facilities for training
and instructors, qualification levels of instructors, consultation, and ability to access
leave.
At the hearing, the position of the MFB in respect to these matters changed when it
raised for the first time a number of jurisdictional matters. The FWC conducted a
number of conferences and an inspection at the Burnley training facility and made a
series of Recommendations.
The intention of the streaming provision was simply to implement enhanced career
prospects for day work employees. Despite this, the MFB sought to undermine the
intention of the parties by using technical legal arguments. The MFB submitted that the
streaming provision was simply to allow the Chief to appoint a day worker to a higher
level rather than an across the board system for all day workers.

(u)

Income Protection

In August 2012 the UFU was successful before the FWC in seeking income protection
for firefighters as part of the reserved matters. The decision allowed all MFB
firefighters to join an income protection insurance scheme exclusively designed for
MFB firefighters with MFB paying approx 25% of the insurance premium for every
firefighter that joins. At the time this case was argued before the FWA, the MFB did
not raise objections as to jurisdiction. However after the decision, the MFB reneged on
the agreement, and appealed claiming:


FWA does not have the power to award income protection insurance; and



Such insurance is not a permitted matter as it does not pertain to the
employment relationship.

The MFB gave evidence before the FWC that they were prepared to honour the
agreement and that this matter could be arbitrated. However, when they were
unsuccessful in this matter they not only reneged on their agreement but engaged in
extensive and costly litigation to avoid FWC’s decision.
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Consequently the full bench of the FWC overturned Roe C’s decision and reheard the
matter, finding that the matter should be dealt with during the next round of bargaining.

(v)

Freedom of Information (FOI)

As a result of the MFB and CFA failing to be forthcoming with documents relevant to
the UFU and its members, the UFU was forced to seek numerous FOI requests
including seeking assistance from VCAT.

(w)

Fire Ground Accountability

In or around late 2012 the

sought to implement a fire ground

accountability system. This system was inadequate as only involved the use of an
excel spreadsheet updated at the start of the shift. This is not a safe system of work or
a sound method to account for firefighters on the fire ground. Further, it did not provide
actual live time accountability of personnel on the fire ground. The UFU engaged in
consultation with the MFB regarding this proposal however the UFU maintained that
the system was not sufficient and that the MFB should seek to invest in a more
rigorous fire ground accountability system due to its key role in firefighter safety.
The UFU notified the MFB of a dispute. Despite the status quo provision being in place
in accordance with the 2010 MFB Ops Agreement, the MFB filed an application at the
FWC alleging that the UFU and its members were taking unprotected industrial action
in refusing to utilise the system. The MFB took the UFU to FWC seeking orders
against the Union and its members.
While this matter was resolved however it required further litigation and incurred
further costs to the UFU.

(x)

MFB Leave Balances

This matter has been an ongoing and persistent dispute at the FWC regarding the
accuracy of firefighters' leave balances within the MFB. To date the MFB has been
unable to explain why numerous employees have identified significant discrepancies
within their leave balances.
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Several UFU representatives and officials were 'briefed' by Deloitte Partners on 27
August 2014 as an outcome to an earlier FWC conference. The presentation by
Deloitte failed to satisfy members and officials regarding the reasons for the negative
leave balances or prove that they are legitimate. The UFU have requested the audit
report and other material presented by Deloitte however the material is yet to be made
available. The matter will soon be relisted at the FWC.

(y)

MFB Corporate Staff - 9 Day Fortnights

During the negotiations for the 2013 MFB Corp & Tech Agreement, a key claim made
by the employees was for a return of a 9 day fortnight. Under previous agreements, a
9 day fortnight had existed. Through long negotiations involving extensive protected
industrial action, the parties agreed to the return of a 9 day fortnight. It was agreed that
these could occur where productivity would increase or be maintained, and that the
MFB would need to agree to requests from employees. However, after the agreement
was approved by the FWC, the MFB implemented a process whereby the Executive
Leadership Team (ELT) would personally consider and determine every application.
There have been at least thirty-eight applications and to date, the UFU is only aware of
two that have been accepted. This includes where the direct line management
approved or supported the arrangement, or where the employee worked with other
employees such as the MFB workshops staff where the 9 day fortnight is the norm.
This matter has been the subject of a grievance and conference at FWC and will be
listed for arbitration soon.

(z)

Transfer of Commanders

Following the Termination case the MFB sought to transfer current Commanders
through the organisation to alternative roles. Only some Commanders were to be
transferred under this proposal. Three Commanders, who all gave evidence for the
UFU in the Termination Case were adversely affected in their career due to the
decision of the MFB to transfer them.
The UFU had to pursue a general protections claim at FWC on behalf of these three
Commanders in order to stop their transfers.
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(aa) Victorian Firefighting Industry Award
During the last round of enterprise bargaining for operational staff and concurrent with
bargaining, the MFB argued before the FWC that the Victorian Firefighting Industry
Award was not applicable to the MFB and that the MFB should be covered by a new
Firefighting Industry Award, which contained lesser conditions. If successful, the MFB's
position would have led to the termination of the Victorian Firefighting Industry Award.
Ultimately this matter was resolved and the MFB withdrew their application.
Subsequently the MFB made further submissions but again withdrew them. At the time
the MFB CO wrote to the FWC President that the MFB considered their lodging of the
submission as inconsistent with undertakings given to the UFU as part of the
resolution to the 2010 MFB Ops Agreement (Annexure 39).
However in 2014, the MFB once again made submissions to the FWC to terminate the
Victorian Firefighting Industry Award. The MFB are simply driven by a desire to reduce
the minimum safety net to affect the "Better Off Overall Test" (BOOT).

Recruits and Termination Case
This ongoing litigation culminated in two major cases, the MFB's application to terminate the
2010 MFB Ops Agreement and the 2010 MFB ACFO Agreement (Termination Case) and
the Recruits case in the CFA.
These two cases were key breaking points in the relationship of trust and confidence
between senior management and their employees as both involved the MFB and CFA
reneging on commitments under respective enterprise agreements and potentially, if
successful, could have resulted in a serious risk to firefighter health, safety and welfare.
(a)

Recruits Case

Under the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement, the CFA agreed to hold no less than three
recruit courses for ninety recruits each year. This increase would have led to the
eventual recruitment of an agreed additional 342 professional firefighters.
The provisions ensured more professional firefighters would be at stations at any time
so that the firefighters were able to undertake their duties with increased safety and so
that the community was provided an improved standard level of coverage at all times.
Staffing numbers and the location of staff had been a matter over which significant
discussions between the parties had occurred for many years.
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The parties had established a Board of Reference which consisted of an independent
chair, a CFA representative and a UFU representative to assist in these discussions.
Through the Board of Reference the parties had identified significant staffing needs for
the CFA based on analysing the CFA's own data.
The Agreement also required the CFA to request that its employees approve a
proposed variation to Schedule 1 of the agreement to record all deployments in the
preceding year that is those deployments that had occurred between 21 October 2010
and 1 September 2011. However, in mid-2012 the CFA reneged on this agreement to
recruit the additional 342 firefighters and to request that its employees approve a
proposed variation to Schedule 1 of the agreement. As a result, the UFU filed an
application with the FWC seeking the CFA comply with the above obligations. This
matter then grew into a larger matter before Justice Murphy of the Federal Court and
then an appeal before the Full Bench of the Federal Court before Perram, Robertson
and Griffiths J.
Despite having agreed to these clauses in the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement the CFA was
now claiming that the clauses were unlawful and unenforceable relying on a technical
constitutional argument which stemmed from a 1995 case Australian Education Union
v Victoria (1995) 184 CLR 188 (Re AEU). In addition the CFA filed cross-claims on
other clauses that were completely unrelated to the staffing clause where were seen
by the Full Bench of the Federal Court as a "tit-for-tat" manoeuvre and only served to
increase the costs of litigation. The UFU was successful in the original case before
FWC, which the CFA appealed and continued to breach the Agreement, leaving the
UFU with no option but to file in the Federal Court. That matter was ultimately
appealed to the Full Bench of the Federal Court where the UFU was successful in all
its claims and the CFA was unsuccessful in all its cross-claims.
Those matters took 2 years of lengthy and expensive litigation to get to the obvious
result that as the CFA had agreed to these clauses, they were lawful and enforceable
and the CFA was bound to comply.

(b)

Termination Case

On 28 March 2014 as part of a clear strategy to undermine bargaining for new
enterprise agreements, the MFB applied to the FWC to terminate both the 2010 MFB
Ops Agreement and the 2010 MFB ACFO Agreement under section 225 of the Fair
Work Act 2009.
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The MFB sought to achieve an outcome where all operational firefighters (up to and
including the rank of ACFO) would have all their employment conditions, as contained
in their respective Enterprise Agreements, terminated. This would have resulted in the
employees falling back on an uncertain, inferior and unenforceable undertaking from
the MFB to maintain some conditions of employment or alternatively the minimum
standards under the FW Act. Some would not have even had the safety net of an
Award.
The major arguments made by the MFB for termination of the Agreements were
threefold:
i.

The consultation and dispute clauses were too onerous on the MFB;

ii.

The impact of Re AEU and the Federal Court decision in the Recruits Case
has left many clauses in the EA unenforceable leading to ambiguity in the
Agreement (those clauses were all subsequently deemed lawful and
enforceable in the Full Bench decision of the Recruits Case);

iii.

These two matters, combined with the views that bargaining was not
progressing swiftly and that any new EA was sometime away, the MFB
argued, meant that it was in the public interest to terminate the EA's.

This case was strongly defended by the UFU and firefighters who argued that the
consultation and dispute processes in the Agreement were there for good reason, the
protection of firefighter safety and allowing those who risk their lives in the job to have
a say in how they do it.
In the MFB seeking to remove these protections, firefighters who gave evidence also
concluded strongly that many had lost trust and confidence in senior management.
This matter ran for over seventeen days before Commissioner Wilson in July/August
2014. Seventy-four firefighters across all ranks up to ACFO provided evidence on
behalf of the UFU. These firefighters strongly defended their existing terms and
conditions of employment which, they established, were intrinsically linked to their
safety on the fire ground.
A decision was handed down on Monday 3 November 2014 with the Commissioner
dismissing the MFB's application.
The Commissioner found that the MFB management culture was dysfunctional:
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"This view of the evidence leads to the proposition that the workplace inertia faced by
the MFB is likely to stem as much from formalities of the agreements as perhaps its
organisational and managerial culture." [Paragraph 295]
The Commissioner did not accept the MFB's complaints regarding the consultation and
dispute processes in the Agreements were grounds for termination as he was referred
to many examples where the health and safety of firefighters were at stake with the
decisions being made:
"The foregoing indicates that some of the sub-factors in relation to the effects on
those covered fall in favour of the MFB, lending support to the proposition that it may
be appropriate to terminate the 2010 Agreements and some against them. However
the consideration I have undertaken leads to the view there are two very significant
likely effects on employees and the UFU which, when viewed objectively against the
factors weighing in favour of termination, might lead to the view that it is not
appropriate to terminate the agreements. I refer in particular to my findings that
employees and the UFU will lose the opportunity to raise and progress disputes with
a genuine connection to occupational health and safety, and that termination of the
2010 Agreements will result in an appreciable and unmatched shift of the parties’
bargaining position in the favour of the MFB." [Paragraph 304]
"Having taken these matters into account, I consider the likely effect of termination on
each of the employees, the employer and each employee organisation covered by
the 2010 Agreements, will be a significantly greater negative effect on the employees
and the union than the positive effect on the MFB. This is for the reasons firstly that
disputes that have a genuine connection with occupational health and safety will no
longer be required to be the subject of consultation and a requirement to reach
agreement and will not be able to progressed through the dispute resolution
procedure; and secondly that termination of the 2010 Agreements will result in an
appreciable and unmatched shift of the parties’ bargaining position in the favour of
the MFB." [Paragraph 310] (Annexure 40)
The MFB appealed the decision however this appeal was withdrawn in early 2015.
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The UFU believe that key motivators for senior management's decision to pursue this
claim was to break the UFU financially by forcing it into prolonged and expensive
litigation and to undermine the bargaining for a new enterprise agreement which was
ongoing at that time.
As a result of litigation and disputed matters particularly the CFA Recruits Case and MFB
Termination Case, the UFU strongly submits that the necessary trust and confidence
between employees of the fire agencies and senior management has been irreparably
damaged.
Members overwhelming continue to advise the UFU that they feel that they still have no
confidence in their senior management.

Internal Disputes
In addition to the above major litigation, there were numerous disputes involving
jurisdictional arguments between the UFU and MFB as well as the UFU and CFA. These
disputes involved clauses such as consultation, disputes, maintenance of classification,
rostering and training. Some of these disputes are summarised below:
(a)

Consultation clause

Clause 13 of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement contains a consultation clause whereby
the CFA must consult with the UFU when it wishes to implement change in matters
pertaining to the employment relationship in any of the workplaces covered by the
agreement. On numerous occasions the CFA refused to consult with the UFU on
various important matters. Despite agreeing to the Agreement, the CFA pursued legal
arguments

arguing

that

the

consultation

provision

was

discriminatory

and

unenforceable.
Further, the CFA has regularly challenged the requirement to reach consensus under
the agreed consultation provisions of the agreement. It consistently sought to frustrate
and obstruct consultation with the UFU. Several examples of such actions are included
within these submissions.
At times the UFU was before FWC to enforce the consultation requirements a number
of times a week.
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(b)

Dispute Resolution - Status Quo

In the last 2 years the MFB and CFA have repeatedly refused to adhere to the status
quo provisions in the Dispute Resolution clause of their respective enterprise
agreements. Not only did the agencies prejudice their employees’ position in the
resolution of the disputes, but they used aggressive tactics such as seeking orders
against their employees for unprotected industrial action. This was very heavy handed
action as those members were simply seeking to exercise their right to protection
afforded by the status quo provisions.
A recent example involved the MFB's proposal during the 2013/2014 heatwave for
firefighters to respond to EMR events in sedan cars. Employees raised serious safety
concerns regarding this proposal including the potential for unsecured oxygen
cylinders to be transported in these cars which was against Australian Regulations. As
a result of these legitimate concerns, the UFU raised a dispute and sought
enforcement of the status quo to allow the parties to urgently meet and discuss the
issues and to come up with a safe and practical solution. Instead of resolving the
issues through the dispute process, the MFB applied for urgent orders against its
employees and the UFU in a direct attempt to use litigation and threats to avoid their
status quo obligations. The matter was resolved at the FWC via consultation. This
matter could have been resolved without the threats of litigation.
Another example occurred when a dispute was raised by employees in November
2014 regarding the introduction of the Kronos rostering system by CFA. The CFA
ignored the status quo provisions and sought to intimidate members into not exercising
their rights under the agreement. However, as with the heatwave example above, after
discussions took place at the FWC a separate temporary resolution was agreed upon
in conference.
Over the last 4 years rather than simply following the plain language provisions in the
dispute resolution clause of the enterprise agreements, the CFA and MFB consistently
sought to run technical legal arguments combined with threats of action against
employees and the UFU to avoid their obligations and to intimidate their employees.
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(c)

CFA and MFB Rejection of Re: AEU Clauses

Not only did the CFA and MFB agree to the 2010 Ops Agreements, Deeds were also
entered that contained several provisions that were contained in this Agreement.
Despite these agreements, in 2012, 2013 and 2014 these provisions were repeatedly
challenged on the basis of the principles from Re AEU.
On 16 April 2013 the MFB wrote to the UFU and stating that a number of clauses
within the 2010 MFB Ops Agreement had no effect (Annexure 41). These clauses
included:

As a result, a number of specific disputes arose between the MFB and UFU regarding
these clauses. The MFB challenged the following clauses:


Staffing clauses – the MFB at certain times unilaterally removed significant
numbers of appliances and crews out of the metropolitan fire district without
backfilling;



Rostering clauses – the MFB sought to block transfer grievances of staff; and



Maintenance of classification clauses – the MFB sought to outsource training
work.

Along with the challenges in the Recruits Case, the CFA challenged multiple clauses
on the ground of Re AEU including:


Clause 26 - Contracting Out/Maintenance of Classifications



Clause 27 - Safe Staffing Levels



Clause 28 - Secondment and Lateral Entry



Clause 29 - Rostering



Clause 30 - Carers of Children with Rights under NES



Clause 67.2 and clause 67.3 - Lateral Entry



Clause 70 - Community Support Facilitators
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(d)



Clause 71.3 - Community Education



Clause 72 - Industry Brigades



Clause 74.1 - Hours of Work



Clause 75.1 - Roster of Hours



Clause 79.1 - Employees not subject to 10/14 roster



Clause 95.6 and clause 95.7 - Higher Duties



Clause 99 - Terms and Conditions of Instructors



Clause 108 - Relief and Relieving Duties



Clause 111 - Order of Transfer



Clause 118 - Regional Command and Control



Clause 120 - Progression



Clause 122 - Lateral Entry



Clause 125 - CTSO salary structure



Clause 128.1 - CTSO hours of work



Clause 136.1 - PE Tech hours of work



Clause 148.1 - PAD hours of work



Clause 154 - Rostering Arrangements and Procedures



Clause 155 - Ordinary Hours of Work



Clause 156 - Roster of Hours



Clause 159 - Work Location and Duties for FSCC's



Schedule 1 - Current Staffing



Schedule 2 - State Based Relievers



Schedule 5 - CFA Emergency Reponses Training Framework



Schedule 6 - Joint Statement on Operational Training and Assessment'



Schedule 7 - Training Module Delivery by Career Instructors



Schedule 10 - Arrangements for Relief



Schedule 11 - Position Description



Schedule 12 - Competency Framework



Schedule 13 - Classification and Wages



Schedule 15 - Wildfire Duties.
Maintenance of Classifications

The 2010 CFA Ops Agreement includes contracting out/maintenance of classifications
provisions which provide amongst other matters that:
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“Work currently performed by employees in the classifications in this agreement will
continue to be performed by employees in these classifications who are directly
employed by the CFA.”
The agreement also includes further specific provisions for particular groups of
workers. The CFA reneged on these provisions and sought to have the clauses set
aside as a separate matter as part of the Recruits Case.
In addition to the arguments unsuccessfully raised in the Recruits case the following
are examples of where the CFA sought to renege on these provisions:


Creation of new Assistant Chief Officer positions outside of the agreement and
intended to take some of the work from Regional Commanders who are
employed under the agreement



Employment of “sessional” instructors:
o

Without agreed consultation,

o

In breach of agreement to only appoint where it is demonstrated that the
requirement is urgent, must occur and there is no instructor available, and

o


Without agreed qualifications and endorsement

Planning and employment of Volunteer Support Officers (VSO’s) to undertake
some of the work of firefighters, in line with previous types of classifications such
as Community Support Facilitators (CSF’s)



Employment of external personnel to undertake driver training in place of CFA
employees



CFA's proposed delivery of equipment to the fire ground via a trucking company
for Warrnambool trench rescue responses

UFU understand that the CFA are considering the use of external providers to load
equipment for POD appliances.

(e)

LFF and SO Assessment Process - Minimum Timeframes in EBA, and
Requiring Acting Down

The professionalism of the Victorian fire agencies is largely the achievement of UFU
members raising and maintaining professional standards in their industrial instruments.
Successive generations of firefighters have campaigned to ensure that such
instruments establish minimum qualifications, training and operational experience
requirements for firefighters and firefighting operations.
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The 2010 CFA Ops Agreement includes minimum timeframes and requirements which
apply for progression to LFF and SO and other ranks. Any changes outside of those
parameters must be agreed between the parties.
However, the CFA unilaterally attempted to prematurely appoint employees to LFF
without employees obtaining the required experience via a priority appointment
program. Another specific issue of concern is that the CFA have been insisting on
employees acting down to lower ranks than that which they hold. The CFA are simply
seeking to save costs at the expense of proper workforce management and
recruitment.

(f)

Appointment of Senior Instructor Positions

In 2011, as a resolution to a dispute over instructor progression, the CFA and UFU
agreed to the introduction of senior instructor positions as a result of the UFU filing a
dispute in the FWC. The intention of the parties was to enhance training and delivery
across the State. CFA CO Euan Ferguson and UFU Secretary Peter Marshall
distributed a joint communiqué in June 2011 explaining the agreement. Despite this,
some four years later, the CFA have failed to honour that agreement.
In the last 15 years the CFA's State-wide strategy of training delivery has not kept
pace with the changing environment. Instead of maintaining or increasing the internal
instructor resources, the CFA have sought to undermine instructor's positions.

Victorian Model Litigant Guidelines
The CFA and MFB as state agencies are obligated to act in accordance with Victoria's
Model Litigant Guidelines (Guidelines). The Guidelines state that:
"... in essence, being a model litigant requires that the State and its agencies, as parties to
litigation act with complete propriety fairly and in accordance with professional standards.."
"... the obligation to act as a model litigant may require more than merely acting honestly and
in accordance with the law and court rules. It also goes beyond the requirement for lawyers
to act in accordance with their ethical obligations."
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The UFU strongly submits that both the MFB and CFA acted in contrary to these guidelines
in undertaking the above litigation and disputes including but not limited to their obligations
to:
(a) Act fairly in handling claims and litigation brought by or against the State or an
agency;
(b) Act consistency in the handling of claims and litigation;
(c) To consider seeking to avoid and limit the scope of legal proceedings by taking such
steps, if any, as are reasonable having regard the nature of the dispute, to resolve
the dispute by agreement, including participating in appropriate dispute resolution
(ADR) processes or settlement negotiations;
(d) To not rely on technical arguments unless the State's or the agency's interests would
be prejudiced by the failure to comply with a particular requirement;
(e) To not undertake and pursue appeals unless the State or agency believes it has
reasonable prospects for success of the appeal is otherwise justified in the public
interest;
(f) To not take advantage of a claimant who lacks the resources to litigate a legitimate
claim;
(g) To consider apologising where the State or the agency is aware that it or its
representatives have acted wrongly or improperly.
(Annexure 42)

9.3 Regressive Bargaining Tactics
During the Napthine Government, in addition to litigation and internal disputes, the MFB and
CFA consistently delayed negotiations with their employees for new EBA's using
underhanded bargaining techniques and reneging on agreements. This has heightened the
level of dissatisfaction and conflict in the workplace in both fire agencies.
As a result, enterprise bargaining between the MFB and UFU, as well as between the CFA
and the UFU has taken over 2 years instead of 6 months as in previous negotiations.
Throughout this period both the CFA and MFB engaged in extremely hard bargaining whilst
also engaging in litigation as a bargaining strategy instead of simply seeking to actually
bargain towards a negotiated outcome. The MFB sought to have the current enterprise
agreements terminated to destabilise the employees bargaining position and both the CFA
and MFB lodged good faith bargaining order and/or scope applications at various times.
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The actions of both the CFA and MFB have been regressive and adversarial and have not
assisted the resolution of enterprise bargaining at all.

MFB Corporate and Technical Negotiations
The MFB Corporate and Technical Staff Agreement 2013 took over two years to negotiate.
During this period, whilst an in-principal agreement was reached twice, the MFB reneged on
that agreement on both occasions forcing their employees to take significant industrial action
in order to reach a resolution.

CFA Professional Technical and Administrative Agreement
Throughout 2014 the CFA repeatedly refused to meet with the UFU to discuss bargaining for
a new enterprise agreement for their Technical and Administrative employees. This conduct
forced the UFU to lodge a dispute with the FWC seeking to have the CFA to commence
bargaining meetings.
While fortnightly meetings are currently taking place the UFU have provided a
comprehensive log of claims and are currently still awaiting a response from CFA.
The CFA have made confusing and unhelpful remarks stating that they have a position
which was authorised under the previous government and which remains their position.
However, to date they will not disclose or press their claim. As a result of the CFA's
behaviour, the UFU have lodged a further dispute with the FWC arguing that the CFA cannot
bargain in good faith in the absence of a bargaining position. Efficient bargaining is currently
being frustrated by the presence a large number of independent bargaining representatives.

CFA Fiskville Hospitality Agreement
The CFA Fiskville Hospitality Agreement 2014 took over two years to negotiate. The Fiskville
Hospitality employee wages were so low that during this period of negotiation they fell below
the Minimum Wage Rate. The CFA delayed the bargaining as it was aware these employees
were vulnerable and were worried about losing their jobs. The UFU filed an application in
2012 for assistance with bargaining and the parties appeared before the Commission on
numerous occasions. Agreement was eventually reached in 2014.
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CFA Manager Community Safety Agreement
The CFA Manager Community Safety (MCS) Agreement reached its nominal expiry date on
1 October 2010. As this agreement has a small coverage of 6 employees, the CFA again
delayed the negotiations for a new agreement with delays in approval for their bargaining
positions. The UFU also sought the assistance of FWC on numerous occasions for
bargaining due to the CFA conduct.
In 2015 the parties agreed that these employees were to be covered by the new Operational
Staff Agreement. Despite this, it is now the fifth year that MCS employees have been in
negotiation for a new agreement.

MFB and CFA Operational Staff EBA
The CFA and MFB Ops Agreements reached their nominal expiry dates on 30 September
2013. The parties have been bargaining since approximately March 2013.
As stated above, under the Napthine Government, the CFA and MFB employed regressive
and litigious approaches to bargaining. This was characterised by a lack of will to genuinely
negotiate with a view to settlement and instead resulted in numerous applications in FWC.
Professional firefighters in Victoria have not received a pay increase since August 2013
(which was only 1.5%).

9.4 Financial Mismanagement
The MFB and CFA have consistently wasted public monies due to a lack of proper
management and consultation by senior executives. This excessive spending in certain
areas has been caused generally due to a failure of senior management to properly follow
procedures especially around procurement, the increased use of contractors and in some
cases permanent staff in order to get work done.
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CFA $300 Million Surplus
As outlined in Part One, the CFA from the period 2012 onwards, complained to the UFU of
budget cuts and cited it as an excuse for many deficiencies in operations or as a reason as
to why money could not be spent to rectify these issues.
However on 5 September 2012, CEO Mick Bourke, in a public blog on the CFA website,
confirmed that that the CFA had some $300 million in the bank which was funding projects
and programs. (Annexure 43)
This leads to serious questions as to where that money was spent and on what given the
lack of upgrades critical infrastructure, appliances, equipment and training during the years
of the budget cuts.
While a $40 million budget cut was substantial and directly affected frontline firefighting as
outlined in Part 1, this was not a case where the CFA did not have specific funding for
projects and programs.

Recruitment of Senior Positions
A key example of this failure to follow procedure has been in the area of recruitment for
executives. Recruitment for executives in the public service is guided by the Victorian Public
Sector Commission, Victorian Public Service Executive Employment Handbook (Annexure
44). Whilst all public sector bodies are not compelled to follow this Handbook they are
strongly encouraged to do so as it reflects best practice.
In the last 4 years the MFB have repeatedly failed to follow a fair and transparent process in
relation to the appointment of senior positions.
For example, as we understand the following has occurred:


The
without complying with the procurement policies. This matter
was raised with



but no action was taken.

The

.
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was appointed without


proceeding through normal appointment processes.


In September 2014, the MFB again failed to follow a correct process when it sought
to appoint new ACFO's. The recruitment was done via an advertisement which failed
to provide any selection criteria against which candidates would be assessed
(Annexure 45). Instead, it asserted that appointments would be as determined by the
Chief Officer. This process was not only manifestly unfair but also lacks
transparency. Of more concern, given the recent adversarial environment and lack of
trust amongst senior management, there is a serious concern amongst senior
personnel as to issues such as perceptions of bias regarding the DCO's and
personnel sitting on selection panels for the new ACFO positions. The UFU’s
concerns were outlined in the attached correspondence to the MFB (Annexure 46).
Further, this matter was subject to a review by the Victorian Public Sector
Commissioner which made the following recommendations:
"1. The Commission recommends that the MFB engage an independent
external advisor, who both the MFB and UFU approve, to attend the pending
process for moderating ACFO candidates' scores and rankings and to provide
attestation regarding the fairness of the process and the reasonableness of
the decisions.
2.

The Commission recommends that, should standard selection processes not
yet be documented, the MFB review its selection processes in light of the
UFU's allegations and the Commission's findings, and develop written
selection and recruitment processes with an aim to promote consistent
selection processes." (Annexure 47)



Similar concerns have arisen regarding the appointment of SSOs to career
progression opportunities of Acting Commander roles. The MFB has recently sought
to dictate (in breach of the enterprise agreement) new requirements for Acting
Commander selection. This matter is the subject of a grievance.

In addition to the above, the UFU has serious concerns that not only does the MFB fail to be
transparent in their appointments but we believe they have used their discretion to adversely
deal with UFU members who provided evidence in the Termination Case. A dispute under
the enterprise agreement has been the subject of conferences at the FWC as has a General
Protections dispute. These disputes involve three Commanders who all provided evidence in
the MFB Termination Case.
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On the day that proceedings closed in the Termination Case, the MFB issued a memo to all
staff purporting to transfer some Commanders out of their current roles into new roles. This
was done without consultation and at the absolute discretion of the Chief Officer with no
reasons provided to those transferred (Annexure 48).
The three commanders were moved to alternative roles outside of the MFB training
department. This transfer not only threatens their career progression but has potential to
have significant adverse effect on each personally, as well as being in breach of
arrangements regarding tenure at the training college. The tenure agreements extended to
each Commander who agreed to remain in their role for at least two or three years following
the transition to the new facility. On this assurance of their ongoing role each made
significant commitments and alterations to their personal circumstances.

Leadership Training
Another example of wasted funds during the Napthine years occurred when the previous
. This program was
provided to all members of the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) over the past 2 years. It is the
UFU's understanding that it has cost at least $500,000. Again, no tender process was
undertaken to ascertain the appropriate provider in accordance with MFB polices.
Further,

has confirmed via

email to the UFU that no evaluation of the program to assess its merits or value add to the
MFB has been undertaken (Annexure 49).
This is not in line with MFB practices. All training of MFB Operational Staff that occurs
through the Operational Training and Development Department is rigorously assessed to
ensure that the investment in training of employees is achieving the MFB's desired
outcomes.

Use of Contractors in the MFB ICS Department
Lack of accountability of Senior MFB Management has led to a massive increase in the use
of contract staff and consultants. This is particularly evident in the departments of Human
Resources (HR) and Information & Communications Services (ICS).
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In

it is our understanding that under the leadership of
and the current

the use of contractors in the

department increased to excessive levels. The

department has approximately twenty-

five permanent staff allocated to it however currently the UFU understands that there are in
excess of forty contractors providing services to the MFB.
There appears to be no accountability of the engagement of these contractors.
has admitted to the UFU that she purposely awards contracts under the tender
threshold to avoid the tender requirements despite being aware that the total cost of the
services which will be ultimately provided by the contractor will be above the tender
threshold. This is to avoid having to retender for the work she simply renews the contracts.
This is an abuse of the process and clearly not in line with appropriate procurement
procedures.
also engaged a consultant to review available

Engaging this contractor, left the MFB process exposed to potential claims
of bias, which could have an ultimate impact on any tender process and to potential legal
action which could void the process.
The UFU is concerned that the MFB has an ulterior motive to engaging contractors. This
increased use of contractors has also resulted in an inflated budget for the
The UFU suspects that the

.

has been purposely inflating the budget to pursue a

business case for the contracting out of the entire department to ultimately save costs.

MFB

Consultants

We understand that under the leadership of
and the

, use of consultants has

increased significantly.
The UFU understands that consultants have been engaged for the following projects:
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.
The UFU suspects that many of these consultants were engaged without procurement
policies being followed. Despite the use of these external contractors/consultants over the
last four years, the

in the MFB have continued to grow in the

number of permanent staff.
Under the leadership of

department has increased its

numbers of permanent staff from approximately fourteen full-time equivalents (FTE) to some
twenty-three FTE despite the responsibility of the department not increasing.

VEMTC Consultants
In 2009 the MFB began the development of their new training college under the name of the
'Future of Operational Learning and Development' (FOLD) project.
This was a major construction project for the MFB costing $109 million. Leightons Builders
won the contract for the Construction of the building and Major Projects Victoria provided the
Project Management and oversight of the project. Despite the MFB engaging Major Projects
Victoria, another company, FIDUN, was engaged to provide further services. FIDUN's
website states as follows:
“VICTORIAN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT TRAINING CENTRE METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADE - STRATEGIC PROPERTY ADVISORY
SERVICES
Project Value: $109 million
FIDUN was engaged by the MFESB Board from 2010 through to 2014 as the
Strategic Advisor for the project...” 8

8

Fidun website accessed on 28 August 2015 - www.fidun.com/index.php?id=29
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The UFU is unclear as to why the services of both Major Project Victoria and FIDUN Pty Ltd
(FIDUN) were required.
The UFU has been
advised that this conflict was not declared nor was there a tender process involved in the
engagement of FIDUN.
was simply directed to engage their services.
Further, we understand that then

would be who received the gateway review report. The team member
insisted on its inclusion as there were legitimate concerns about the process however to
date, we remain uncertain as to whether any investigation or action has taken place.

Creating Our Future Together (COFT) - Major Restructures and Reductions in Staff
The CFA are currently implementing major restructures with widespread job cuts. CFA
internal documents reveal that by June 30, 2014 the CFA management was told “vacancies
harvested” were 41.75 jobs – or 25 per cent of its target to cut 164 jobs to save $16 million.
These details had not been disclosed to the employees or their union.
Under this project it is proposed to cut 71 positions from Fire and Emergency Management
and cut 20 positions from the Operational Training and Volunteerism sector by the end of the
current financial year.
The CFA have not consulted in a meaningful and open way and the UFU have not been
provided with the necessary information as to the CFA’s intentions. This matter has
previously been the subject of hearings at the FWC. Currently the CFA continues to
inadequately consult and the UFU has serious concerns as to the implications of the cuts.
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CFA use of Consultants
(a) Frank McMahon from McMahon & Associates
As well as generally not following proper processes and procedures resulting in lack
of transparency and potential wasted money, the CFA have also generally
mismanaged property and assets.
Through the Freedom of Information (FOI) process, the UFU obtained documents
that demonstrated that the CFA paid $788, 853 to external consultant Frank
McMahon (McMahon & Associates) over a period three years and four months.
McMahon & Associates were engaged by the CFA in September 2008 to assist in the
negotiations of the CFA’s next Operational Staff and Operational Management
Agreements.
The letter of engagement from the CFA to McMahon & Associates shows that it was
engaged at $330 an hour for an average of one day and a half per week and stating
that “when negotiations commence... we have agreed to review the number of days
allocated to CFA based on the demand/requirements of the negotiations”.
(Annexure 50)

(b) Stevenson Halifax
Through the FOI process, the UFU also discovered that the CFA paid consultants
Stevenson Halifax $175,136.32 to undertake a “Human Synergistic Organisational
Culture Inventory” and a “Life Styles Inventory”.

Mismanagements of MFB Properties
In late 2011 through to early 2012 the MFB experienced a diesel spill at its largest Fire
Station and Corporate Headquarters Eastern Hill. This spill was a major OH&S event and
resulted in the full evacuation of both the station and some 200 corporate staff. These
people were required to be relocated for a period of time whilst remedial works were
undertaken. The UFU estimated that the remedial work and cost of the entire incident would
have been in the millions of dollars.
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Despite this, the MFB failed to use the opportunity to undertake a full risk assessment of its
buildings and other properties. This was despite being aware that many MFB buildings
contained asbestos including Eastern Hill.
In 2013 the MFB experienced potential asbestos displacement at both Thornbury and
Eastern Hill again requiring them to evacuate the premises for significant periods of time
involving relocating certain staff and having to pay other staff to simply stay home.
These two incidents again required massive remedial works at huge cost.
These costs at Eastern Hill would have been avoided had the MFB properly managed the
remedial work in 2011.

CFA Appliance Issues
The CFA’s failure to consult with the UFU on appliance development and replacement has
consistently led to the failure of appliances being adequate for the needs of the firefighters
who operate them. As part of the avoidance of consultation, the CFA have regularly
designed and built appliances prior to any discussion with the UFU. These actions are not
consistent with the provisions of the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement (especially clauses 13
Consultation, 14 Introduction of change, 89 Uniforms and Equipment, 91 Infrastructure and
92 New Appliances and Equipment). Particular examples include:


POD appliances are intended to carry specialist gear to specialist incidents. They
were designed and built before any consultation with the UFU. As a result there
are now major problems including no overall strategy for use, no designated
staffing and no infrastructure to house these vehicles and the associated
equipment. The cabins are extremely small and not suitable for operational use
including not being able to fit average sized firefighters wearing their uniform
inside.



Mobile Command Vehicles (MCV) - designed and built without consultation
resulting in numerous design and specification issues, unable to fit within the
current stations at Belmont and Patterson River where they had been assigned
to without modification to the station, proposed inadequate training on the
significantly advanced equipment, and no staffing provided to enable a timely
response.



Aerial pumpers - designed and built without consultation resulting in significant
design and specification issues including faulty parts.
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Trailers for trench rescue were purchased by the CFA without any consultation
or even notice and simply delivered to stations. These trailers cannot travel to a
'code 1' and it is obviously an ill conceived strategy that firefighters would tow a
trailer to an industrial accident where lights and sirens can't be used.

As was proven in the termination case it is critical that firefighters are involved in the design,
testing and procurement of all firefighting appliances.

Implementation of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL)
As well as wasting money on inadequate resources, the CFA and MFB appliance
development strategies have not seen any improvement on interoperability.
In November 2012 the MFB axed a significant project which would have significantly
modernised the way firefighters did their job; this was known as the 'Next Generation
Response' Program. This program would have seen installation of tablets into all MFB fire
appliances giving firefighters access to technologies such as GPS route mapping,
information relating to the location of fire hydrants and critical information and updates
regarding the incidents they were about to attend. The MFB cut this project as a cost saving
measure despite its clear benefits to firefighter safety and efficiencies. Since then the MFB
have been attempting to find band aid solutions to problems relating specifically to fire
ground accountability and GPS tracking of fire appliances.
The UFU has strongly supported the use of GPS technology as a tool for firefighter safety on
the fire ground but have sought that some reasonable restrictions be imposed on its use
outside of the fire ground situation to avoid unreasonable management actions.
Despite this, following a trial implementation of GPS tracking using iPhones, which failed due
to the unreliability of 3G technology, the MFB this year purchased and are installing into fire
trucks, new AVL devices which will track vehicles using 3G, 4G and satellite technology.
This unilateral MFB installation is going ahead despite the matter being in dispute between
the parties and with the MFB refusing to provide employees any protections in regards to the
equipments use.
The UFU understands that these latest units were purchased
at a significant cost and without following MFB
procurement policies. Further, as we understand

only sought CEO approval to act

outside of procurement policies after having already raised the purchase order.
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We understand that no business case was submitted and the matter is now potentially on
hold due to additional costs associated with the data costs of AVL use, including the 24 hour
access and use of satellites.

Implementation of the Kronos rostering system
In 2012 the CFA determined to develop and implement a new electronic rostering system,
Kronos. The CFA unilaterally determined to implement this system without complying with its
obligations under the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement to consult prior to making a decision.
Further, the Kronos system appears to have been selected by CFA with little regard to the
needs of its end users or the workload pressures. Kronos has multiple issues making its
implementation deficient including that it take significantly more time to operate and is not fit
for purpose in a complex workplace where you have employees working to a range of varied
allowances, wage structure and a 24 hour a day roster.
There are further additional modules for this system which the CFA have refused to
implement and which potentially would greatly reduce the problems already been
experienced with Kronos.
The UFU contends that the expenditure on this system without consultation and
consideration of end user requirements is not fiscally responsible as the system will now
require further expenditure to rectify the problems.

9.5 Excessive Expenditure
In addition to the above, the MFB and CFA unnecessarily spent excessive public funds as
part of their adversarial campaign against their employees and the UFU. These include the
following expenditures:
a.

In May 2014 the Herald Sun revealed that CFA senior managers had spent over
$230,000 on corporate credit cards between December 2010 and February
2013. Expenditures included meals at top restaurants, accommodation at five
star hotels, transport and attendances at social events such as the races
(Annexure 51).
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A further Herald Sun article dated 1 February 2015 also revealed that the newly
elected Minister for Emergency Services, Jane Garret, had determined that there
were some 800 credit cards in circulation in the CFA which in practical terms
means some two-thirds of CFA employees had a credit card. (Annexure 52)
b.

The unnecessary engagement of lawyers at routine FWC conciliations. Two
examples are:
i.

A Partner of a law firm at a conference at FWC between the MFB and UFU
on 11 December 2014, where the Commissioner had scheduled for the
parties to discuss personal employee matters around the table in a
conciliatory fashion.

ii.

On 9 December 2014 at a conference between the CFA and UFU at FWC,
the CFA employee relations person attended with Special Counsel from a
law firm, specifically to provide advice to the CFA employee relations
person. This was a straightforward dispute without any legal technicalities.

c.

Large legal teams when litigating. For example in the MFB Termination case,
which was a mainly evidentiary natter as opposed to, highly technical legal
arguments, the MFB legal team included Senior Counsel, Barrister, Partner of a
law firm, at least three solicitors from that law firm and in house counsel. In
addition, for the 17 days, almost the complete ELT along with various other
senior managers and operational personnel, were in attendance at FWC, some
of whom did not give evidence.

d.

Engagement by the MFB of four or more personal body guards during the MFB
Termination Case which ran for 17 days. These body guards escorted the MFB
representatives and their legal team in and out of the FWC every day and
accompanied them to the bathrooms and for any breaks and remained in and
around the court room during the hearings.

e.

Leasing of external CBD premises, Nauru House, by the MFB for approximately
two years to provide office accommodation (despite having sufficient office space
within current MFB properties) to the MFB’s bargaining team at a significant cost.

f.

The employment of temporary staff and consultants to provide administrative
support and specialist advice and assistance such as full-time media consultants
as part of the MFB off-site bargaining team.

g.

The acting up of two
to the rank of

and
with all relevant wages and entitlements paid at the higher

rate as a reward for being part of the MFB off-site bargaining team. These
appointments were conducted without any due process and were not merit
based.
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9.6 Anti-Worker and Bullying Tactics
As outlined above, during the Napthine Government, the MFB and CFA Management
engaged in various tactics, some which resulted in litigation. These tactics were aimed at
attacking union members within the fire services as part of the Government’s overall agenda
to break the UFU and its members. This involved not just the MFB and CFA utilising antiworker tactics but this escalated into many instances of ongoing and systematic bullying of
employees who were seen to either be strong union members or supportive of UFU's
positions. These tactics were designed to undermine the union and frighten employees from
enforcing their rights.
Examples of this type of behaviour are outlined below.

Censoring of Bulletins
Under clause 29.4.5 of the 2010 MFB Ops Agreement, UFU Shop Stewards have a right to
display and distribute written materials such as UFU bulletins to MFB staff including via the
use of the MFB email system. In order to facilitate this, the MFB provide the UFU with
access to email codes for the purposes of sending bulletins to all staff.
However, in early 2012 the MFB began censoring UFU communications and bulletins to
members claiming that bulletins breached MFB policies and could not be distributed. As the
UFU continued to send bulletins the MFB found new reasons not to distribute them. The
MFB then stated that any bulletin that was political in nature, breached MFB policies or did
not directly relate to MFB workplace issues would not be distributed. This position is in clear
contradiction to the provisions of the agreement as referred to above.
In 2013 the blocking of bulletins escalated with the MFB unreasonably blocking UFU
bulletins relating to the campaign for presumptive legislation, bulletins regarding
contamination at Fiskville, commemorating September 11 and other bulletins relating to any
political activity or union activity generally.
The UFU understands that the MFB no longer releases any UFU bulletins through its IT
system despite the UFU having rights under the enterprise agreement to do so. This has
clearly been an attempt to stifle the UFU's communication with members during a political
and EBA campaign.
Further, the UFU understands that the former
, also implemented a regime of intercepting and
monitoring employee communications with the UFU.
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This has made confidential communication with members extremely difficult with some
members feeling frightened to email the UFU for assistance for fear of being monitored and
disciplined. The UFU considers this a serious breach of trust and confidence on the part of
the MFB.
The UFU understands that the access was granted to
The UFU also understands that all email access by such senior personnel are
logged within the MFB ICS system.
The UFU has the same concerns regarding censoring, intercepting and monitoring
communications within the CFA.

MFB Seeking to Discipline Employees for Political Activities
In an attempt to prevent firefighters legitimately pursuing their political campaign in 2014, the
MFB

issued a new General Order to operational employees. This action has

serious consequences for the employees involved as a breach of a General Order could
lead to charges under the MFB Act with significant disciplinary outcomes including
termination of employment.
In 2014 modifications were made by the MFB to General Order 3 attempting to prohibit
operational staff members from the following:
1. Improperly using his or her position as an operational staff member for private
advantage and/or profit or to participate in activities that are political in nature;
2. Represent him or herself to any person, persons or organisation in a manner
contrary to the authorised position of the MFB. This prohibition includes
where an individual is reasonably identified as a firefighter, despite the
covering ort removal of any MFB rank or insignia, or by otherwise disguising
any uniform, appliance, equipment or facility (this includes uniform,
appliances, equipment or facilities that are no longer in service or operation or
have been superseded);
3. Outside of providing information on an incident, make public comment except
where expressly approved by the Chief Office. Such comments are restricted
to factual information and avoid the expression of personal opinion.
(Annexure 53)
General Order 3 is a denial of firefighter's rights both under the Victorian Charter of Human
Rights (specifically section 15) and their implied constitutional right of political expression.
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It purported to prevent firefighters from wearing uniform, using any equipment or even
identifying themselves as firefighters when making any political comment about their
workplace. It was designed to prevent firefighters from taking part in legitimate political
activity including rallies, door knocks, campaign events and distributing political material
including on Election Day for the 2014 Victorian State Election. The threat was significant.
Further, throughout 2014 and into 2015, firefighters who sent emails with content that the
MFB deemed to be political or in support of their rights in the workplace, have been
disciplined for such activity. Some current disciplinary matters are still on foot and the
amended General Order 3 still stands.

Different Standards of Conduct between Volunteer and Professional Firefighters
In the CFA, different standards and requirements are applied to volunteer and professional
firefighters, with volunteers given far more leniency in the wearing of CFA uniform and use of
appliances.
On 13 June 2014 the CFA CO issued a directive to volunteer firefighters as follows:
"Ladies and gents
Please note the following high level advice in relation to Sunday’s VFBV Rally in
Scoresby.
Personnel


Brigades are to ensure sufficient operational personnel remain available for
response activity in each brigade area for the duration of the rally



The wearing of PPC is discouraged



Rally participants wearing CFA uniform need to be aware they will be perceived
as representing CFA and need to demonstrate conduct and behaviour
appropriate to CFA members

Appliances
Primary Appliances (Pumpers, Tankers and Slip ons)
 Where a brigade has one primary appliance it is not to attend
 Where a brigade has two primary appliances at least one shall remain in
primary fire district
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 Where the brigade has more than two primary appliances at least two shall
remain in primary fire district
 Where a brigade has multiple appliances, any brigade funded appliance
should attend first
Specialist appliances
 Specialist appliances may attend however shall remain available
 Support Vehicles
 May attend
Please circulate this advice as required.
Regards
Euan" (Annexure 54)

On 29 August 2014, the CO sent a second directive to professional firefighters (Annexure
55):
"Ladies and Gents
Recently we have seen a number of public events where CFA members have
been involved in promoting political positions and associated with
communicating political views. On several of these occasions, members
have worn CFA Personal Protective Clothing (PPC) and uniform to identify
their affiliation with CFA and identify as a firefighter.
CFA members engaging in these activities (i.e. political rallies, door knocking
in electorates, handing out politically motivated pamphlets) are not to wear
CFA uniform or portray that they are CFA members. These activities are not
authorised CFA activities and therefore any member choosing to participate
should not be identifiable as a CFA member.
CFA members, and firefighters in general, enjoy the trust and respect of the
community. Every time we wear CFA uniform (and that includes PPC) we are
seen as representing not just the CFA, but every CFA member, current and
past, who have worked hard to engender that trust.
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I ask that all members continue to respect the uniform that they wear, wear it
only for the purposes intended and therefore abide by the above directive".
Whilst clearly volunteer firefighters were not forbidden from wearing CFA uniform,
professional firefighters were. These two emails were issued only two months apart. The
UFU submits that there was a clear political motive behind the two directives which was to
prevent professional firefighters mobilising against the Government.
This divisive attitude of senior management in the CFA stretches back decades and has
been highly pervasive across senior management. For example, an internal confidential
memo signed by

on 25 October 1996 when

considering a proposal to outsource firefighting, referred to professional firefighters as "dead
heads". (Annexure 56)

Bullying of MFB Corporate Staff
During 2011-2013 the Corporate and Technical Employees were involved in long standing
and extremely difficult negotiations regarding their enterprise agreement. Employees took
industrial action for an extending period including the wearing of campaign material and not
meeting with management. Ultimately an agreement was settled in 2013.
Following this period the UFU has seen an extremely heightened level of bullying and
inappropriate behaviour by MFB management with multiple complaints of adverse action and
bullying levelled against management. Despite all these complaints made to senior
management, the MFB have not taken serious action to stop such behaviour of their senior
managers against employees.
These claims have been made across multiple departments within the MFB. It has become
evident that the MFB is further using processes such as position description reviews and
performance management to further intimidate and bully staff. As a result, long serving and
dedicated employees are now leaving the organisation and there is a general perception that
MFB management is not taking claims of bullying or inappropriate behaviour seriously.
An example of this attitude of senior management occurred during an OH&S Policy
Committee meeting. Whilst discussing increased WorkCover claims in the corporate area as
a result of bullying, the
) stated in
response "surely we must all accept that there are some genuine underperformers in the
MFB".
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This attitude of attempting to divert bullying claims into performance management processes
and blaming the employee rather than looking to the behaviour of the manager is typical of
the current MFB senior management. This has led to a climate of distrust and anger of
employees towards their workplace.

MFB Denials of Natural Justice and Procedural Fairness
In recent times there has been an ongoing trend by the MFB within the
to cherry pick the processes,
policies and procedures they apply when seeking to discipline employees. The UFU believes
this is driven by a desire to implement pre-determined outcomes prior to any investigation.
The UFU maintains that these actions amounted to a denial of procedural fairness and
natural justice to UFU members and escalates some matters unnecessarily causing great
stress and resulting in adverse outcomes for employees regardless of proof or seriousness
of the situation.
Examples of the failure to apply procedural fairness and natural justice include:


refusing to provide employees with full information/evidence that the MFB relies
upon when seeking to investigate a matter denying them an opportunity to
respond;



attempting insisting that employees attend disciplinary interviews without
representation;



seeking to have employees respond to information/evidence provided only at a
first meeting without providing employees opportunity to review the information
and seek advice from their representative;



failing to clearly articulate to employees which polices/ procedures or processes
they are alleged to have breached and failing to provide copies of such;



advising investigating officers that they are to proceed with undertaking discipline
processes despite their being no opportunity for the investigative officer to
properly consider responses of employees;



clearly having pre-determined decisions regarding outcomes without employees
having an opportunity to respond;



ignoring disputes raised on behalf of individual employees in relation to these
matters by the UFU.
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As more specific example involved one UFU industrial officer who was in attendance at a
proposed counselling and discipline meeting for a member who was being counselled for
allegedly distributing information which the MFB deemed as inappropriate despite it being in
regards to legitimate workplace activity being criticism of management fir their pursuit of the
Termination case. The MFB had instructed the Commander to counsel the employee even
before, the employee had had any opportunity to be heard or respond. Clearly, any claim of
an investigation was a sham and that the MFB had clearly pre-determined an outcome.
was also in attendance that day and despite the UFU objecting to this clear denial of
proper process to their member, and notifying a verbal dispute in the meeting, the
Commander attempted to order the employee to remain in the room so as to be able to
discipline them as the Commander had been directed by another MFB employee to do so.
This behaviour was clearly threatening.
Another example involved the

teams. There were at

least three complaints of bullying against the manager. Rather than investigate the manager,
and the allegations as they would had it been against another employee, rather than the
manager,

decided to contract a consultant to undertake a "climate

review". A number of staff willingly participated and candidly informed the consultant of the
bullying behaviour of the manager concerned. The outcome was not having any of these
allegations specifically addressed but to have an overall presentation of the climate, which
was supposedly employees resisting change. The MFB refused to provide employees with a
copy of the consultant's report or their own evidence, which was provided orally to the
consultant. Again, there was a complete lack of transparency and the diversion of
managerial issues into supposed employee issues.
These issues have led the UFU over recent times to seek to re-engage the MFB in their
commitment from the 2010 Ops Agreement to implement a code of conduct.
This proposed code of conduct would provide a modern approach to investigations and
discipline matters based on a concept of transformative justice.

Use of Media to Denigrate Firefighters
Throughout the current enterprise bargaining disputes for both the CFA and MFB operational
staff, both fire agencies repeatedly fed the media with misleading and derogatory information
to denigrate the standing of firefighters in the community.
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The MFB also used the media to commence bargaining, prior to actually notifying the UFU
and launched the termination case via media before serving the UFU.
An example of media reports which ran as a result was the Herald Sun article published on
26 April 2013, around the time of bargaining commencing criticising firefighters and the UFU:
“Internal cultural problems mean the MFB has slipped from being regarded as one of
the more innovative fire services in the country to one of the least progressive and
most expensive, choked in red tape and protracted consultations that have stymied
even minor, logical attempts at change and kept the Fair Work Commission busy.
As a result, millions of dollars of equipment, such as ladder platforms and electronic
signs to run public education campaigns on the outside of fire stations, is gathering
dust in warehouses.
Decisions to move fire appliances from one station to another have been elevated to
industrial disputes and delayed for months.
The planned introduction of Windows 7 has been stalled for more than a year —so
long that Windows 8 has been released in the interim.
Even a simple attempt to introduce a spreadsheet to account for all firefighters on any
fire ground was stymied for a long time before eventually going ahead.” (Annexure 57)

He also made allegations regarding so called “extraordinarily high rates of unplanned leave”
sourcing information from a VAGO inquiry into the MFB’s unplanned leave which the UFU
believes was in fact initiated by the MFB and then State Liberal Government to seek to
present firefighters as lazy. The VAGO report (Annexure 58) did make some findings
regarding unplanned leave and high rates, but the UFU has maintained that its findings are
completely flawed given its failure to take into account key considerations such as the high
level of psychological illness amongst firefighters due to the nature of the work, particularly
PTSD which was evidenced in the Centre of Full Employment and Equity report titled
Occupational Health Affects for Firefighter; The Extent and Implications of Physical and
Psychological Injuries which had been released prior to the VAGO report. (Annexure 59)
The Herald Sun also made allegations regarding the wages of firefighters suggesting that
firefighters were paid well claiming Level 1 firefighters earned $69,000 per annum and
ACFO’s earned $197,000 with overtime and allowances on top.
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The UFU is aware that the MFB gave this information directly to the Herald Sun as part of
their campaign and we strongly submit that the information provided was either incorrect or
misleading.
The UFU contends that this behaviour by MFB senior management to seek to publicly
discredit its own employees as part of an EBA campaign is completely inappropriate.
Another example involved the Channel 10 program, The Project. The UFU understand that
this television show approached the MFB seeking a firefighter for a segment on dangerous
workplaces, including firefighting. The MFB not only refused to provide a firefighter to the
program, but asserted that firefighting was not a dangerous profession as part of its ongoing
campaign to denigrate the profession. In this instance the UFU facilitated the attendance of a
firefighter on the program to speak about the inherent dangers of the job. In response to this,
the MFB, as we understand, refused to support or cooperate with the program in protest of
the program airing the issue against the MFB's wishes.

Fiskville
The events that have occurred surrounding the contamination of the CFA’s training facility at
Fiskville and the subsequent serious health effects that it has caused firefighters and their
families, including the CFA’s cover-up, is currently being investigated by a Victorian
Parliamentary Joint Committee Inquiry.
The Terms of Reference of the Inquiry are:
That, under s 33 of the Parliamentary Committees Act 2003, an Inquiry into the CFA
training college at Fiskville be referred to the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee for consideration, Inquiry and completion of an interim report no later than
30 June 2015 and a final report no later than 1 December 2015 and, in particular, the
Inquiry will include, but not be limited to the following —
(1) a comprehensive historical study of pollution, contamination and unsafe activities
at Fiskville between 1970 and the present day;
(2) a study of the health impacts on employees, residents and visitors between 1970
and the present day;
(3) a study of the role of past and present executive management at Fiskville;
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(4) an assessment of the feasibility of decontamination/rectification of the training
site; and
(5) recommendations as necessary to mitigate ongoing harm and to provide justice to
victims and their families.
The Inquiry has already received and heard substantial evidence regarding the conduct of
the CFA Board and Management including cover-ups, failures to notify firefighters and
employees of known contamination, refusing to release testing results, a failure to put in
remedial work necessary for the contaminated site despite repeated scientific reports, and at
times CFA Management denied the severe health risks that clearly existed.
The Executive Summary of the Parliament Inquiry Interim Report released in July 2015
includes:
"The evidence presented to the Committee thus far suggests that there is a
widespread concern that those affected by Fiskville should be able to achieve a
sense of justice – which would include an acknowledgement of their experiences,
appropriate health monitoring, and possibly some form of financial compensation. In
addition, the Committee is aware there is broad support for presumptive legislation to
address the occupational risk associated with firefighting, although further work
needs to be done on identifying an appropriate model for this." [Page ix]
One of the key themes listed in the report was:
"There is significant criticism and mistrust about the role of CFA management,
especially from the late 1980s to the present, and views expressed that the CFA was
more concerned with protecting its own reputation." [Page xii] (Annexure 60)
The CFA's conduct severely contributed to the breakdown in trust and confidence in the CFA
Senior Management by CFA employees. This Inquiry is ongoing and the CFA are yet to
appear before the Parliamentary Inquiry Committee.
Further contamination at other CFA training grounds has been recently uncovered. Despite
CFA management conducting tests from 2012 the results have only just been released.
CFA's culture of secrecy and cover-up of health and safety issues continues under current
CFA management and cannot be relegated as historic as the CFA have tried to portray.
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The CFA's dishonesty and denial of the contamination of Fiskville has instrumentally
affected the trust and confidence of firefighters, employees and others that have trained or
been exposed. This demonstrates the CFA ELT and Board cannot be trusted to openly and
effectively deal with health and safety issues.

9.7 Current MFB and CFA Management Structures
the UFU strongly submits that the members of the ELT of both the MFB and CFA and the
Boards must be held accountable for the destructive and costly ideology that irreparably
damaged the necessary trust and confidence in the employment relationship which is crucial
in an industry where the health and safety of employees and the public are at risk on a daily
basis.
In order to have any meaningful change in the culture and attitude of the ELT and to make
any progress in repairing the trust and confidence with employees, obviously the individuals
in various positions will have to change. For example the MFB ELT email to staff
acknowledging the damage done, is only the start of holding those accountable and hard
decisions must be made as to who is appropriate to lead the fire service from here on.
In addition to conduct of individuals there are inherent problems with the current structures of
management that enabled non-operational personnel to take control over the lives and
health and safety of firefighters and the community.
Further, the structure of management across both the CFA and MFB has resulted in nonoperational personnel having control of the fire agency and in doing so has usurped the
critical authority and control of the CO.
Currently MFB and CFA operate two separate management structures with ranks that do not
align and non-uniformed CEO’s and executives as well as board members feature highly.
Progress towards genuine interoperability between the fire agencies has only gained traction
since the change of State government in late 2014. The UFU submits that the CFA and MFB
must build their capacity and capability whilst improving interoperability between the services
by transitioning to common management structures.
Some of the benefits of a common management structure are as follows:
1.

Efficiencies in time, productivity and decision making as the CFA and MFB will
have equivalent and corresponding senior positions and areas of responsibilities.
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2.

The implementation of consistent policies, process and systems of work is more
likely to be achieved.

3.

Common issues are more likely to be managed seamlessly and consistently
across the agencies.

4.

Benefits are more likely to flow down and lead to more consistent operational
practices on the fire ground and more consistent cultures.

Any new management structure should incorporate the following key considerations:
1.

Authority to ultimately rest with the CO;

2.

Review the number and nature of executive positions;

3.

Executive positions to be staffed by senior operational personnel where the
responsibilities of that department ultimately affect operational requirements.

4.

Review the numbers of senior management and their spread across the fire
services taking into account budgetary considerations.

The experience over the last four years has shown that having a non-uniformed CEO in both
the MFB and CFA has not been beneficial to the continued development of the fire agencies.
Non-uniformed CEOs also lack any practical understanding of the fundamentals of
firefighting. This has led CEOs to make secondary considerations the equivalent to
operational requirements.
Further, having senior operational personnel such as DCO's, who report to the CEO has led
to the usurping of the CO's authority and has impacted the chain of command which can
have adverse implications on the fire ground.
The UFU maintains that the rank structure must be reinforced with operational requirements
remaining the paramount consideration for management. Final decision making must rest
with an experienced and qualified CO with a strong operational background. To achieve
these ends the UFU proposes the below management structures to replace the current MFB
and CFA structures.
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CFA Proposed Structure

MFB Proposed Structure
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9.8

Constitution of Fire Agency Boards

The Boards are ultimately responsible for the governance and policy direction of the
agencies. The aggressive tactics outlines above have occurred under the watch of the
current Boards of the MFB or CFA. Either those actions have been condoned or the Boards
have been negligent, resulting in serious damage and avoidable risk to fire service
employees and the community. As with the individuals of management that must be held
accountable so must the Board of the time. To prevent the wholesale loss of operational
authority occurring again, the constitution of the Boards must change to ensure in particular
firefighter's interests are represented. This is critical for the health and safety of firefighters
and the protection of the community.
Currently the UFU does not have any nominated representatives on either board. However
the volunteer association currently has four representatives on the CFA Board. The UFU
strongly submits that the CFA Act be amended to provide for two volunteer nominated
representatives and two UFU representatives. In the MFB, as there are currently no
firefighter or end used nominated representatives we recommend that the MFB Act be
changed to include a specific number of UFU nominated representatives.
This would require that following legislative change:


Section 7 of the CFA Act 1958 be amended to require that of the five members of
the Authority be appointed on the recommendations of the Minister, including the
Chairperson that two members be volunteer members of brigades and to be
appointed from a panel of names nominated by the Board of Volunteer Brigades
Victoria, that two members shall not be members of volunteer brigades but are to be
appointed from a panel of names nominated by the United Firefighters Union of
Australia and the fifth member be appointed from a panel of names nominated by the
Emergency Management Commissioner.



That the MFB Act 1958 be amended to require that of the seven members of the
Board be appointed on the recommendations of the Minister and that each Board
shall include at least four members nominated by the United Firefighters Union.
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9.9

Recommendations

The UFU make the following recommendations:
I.

Deliver fair and equitable enterprise agreements for all fire service employees
within a timely manner and without protracted and unnecessary litigation

II.

Require fire service agencies to operate in accordance with all obligations and
requirements including good faith bargaining and complying with all agreements
reached including industrial instruments.

III.

Ensure the fire services adhere to the Victorian Model Litigant Guidelines (and
behave as model litigants) which if followed would have prevented much of the
costly litigation over the last four years. If this had been followed by the CFA and
MFB it would have prevented much of the costly litigation and wastage of Fire
Service Property Levy money over the last four years.

X.

In the context of the above, that both the MFB and CFA be audited to see
whether they have complied with the Model Litigant Guidelines and if not, held
accountable for past expenditure. That it be mandated that future expenditure is
to comply with the Model Litigant Guidelines.

IV.

Hold to account the individuals of the ELTs of both the MFB and CFA and the
respective Boards who perpetrated the aggressive anti-worker policy and who
were responsible for the regressive campaign of litigation.

V.

Hold to account the individuals of the ELTs of both the MFB and CFA and the
respective Boards who mismanaged the finances of the fire services including the
use of FSL for non-operational activities including the excessive litigation.

VI.

Restructure the management structures of both organisations to establish
common structures in the MFB and CFA.

VII.

To restore the authority and ultimate decision making of the CO/CFO and the
operational personnel.

VIII.

To amend the constitution of both Boards to provide for representation of
professional firefighters through nominated representatives
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PART 5:
10. Options for Establishment of a
Professional Firefighter Registration
Board
10.1 Introduction
In order to protect the professionalism of firefighters and their skills and qualifications as well
as ensure continued development, the UFU proposes that a Professional Firefighter
Registration Board is established.
The attacks on the professionalism of firefighting have included an attempt to undermine or
relax firefighter qualifications. The CFA challenged the lateral entry and use of operational
instructor clauses in an attempt to employ firefighters without having undertaken a recruit
course and without having attained the relevant years of experience and competencies for
the rank. This was particularly concerning as they were attempting to parachute nonoperational qualified personnel into incident management roles. The MFB attempted to
remove the entire Emergency Response Training Framework from the Operational Staff
Agreement as part of their litigation in the Termination Case. The CFA attacked the training
framework as part of their claims regarding Re AEU.
It cannot be overstated the importance of the necessary training and requirement of
competencies

and

qualifications

including

pre-requisites

before

obtaining

higher

qualifications. Firefighters on the fire ground must be trained and that training must be
consistent so that the Incident Controller can confidently assign tasks and roles for
firefighters to perform safely. In addition, the firefighters must be able to rely on the fact that
those they are working alongside have had the training and are competent in the task they
are performing. Without the strict application of training requirements, the lives of firefighters
in particular, are at a greater risk.
Currently the training requirements and qualifications are not the same across the CFA and
MFB and the differences have been highlighted with the first attempt to conduct a joint
recruit course.
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In 2013 the UFU, as part the UFU submission into a Senate Inquiry in to Recent Trends in
and Preparedness for Extreme Weather Events, commissioned a report into the merit of a
National Registration Board for Firefighting. (Annexure 61)
This report explored the merits of a national registration board for firefighting with the
purpose of the Registration Board to:


to set professional development standards for firefighters



to raise OH&S standards; and



to raise professionalism in the industry.

The report found as follows:
"The proposed national firefighting board would administer the registration of
firefighting proficiency and safe and effective firefighting services are integral to the
protection of community." [Page 9]
The report found there were numerous benefits to a registration board including:


Consistency of competency throughout Australia



Improved interoperability through consistency of training and qualifications



National coordination to ensure uniformity of standards and monitoring process



National coordination to ensure maximum use of resources between States and
Territories



National accreditation



Governance of national standards



Ability to pursue international accreditation



Ability to coordinate mutual aid arrangements with qualified personnel within
Australia and internationally



Improved coordination enabling firefighters to play a greater role in educating the
public



Improved coordination of pre-hospital care, emergency medical response (EMR)
(firefighters play large community role in this regard)



Public confidence (including a greater appreciation for the role firefighters play in
educating the public and pre-hospital care EMR)



Higher focus on safety



Increased respect/status for the firefighting profession - the title 'registered firefighter'
would recognise and identify those who attained this professional standard
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Interoperability of the firefighter profession with standardisation of qualifications
underpinned by a professional board



Recognition of experience and expertise and professional development level



Recognition that firefighters play a large role in protecting the environment by their
deeds and prompt mitigation of incidents, both fire and hazmat



Mutual recognition of skills between Australian States and Territories



Recognition of expertise



Meeting national standards



National maintenance of qualifications and competency levels

The regulation and maintenance of training and qualifications is integral to a professional fire
service that can meet the needs and expectations of the community.
It is beyond the scope of this inquiry to give effect to a National Registration Board however
there is a unique opportunity for the Victorian Andrews Government to implement a
professional registration board for career firefighters that could form the basis for dialogue
and replication at a national level through the COAG process or other.

Given that

professional firefighters undertake a 4-year apprenticeship consisting of successfully
completing modules combined with operational experience, it is imperative that they are
registered as are other professions such as electricians, plumbers, teachers, etc.
A National Registration Board would enforce competencies, qualifications and training
standards that would recognise the importance of skills and experience as part of a
qualification framework. It is imperative that firefighting qualifications are not seen in
isolation.

They must be combined with actual experience and that is why ranks and

minimum years of service for each rank are currently enshrined in enterprise agreements. A
National Registration Board would ensure consistency and monitor the requirement to
maintain skills, competencies and pre-requisites in firefighter training modules to prevent
cherry-picking of skills and qualifications.
In addition an independent registration board would be able to provide policy advice to
governments and fire services.
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10.2 Registration Boards Across Other Industries
Various professions in Australia such as, teachers, architects, nurses and other health
professionals, electricians, building practitioners, plumbers and gasfitters all have
registration boards. However, to date professional firefighters do not have a registration
board.
Registration for professional firefighters would provide for the recognition of the significant
role of firefighters as a profession. The career of firefighter has evolved to one of complex
learning and training outcomes to deal with contemporary emergency service environment,
i.e. specialist skills that are required for terrorist attack, pandemics, earthquakes, extreme
weather events, and chemical and biological attacks. Firefighters occupy positions of trust
and responsibility within the community. Registration would ensure that all firefighters
throughout the country maintain the same high standard of qualifications and conduct. The
same screening and backgrounding process that professional firefighters undertake preemployment i.e. police checks, psychological assessment, should also be mandatory for
both professional firefighters and volunteers. We respectfully submit this to remove the
potential of a potential arsonist to infiltrate the fire services resulting in a minority damaging
the reputation of all.

10.3 Recommendations
The UFU makes the following recommendations:
I.

Restore any of the minimum training, qualification, or experience requirements for
firefighters that have been removed, challenged or relaxed during the life of the
Coalition Government.

II.

Restore the fundamental principle that all successful applicants must have
underpinning experience from employment in a recognised fire service before lateral
entry can occur. This should be in accordance with industrial instruments.

III.

Support and endorse the establishment of a Professional Firefighters Registration
Board which would recognise professional firefighting as a registered trade.

IV.

In the context of the above, implement a Registration Board within the Victorian
jurisdiction for professional Victorian firefighters to give effect to the regulation of
qualifications, training and standards.
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PART 6:
11.

Best Mechanism for Volunteer Support

11.1 Introduction
Mechanisms for volunteer support in the CFA have been fraught with controversy in the past
three decades leading to conflict between professional firefighters and the CFA.
The Victorian community provide a substantial amount of money via the FSL for the
protection of their family, property and/or industry. The UFU respectfully submits that it
makes complete sense that such money is expended in a way that maximises the protection
of the community.
In this context the CFA in particular have embarked upon programmes that have been
ideologically and industrially driven, that has resulted in FSL monies not being utilised for the
employment of professional firefighters in areas where there is a critical need for
enhancement of the community protection via rapid response and intervention to maximise
the potential for saving live and minimising damage to property.

11.2 Background – Community Support Facilitators
On 4 December 1996 the Australian Industrial Relations Commission Certified the Country
Fire Authority/United Firefighters' Union of Australia Firefighters and Fire Officers Certified
Agreement 1996. As a part of this Agreement the CFA agreed to provide approximately 36
new Firefighting positions for "New Career Fire Stations".
A "New Career Fire Station" was a volunteer Fire Station that needed professional
Firefighters. The new positions were to be established predominately in the growth corridors
of the Outer Metropolitan Area of Melbourne. Such areas had experienced an increased
workload which was impacting on the ability of CFA Volunteer stations to meet the required
service standard as well as commitments to the community.
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One of the reasons the UFU entered into this Agreement was that the Union considered
that an additional 36 Firefighters would be employed as part of the CFA's commitment to
properly service these growth areas, however despite the Agreement; the CFA did not
employ the additional Firefighters.
Instead, in 1997 CFA established the position of Community Safety Facilitators for industrial
purposes to remove firefighters' conditions of employment and to create a hybrid
classification that avoided CFA's legal obligations regarding superannuation, career
progression and conditions of employment applicable to firefighters. This strategy was not in
the interests of the community or indeed professional firefighters. It was solely designed as a
strategy to avoid their obligations under the enterprise agreement via contracting out the
employment of firefighters to a labour hire firm who employed the new hybrid classification.
In approximately January 1997 the UFU was informed that the CFA would contract -out
much of the traditional work of Firefighters to a private company called Skilled
Engineering. The CSF's were employed in the growth corridors and performed tasks
ordinarily done by Firefighters, such as community education relating to fire prevention.
The cornerstone of the CFA, UFU Enterprise Agreement 2000 (2000 Agreement) was to
return the traditional work base of Firefighters back to where it rightfully belonged (that is to
Firefighters), and for the CFA not to renew the contract with Skilled Engineering.
In January 2000 the UFU produced a briefing paper to inform the State Government and
the public of the issues regarding the creation of CSFs and the fact that the CFA was
now using a labor hire company to contract out, The briefing paper illustrated that the
concept of CSF's was developed and contracted out to a labour hire company (Skilled
Engineering) for the purposes of removing Award and Superannuation entitlements for
Firefighters. This was identified via a secret memo that the Union had obtained under the
FOI. (Annexure 56)
The secret memo Annexure 56) was dated 26 of October 1996 and written by the then
of the CFA to the Chief Fire Officer.
The secret memo was in fact a SWOT analysis that demonstrated unequivocally that the
contracting out of firefighters work to a labour hire company was to avoid its traditional
employment obligations such as superannuation etc.
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The secret memo graphically illustrates the contempt that the CFA as an organization held
towards professional firefighters as illustrated under the strength column it refers to one of
the strengths being the removal of dead heads to avoid career paths:
"Positives


No ESSS because the Act stipulates the CFA must be the employer



overcomes expectancy of future progress career



removal of 'dead heads'



geographical flexibility



award - potential problems further removed



culture change



political and change process is greatest factor



administration"

The UFU also submits to this inquiry that this agenda still continues today albeit in a
different form with the CFA ever increasing employment of classifications such as
Volunteer Support Officer and support for brigades other than firefighters which
performed this traditional work.
The UFU briefing paper also provided CFA documentation, again obtained under
Freedom of Information processes,

to the then Minister for Police and Emergency

Services that confirmed that Volunteer Brigades in Police Districts A-K were not coping
with the increased complexity and diversity plus frequency of fire calls due to the ever
increasing urbanized footprint.
It is extremely telling that the CFA embarked upon this behavior of contracting out the work
of firefighters in the face of the content of this documentation which was a formal
submission by the CFA to the then Government’s expenditure review committee containing
an admission that sections of the community were at risk for the above reasons.
The briefing paper also made a comparison of the work performed by Firefighters based on
their Job Description and the work performed by CSF's based on FOI documentation. A CSF
cost more to employ than a Firefighter.
A fundamental part of the work of Firefighters was the very work that CSF's were employed
to perform.
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11.3 Brigade Administration Support Officers
In 2000 the UFU was able to successfully negotiate a new Agreement doing away with
CSF’s entirely.
After a five year battle the UFU eventually stopped the employment of staff through Skilled
Engineering (Labour hire company) resulting in the CFA to employ these staff directly in the
newly created roles of Brigade Administration Support Officers (BASO’s). To protect the
integrity of the traditional work of professional firefighters, the number of BASO positions
was specified and the work that they were to perform was regulated to ensure that where
there is a need at a volunteer brigade for a professional firefighter, the BASO was
transferred to another volunteer brigade, after review was conducted by the BOR. The role
of the BASO’s has been clearly outlined and specified within CFA/UFU Staff Agreements
and separate agreements reached between the UFU and CFA.
The 2000 Enterprise Agreement also expressly provided for the disestablishment of CSFs
and that any administration support positions are not to respond/turn out to fires as
volunteers or do any other firefighting work.
Subsequent agreements and deeds (including current) expressly protect the classifications
and work of firefighters and prohibits contracting out.

11.4 Volunteer Support Officers
On 19 October 2010, the Brumby Victorian Government in its response to the 2009 VBRC
final report announced a $44.5 million dollar package to support CFA volunteers, to be
funded over 4 years. This included funding for 2000 additional emergency pagers, upgrade
to regional training grounds and funds to employ 64 volunteer support officers to work
directly in support of volunteer brigades.
The UFU raised concerns regarding these positions in writing to the CFA CEO, in the
bargaining for the PTA agreement and continued raising concerns regarding these positions
both directly with the CFA and through legal counsel.
Although CFA had given commitments to consult regarding these positions, on 25 January
2013 the CFA advertised for these positions known as Volunteer Support Officer (VSO’s)
with no consultation and in breach of both the 2010 CFA Ops Agreement and the CFA PTA
Agreement.
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Given these significant and concerning breaches, the UFU filed in the Federal Court in
March 2013. In response to this matter, the CFA argued the same jurisdictional arguments
as they did in the Recruits Case which they ultimately lost in the Full Federal Court in early
2015.
Due to the similar arguments the Volunteer Support Federal Court Case, the matter was
suspended while the Recruits Case was running and since the decision in that case, the
Volunteer Support court case has been adjourned for the parties to have discussions.
As part of these discussions, CFA have now provided further information regarding the
Volunteer Support Program that they are trialling and wish to permanently implement.
During these discussions in April 2015, CFA stated that it understands that there is a prior
ministerial agreement for resources to go to VFBV and these ongoing human resources are
already substantially in place. CFA also stated that it is recommended to increase this
number to allow for one per CFA Region and that their work arrangements and conditions of
employment are established by the VFBV. They further stated that these resources are
deployed as field officers employed by the VFBV.
This was a revelation to the UFU and the first time it was disclosed. Given these positions
are funded via FSL, and given the prohibitions in the industrial agreements and common law
deed, it appears on face value that the employment of VSOs through the VFBV is again a
strategy by the CFA to avoid its obligations under the agreement and deed with the UFU as
the VFBV is not a party to those instruments.
It is unheard of and totally inappropriate as would be the case if it was a union that the
volunteer association that purports to represent the interests of their member brigades,
which has a record of campaigning and engaging in political activity, be funded to employ
field organisers with tax payers money that is allocated through the FSL for the purpose of
providing protection to the community in the time of emergency.
The UFU is a registered trade union organisation and is not aware of any other registered
trade union being allocated funding for field organisers from taxpayers money to effectively
perform the role of an organiser or other.
It is also unheard of that these persons conditions of employment are regulated and
established by the VFBV.
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This sets a dangerous precedent and if continues is likely to give rise to other organisations
including unions in the state sector requiring similar assistance on the same basis and using
taxpayer funding.
The CFA have confirmed to the UFU that funding of approximately $5.7 million has been
provided for sixty-four resources to continue to provide support to volunteers but that only
fifty-nine of these positions will be employed by the CFA and therefore only fifty-nine of these
positions are able to be subject to the discussions between the CFA and UFU.
The UFU is continuing to have discussions with the CFA regarding its concerns over the
fifty-nine positions, however the five positions allocated to the VFBV by a 'ministerial
agreement' need to be examined in the context of FSL monies being used in accordance
with the basis for its collection.
The UFU believe that this funding to the VFBV to establish these five field officers is
inappropriate and should be stopped.
The experience of the 1990s demonstrates that:
a)

VSOs will be used as firefighters and to avoid employing career firefighters;

b)

If the CFA is allowed to continue with their plans, this will result in Victoria ultimately
losing professional firefighters and have huge ramifications for the standard of cover
and safety for the Victorian public;

c)

Personnel will be used as firefighters with little regard to safety, capability,
competencies, qualifications or experience.

The UFU strongly submits that it is in the interests of the community that support to volunteer
brigades in the CFA is provided by professional firefighters rather than civilians. As the
socio-economic demographic of volunteer pool changes with most volunteers now trying to
balance their CFA duties with work and family life, it is more evident that the availability of
volunteers is increasing limited particularly during work hours with often not working in the
communities they live and volunteer in, and may be some distance away. Further, the
increase of households with two working parents again limits the availability of volunteers to
respond in a timely manner. Further, employers already pay for the provision of fire services
through a fire service levy and it is not fair to expect them to continue to release their
employees for volunteer emergency response and pay them for that leave.
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It is more appropriate and the UFU strongly submits the proper use of FSL monies, that
where a volunteer brigade requires support that the traditional practice of deploying
professional firefighters is re-implemented ensuring that community monies result in the
widest possible le protection. It should be noted that all of the work being performed by
VSOs and/or BASOs is the traditional work that firefighters have or could perform.
Prior to the ideological agenda of the Liberal Victorian State Government in 1997 in seeking
to contract out the work of firefighters by using so called "Support for Volunteer Brigades" as
an excuse, volunteer support was performed by professional firefighters.
The UFU further contends that LFFs and Officers have best skills and qualifications to
provide this support as they are not only able to provide support in the areas of
administration, training and other non operational assistance but can also provide assistance
in the case of emergency response.

11.5 Structural Issues with the Current Operational Training and
Volunteerism Department
The business of the CFA is fire and emergency management (F&EM). CFA currently have a
department for fire and emergency management and a separate department for training and
volunteers. By segregating training and volunteers from F&EM, it creates a division from the
core business.
Accordingly, the CFA has developed competing areas that form silos. These silos create a
disconnect between the two departments leading to a failure to support each other or
provide the best outcomes for the community.
Operational Training and Volunteerism (OT&V) is an example of the above. These functions
should be part of F&EM and report to the CO and DCO's. These departments should be
headed by operational firefighters and not executive management.
Separation of training and volunteerism from F&EM has led to a failure to provide adequate
training courses and assessments, lack of support to instructors and training grounds to
deliver the required training, an attempt to remove operations from training, the segregation
of volunteers and professional firefighters creating an "us and them" mentality and a waste
of resources by having two separate departments with conflicting aims and outcomes.
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11.6 Use of Operational Support Group as a State Pool for Volunteer
Support
The UFU submits that in line with the aims of interoperability between the fire agencies and
in order to provide volunteer support through professional firefighters, the MFB and CFA
utilise their Operational Support Group (OSG).
The OSG are professional firefighters in the MFB who, due to injury or illness are unable to
perform full operational firefighting duties. The OSG do not form part of minimum crewing
and instead are provided with alternative duties which may or may not be on shift.
In this round of enterprising bargaining, as we understand, the CFA is considering the
creation of an OSG for their professional firefighters who due to illness or injury are unable to
perform full operational firefighting duties.
Further, in previous litigation, particularly in the Termination Case, the MFB alleged that the
UFU prevents firefighters from accessing flexible work arrangements. While the UFU denies
this allegation and submits that the clauses which restrict hours of work have not been
contentious in bargaining, the parties have also exchanged letters in the previous round of
bargaining which clearly makes provision for alternative work arrangements by agreement
between the parties. (Annexure 62)
The UFU contends that as both fire services will likely have an OSG and in line with the
agreement regarding flexible work arrangements, these firefighters should, where there is
agreement, be used as a state pool of professional firefighters to perform the role of
volunteer support. This would have the following benefits:


utilising the knowledge and skills of professional firefighters to provide support to
volunteers;



giving meaningful work to ill or injured firefighters who are unable to perform their
usual role in line with return to work outcomes;



improve interoperability between the agencies by utilising a state pool and allowing
firefighters from one agency to work in the other for a period of time.
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11.7 Recommendations
The UFU makes the following recommendations:

I.

Volunteer Brigade support to be undertaken by professional firefighters who have the
required skills, knowledge and expertise to undertake such work. That this should be
in accordance with the relevant industrial instruments and professional firefighting
classifications.

II.

That all FSL monies and CFA funding for volunteer brigade support be maximised to
ensure the benefit to the community and that volunteer brigade. In accordance with
this a cost benefit analysis will confirm that professional firefighters undertake such
work. That all current arrangements that conflict with this recommendation to cease.

III.

The UFU strongly submits the consideration of using the Operational Support Group
personnel (professional firefighters) be converted to a state resource to provide
volunteer support.

IV.

Restore the CO's/CFOs authority over Operational Training and Volunteerism to
ensure that these responsibilities are in line with operational requirements.

V.

That the current surge capacity provided by volunteer brigades be structured into a
dedicated specialised state unit. This unit could be deployed in a coordinated and
structured manner during large protracted campaign fires and incidents. This would
maximise the utilisation of such resource and provide a mechanism for coordination
through the Fire Service Commission.
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